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2013 - 2014 
President's Report 
Roger Williams University 
Searchhghts - those immense. unwieldy 
apparatus that pro1ect unmistakable beams 
of light, often spotted dancmg across the 
mghttime sky - manage to do both. Whethe 
via a traditional carbon arc lamp or powerful 
decades to come for Roger Williams. Among 
other stories, look forward to reading about: 
Even now, a few years into this lively experiment 
we have titled Affordable Excellerice, the skeptics 
have yet to vanish. How can it be possible for 
us to enhance the quality of our educational 
experience and expand our financial aid budget, 
even as we hold the line on tuition? 
There must be a catch, they assert! Some 
hidden, negative impact on our students based 
on our decision to hold tuition Aat for three 
years in a row. If it were that easy, wouldn't 
everyone do it? 
Some people believe there is simply no such 
thing as a free lunch. And given the reputation 
that we in higher education have, collec1ivcly, 
built for ourselves - that we're oblivious lO 
the realities, economic and otherwise, that 
face studcms and families beyond the gates 
of our campuses - it is easy to understand 
that skepticism. 
Adel to that the fact that each week brings 
the news of another college or university 
backpedaling from a "tuition reset" or similar 
measure to keep cost and debt in check, and the 
percept ion of out-of-touch Ivory Tower dwellers 
spirals even further. 
With that skepticism as backdrop, let me say 
this as unequivocally as I can: At Roger Williams 
University, there is, quite simply. no catch. Our 
Affordable Excellence initiative has been a 
resounding success. We have demonstrated that, 
if a campus truly wishes to do so, it can enhance 
its quality even as it holds the line on price. 
Next fall, tuition for new undergraduates 
will be $29,976, which makes this the fourth 
ffij:..JS 
Student Debt Declines 
In Just two years, average debt 
per student predicted upon 
graduation has fallen by $6,148. 
First-year student enrollment is up 16 
percent in two years; total undergrad 
population is the highest ,n RWU history. 
consecutive incoming class to enter at that 
rate, in an era in which some universities have 
climbed beyond the S50.000 mark for tuition 
alone. (And room and board is on top of that!) 
But even as we have held tuition flat, we have 
increased financial aid by nearly $7 million 
and directed those funds to high-achieving 
students with demonstrated need. Plus, flat 
tuition is guaranteed for each incoming class 
for four years, making the total cost of an RWU 
education far more predictable for students and 
families. No bait and switch on this campus! 
At RWU L1w. we're doing the same. At 
$33,792. our School of Law is the best-priced 
A BA-accredited private law school in the 
ortheast and one of the best values on the East 
Coast. And thal number holds for three years of 
law school; it's not simply a gimmick to get new 
I Ls in the door. 
At these prices. we certainly make no claim 
that we arc inexpensive. But while much of 
higher education ups the ante on tuition every 
year, we arc trending in the right direction, 
each year becoming more affordable to a greater 
population of prospective students. \Ve believe 
that higher education is too important to our 
country's economic success to limit it only t0 
those with substantial financial resources at 
their disposal. 
But while we recognize the importance of 
cost and debt, what is even more important for 
any given student is the long-term investment 
value of the college education they experience. 
So unlike colleges that focus solely on controlling 
BY THE NUMBERS 
Affordable Excellence 
0 
We're No Safety School 
This fall, 77 percent of new 
students said RWU was their 
first choice school. 
cost, we continue to enhance the demon!:ltrated 
quality of an RWU education. 
What does that mean for students' The 
ability to capitalize on our academic diversity, 
for example. We are urging undergraduates to 
major 1n something they love, but minor 111 a 
program that complements their major. A dance 
or theater major might find it challenging to 
earn a living as a performer - but a minor 1n 
arts management might mean opponun1tie!:I in 
the business side of the arts world, perhaps a 
more attainable career goal. 
We are also revamping our Career Cemer: 
m·crhauling our General Education Program: 
creatmg a one-stop Center for Student Academic 
Success; and re-envisioning our University 
Library as a technology-based Learning 
Commons. We arc greatly expanding the 
number of Li\·ing Learning Commu111ties to 
help first-}·ear students transition to college. And 
we are systcmaticalh increasing opportunities 
for project-based. real-world learning to ensure 
that each R\VU graduate leaves campus wnh 
a health\ dose of practical experience and a 
r€'sume packed with accomplishments. 
We don't intend to step on the brakes 
an} time soon. As I write. \Ve are working 
collaboratively across campus (with 111put 
from beyond campus) to articulate a \·ision that 
will guide the next decades of this Uni\·ers1t\ 
- plenty more on that to come in the months 
ahead. To all of you who have supported our 
experiment. and to all of you who will do so 
moving forward, I offer my sincere thanks. 
CJr C ep FreezL C.>rt 1u,, 
The 2015·16 academ,c year will mar� 
the fourth year that tu1t1on is $29,976 
the same price tag as 2012-13 
We Guarantee It 
0 






From Mississippi to Virginia to New Jersey, 
students in RWU's Habitat for Humanity 
chapter have trekked the country, building 
houses and lending sweat equity to families 
in need. So when the first project house in the 
University's backyard took shape last year, 
students were quick to dedicate some elbow 
grease. From raising beams to hammering 
nails, 50 students have worked alongside 
contractors and fellow volunteers to create a 
new home, just two miles from campus near 
downtown Bristol, for a single mother with 
two children. Move-in day? Hopefully by late 
spring, in plenty of time for the Fourth of July. 
Military Life to Student Life 
After 21 years of ac1ive duly on U.S. Navy 
submarines, Oscar Martinez conf rontcd not 
only the challenge of transitioning to private 
employment, but of learning to be a husband to 
his wife and father to his two sons. Only recently 
- l l years after retiring from the military - has 
the idea of self emerged in his life, he says. With 
that in mind and with the G.I. Bill an extra 
incentive, Martinez plunged into study at the 
Communit)' College of Rhode Island last spring. 
"Overwhelmingly fast and demanding," he 
says of his first few weeks. "Sleepless nights and 
plenty of aggravation trying to read a syllabus, 
learn how to use Blackboard and complete a 
distance learning class. It didn't take long to 
realize that I was in over my head." 
Martinez scaled back, from three classes to 
one, and survived the semester. He returned to 
CCR! in the fall and enrolled simultaneously 
in the Veteran's Gateway to College and Career 
Success program at RWU's School of Continuing 
Studies - a no-cost transition course designed 
10 assist veterans in acclimating to classroom 
life, refresh their math, writing and computer 
skills. and build confidence. Nearly 60 students 
have enrolled to date - some for a few semes1ers, 
others just for a session or two. 
"One student in his S0s returned to school for 
the first ti me in decades and told us that he made 
the dean's list because of the Veteran's Gateway 
tutoring," says Mary Cooney, who coordinates 
the program. "Another told me that in a CCR! 
writing course, he earned his first 'A' ever." 
As for Martinez? As he continues to work 
toward his degree, he accepted a new full-time 
position at the U.S. Department of Veterans 
Affairs, where he says he will share his 
experience at ever}' opportunity. "As we veterans 
realize that RWU is here to help us through 
free, Aexible, targeted tu1oring, we can go a 







Class of 2014 
career as an advocate for those without a voice. 
After my family fled war-torn Liberia, I grew up 
in refugee camps in Ghana before immigrating to 
Providence when I was 12.Trying to assimilate 
to a new culture - and knowing my accent would 
be an issue - I hid behind a wall of introversion 
and shyness. 
Roger Williams University revealed a new world 
of experiences to me. Joining the Multicultural 
Student Union, I felt like I was home. I knew I could 
count on my fellow MSU members in any situation. 
That assurance allowed me to branch out and find 
my own way. I became a resident assistant and 
admissions tour guide, even co-president of MSU, 
growing more confident around new people. 
Even more impactful were my classes in 
psychology, anthropology and sociology - and 
particularly in American studies with faculty 
member Laura D'Amore. Had I not been exposed 
to discussions on race, gender, sexual orientation 
- and her unbridled passion for social justice 
across the board - I would not be the person I 
am today. Her classes opened up my worldview. 
With my classroom work complemented by study 
abroad in South Africa and a service learning 
project at a rehabilitation facility for ex-convicts, 
my experience at Roger Williams left me uniquely 
prepared for the work I do now. 
Other people inspired me to find my passion, and 
now I'm paying that back. It's a ripple effect - if I 
help a child, he or she may one day help so many 
other people. To me, that's the ultimate reward. 
t· 
Before students depart for my Honors Program 
community engagement course - which immerses 
them in households and community centers in rural 
Jamaica to examine treatment of children's mental 
Community engagement projects - an academic · 
requirement in our Honors Program and a growing 
emphasis for students across the disciplines at Roger 
Williams - are a far cry from more typical volunteer 
projects. They offer the chance to stray beyond campus 
and into the real world, where students connect 
classroom studies to contemporary, on-the-ground 
issues. They broaden cultural awareness and cultivate 
a.sense of social responsibility to give back, both locally 
and globally. And they're steeped in scholarship. 
Needless to say, faculty members are integrating these 
opportunities into curricula with enthusiasm. 
!' In Jamaica, students live with local families, share 
meals, and through conversation, learn whether words 
like "mental health" and "autism" mean the same things 
to people from another culture. We spend a lot of time 
reflecting individually and as a group on mental health 
practices and how we might enhance them. It's an eye­
opening experience for the students. They return to the 
U.S. keenly aware of race relations and cultural issues 
in another country; in turn, that quite often transforms 
how they view their own world when they return home. 
Despite their value, community engagement projects 
offer just one mechanism for students to apply 
what they learn in our University classrooms. In the 
psychology program, we focus on preparing students 
to be effective social scientists. I ask students to 
collaborate with me on my research. They learn how to 
ask good questions. How to conduct interviews. How 
to be good observers. Research experience becomes 
critical - both for undergrads thinking about graduate 
study, but also for the skills it builds that apply to any 
professional career. 
My hope? That at Roger Williams University, we are 
growing a community of good scientists who are 
citizen-scholars. Leaders who emerge ready to apply 
expertise to real-world problems, think critically about 
global issues and feel a personal stake in making the 
world a better place to live. 
LUMINARY 
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Theory + Practice = A Pe rfect F IT  
As a roomful of students absorbed career advice 
from an alumni panel last fall. sophomore 
Margaret Daubenspeck worked behind the 
scenes lO make it the most successful career 
night yet for the English literature and creative 
writing departments. Afterward, she joined with 
faculty at a dinner arranged as a "thank you" to 
the graduates for advising today's students. 
A double major in creative writing and 
English literature, Daubenspeck is learning how 
to think critical ly and develop her creative voice. 
But to break into the professional world, she'll 
also need experiences and accomplishments on 
her resume. That's what she's getting from the 
University's new FIT program (short for Financed 
Individualized Training), a three-year internship 
tailored to each major that gives students the 
opportunity to practice the skills they're learning 
in the classroom in a real-world workplace -
and get paid for it! 
"There's no creative writing course where 
you're taught work experience like a business 
student might get in their regular courses,·• notes 
Daubenspeck. who is apprenticing with faculty 
members on PR strategy, event planning and 
communications. "This is really important lO 
learn as an undergrad, so I'm prepared when I 
go out into the real world." 
Even beyond the liberal arts. students like 
marine biology ma1or l\ 1ary Victoria Agne\, 
benefit from professional preparation for future 
work in laboratories or similar settings. A FIT 
intern in the RWU Aquatic Diagnostic Lab. the 
sophomore receives training on proper safety 
and cleaning methods, and how to prepare 
tissue samples for experiments. Along the way. 
she contributes to facuh)· research on parasites 
affecting blue mussels. 
'"After graduating, I can say to directors of 
graduate programs that I worked in a real lab for 
all four years of college," Agnew says. "And not 
just that I worked in a lab, but that I was part 
of relevant and umely research - researl·h they 
have read and cited in their papers." 
Plus, FIT students earn a parcheck not the 
case for all internships. ·To get paid is a great 
perk," the future scientist adds. "After all. I am 
a college swdent.'' 
SPOTLIGHT 
On multiple expeditions to Central America a n d  the 
Caribbean, Nickolas Palermo '15 has traveled with his 
camera at the ready, capturing footage of fellow RWU 
undergrads providing medical services in  local communities 
via the Foundation for International Medical Relief of 
Children. O n  site in the Dominican Republic, he paused from 
the F IMRC video campaign to offer a lesson to local kids 
eager to get behind the camera. The moment prompted 
an idea - as a capstone project for his self-created cinema 
studies/fi lm production major and global communications 
minor, Palermo is developing a chi ldren's filmmaking 
camp. With guidance from experts at the R.L International 
Film Festival, the plan is for RWU Film Production Club 
members to serve as instructors as they take the camps to 
impoverished communities across the globe. 
7 
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When officials in Central Falls and Pawtucket, 
R . I . ,  wanted to reimagine the long-abandoned 
Conant Thread Company and Coats & Clark mill 
complex, a hulking presence on the cities' shared 
border that has sat vacant since 1964, they 
knew where to turn. The project - a partnership 
with Commerce RI, the Pawtucket Foundation 
and the two cities, convened by the University's 
Community Partnerships Center and drawing on 
the expertise of 30 students and three faculty 
members in business, architecture and historic 
preservation - landed an award from the state 
chapter of the American Planning Association, 
kudos from local officials and a feature story 
in the Providence journal. The CPC team's 
comprehensive redevelopment plan, complete 
with tactics to incentivize business development, 
proposed a mixed-use site with residential 
and commercial areas along with spaces for 
arts, education and recreation. This rendering 
by graduate architecture student Casey Ray 
i l lustrates the mill's potential for new l ife. 
I 
j 
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BY THE NUMBERS 
Commun ity Partnersh ips Center 
2010-2015 
77,264 HOURS 
Devoted t 7'•5 Unique CPC Projects 
95 PARTN ERS 
"1, ':,$ 
1 ,354 STUDE NTS 
$ 1 ,406,220 
Tech n i ca l ly, 
An Entrep reneu r 
Already 
WILLEM DELVENTHAL 
Class of 2015 
Last summer, I worked as a mobile games intern at 
Lumosity in San Francisco. In my last few weeks, 
my mentor moved back to India. And while it might 
surprise you, we programmers are a little weird. 
I wanted something more exciting than a typical 
goodbye card, so I built him a game. About 30 
colleagues wrote short messages, which were then 
delivered by a character on the screen. Two months 
later, he wrote to tell me how meaningful it had been. 
That's why I want to create Nuanotes, a new 
web experience in which a customer chooses an 
interactive game, customizes the look and content, 
and sends it off. Costs are negligible; we'll break 
even with a few sales. But no startup is about 
numbers - each is about the idea and the person 
behind it. My name is Willem Delventhal, and I'm 
a business management major at Roger Williams 
University with minors in computer science and web 
development. I sold my first game when I was 15 
and started my first company when I was 20. Most 
importantly, I have the drive to take Nuanotes from 
one computer to hundreds of thousands. 
With go seconds to present at the Rhode Island 
Elevator Pitch Contest in December, that's the story 
I told. I made it personal - perhaps that's why I won. 
And that's not all my internship inspired. Lumosity 
offers Prototype Thursdays, when you can work 
on anything that might benefit the company. What 
better way to innovate than a 10-hour block to try 
out ideas and get feedback from 75 people? Coming 
back to RWU senior year, I wanted to emulate 
that - my focus is technical entrepreneurship, so I 
started the Tech-Es club. We created Hawk Stop, a 
map-based app for the campus shuttle. We pitched 
the prototype to Student Life and Public Safety 
and sold it. Imagine what this does for our Tech-Es 
- they can walk into an interview, pull out the app 
and say: "My university believed in this so much 
that they literally purchased our app." You can't 
overestimate the value - that's a hire on the spot. 
A month ago, Lumosity offered me a full-time 
position. Starting the Tech-Es and launching 
HawkStop landed me this job. After graduation, 
I head west. Silicon Valley is the place to be for 
technical entrepreneurship - I'll work at Lumosity, 
run Nuanotes on the side and see where life takes 
me from there: 
Most first-year students don't have specific goals 
when it comes to building a resume and preparing 
for the professional world. I even switched majors, 
from marine biology, after my Enterprise course 
hooked me on starting a business. Looking back, I'm 
grateful for the vast range of opportunities - you 
can pack a lot into four years at Roger Williams, 
which is pretty unique. When I walk the stage at 
Commencement, I'll graduate with a collection of 
real-world experiences already under my belt. 
MARISSA JANTON 
Class of 2002 (B.S.) 
Class of 2011 (J.D.) 
This January;' Marissa Janton and Misty Delgado became t�e 
inaugural law fellows at the Rhode !sland Center for Justice, 
a public interest law center recently opened in partnership 
with the Roger Williams University School of La'!:'.,,.an.!!.I_ ' 
created to help close the gap in unmet legal needs among 
:, the state's most economically . vulnerable populations . 
. . •·::." - . . . �-· · , - "¼:, 
�Both women are Rhode Island natives, alumnae �e �ger 
.·. Williams University undergraduate program and attorneys 
who earned juris doctor degrees as members ofth·�-RWU 
Law Class of 2011. 'I 
e" 
' ' 
'At the Rhode Island Center for Justice, they'll work hand 
in hand with supervising attorneys to offer �v-;;,, 
represent clients and help low-income Rhode Isl� 
assert their rights on issues ranging fro,;;-;;tilityshutolfs 
and substandard housing conditions, to il'Tlmigra"iio;"status, - .. workers' rights and more. 
I remember two RWU Law courses in particular -
Poverty, Health and Law, and Bridging the Access 
to Justice Gap - thinking to myself in class: "This is 
exactly what I want to do." For me, using the law to 
defend those without the ability to defend themselves 
is deeply rooted in personal experience. 
A decade before law school, I was a happy, successful, 
top-of-my-class college student in Florida. Senior 
year, I came out to my roommates as gay. When they 
demanded that I move out, I held my ground - but 
the mom of one of my roommates booked a flight that 
night from New York and literally threatened my life 
in person. My entire world shattered. I left school to 
come home to Rhode Island. I lost my scholarship. I lost 
friends. I lost soccer. All of this - because I was gay? 
But what started as my worst experience eventually 
became my best. Until that point, I 'd lived my life to 
make others happy. Not anymore. 
In 2002, I earned my bachelor's from Roger Williams. 
At 23, I taught Spanish at Hope High School in 
Providence. These were good kids who had been 
through a lot. In one class, nobody spoke English or 
had existing literacy skills, so I needed to teach them 
to read and write in Spanish. They didn't have a book; 
I didn't have a book. How do I teach a class with no 
books? I had to fight to get one. One book! But those 
kids came to school every day. Everyone deserves the 
opportunity to learn - and these kids wanted to learn. 
Misty was a Hope student, and everyone knew Misty's 
story. A few years later, we ended up in the same class 
at RWU Law. My personal story helped get me into 
law school, and I feel indebted to RWU Law for the 
opportunities it created. I became executive articles 
editor of the Law Review. I clerked for Justice Flaherty 
on the Rhode Island Supreme Court - his influence 
has been so meaningful that I even named one of my 
two-year-old twins, Xavier, in his honor. 
Four years later, Misty and I joined the Rhode Island 
Center for Justice. This position is the job I dreamed 
about in law school. Access to justice is not a priority in 
America. Short of a criminal offense, the law is simply 
out of reach for many. No money to pay an attorney? 
Then no access to justice. Women stay in abusive 
marriages because they lack money for a divorce. 
Families get stuck with horrible housing conditions 
because they can't afford to challenge landlords. 
The Rhode Island Center for Justice will allow the 
neediest clients to assert fundamental rights. When 
we stop someone's heat from getting shut off, we 
make a concrete difference for a child or a senior in 
that home. Small victories, perhaps - but ones that 
can immediately and tangibly improve lives. 
And precisely why I came to RWU Law. 
· .r  ,..,. � . ' ' 
,ol.',i�
k 
When I was 14, I went through a rebellious period. 
I was accepted into Classical Higl) s.chool, started 
there, but ran away. DCYF would p·ut me in a group 
home and enroll me in another school, which might 
work for a week. Then I would run away again. I 
was hardheaded! I was the kid who no social_worker 
wanted on his or her caseload. 
Two years later, I learned I was pregnant. I called 
DCYF to "turn myself in" because I didn't want them 
to take my baby away. I moved in with my great au�t;i ..  
enrolled and excelled at Hope High School (two years·'· 
behind my class), and the rest is history. 
I remember my college visit to Roger Williams. It was 
my grandfather, me and my daughter, Mahogany, 
in her stroller. I knew: "This is where I'm going 
to go." Studying criminal justice, you learn about 
corrections, courts and the administration of justice. 
More important to me? Our faculty focused on the 
underlying issues of crime. Why people do what they 
do. Why society does what it does. 
RWU Law was a natural step. The continuation of 
support was amazing - I had the encouragement 
of the deans, who worked together to ensure my 
success. After graduation, I continued to meet with 
career services to discuss my evolving career path. 
The law school is serious about the long-term success 
and well-being of each graduate. 
At Pannone Lopes Deveraux West, I started as a 
secretary, advanced to paralegal and departed as 
an associate attorney. I honed my skills in client 
management, courtroom practice and civil litigation. 
For three years, PLOW offered me a career, a support 
system and mentoring. 
At the Rhode Island Center for Justice, our impact will 
be even more immediate. When we argue successfully 
on behalf of a client, the effect will be nearly 
instantaneous. The power company flips a switch, 
and the lights go back on. Not that every case we take 
on will be successful ,  but every client will have had a 
positive experience with an attorney who cares. 
I think back to my high school days, when I worked in 
the U.S. Attorney's Office, in retail stores and in group 
homes. Everyone has something in the world that 
comes first: family, a sports team, pets, the gym. For 
me, it's my daughter. My reality was and is - my kid 
needs to eat. Even as a 1L, I worked 70 hours a week to 
put food on the table and a roof over her head. I would 
not have been able to do that without help. 
These days, I'm calibrating my career compass. This 
• fellowship is ideal - the job will combine teaching, 
community outreach and client management. A healthy 
dose of real-world experience made me who I am 
today; at the Center, I trust that experience will inform 
my work with clients in need across Rhode Island. 
::� 
:�: LUMINARIES :::; . ·.� .... .. . . 
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MISTY DELGADO 
Class of 2008 (B.S.) 
Class of 2011 (M.S., J .0.) 
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Wht•n the Dining Commons closes on 
Wednesday cwnings. Kelsey Rogers, Trc\·or 
Nelson and Katie Bord enter - somcllmcs with 
an extra volunteer or t\\O to lend a hand 
good-natured banter trading among the crew 
as they claim Jobs 111 their familiar routine. 
Forming an assembly line, they collect the 
uneaten food set aside by the Bon AppCtit 
staff. spooning lefwvers onto trays, weighing 
and documenting the surplus and packaging 
st1 ll-stcam1ng meals. As members of the Food 
Reco,·cry Network chapter at RWU. their aim 
is 1wofold to deliver this edible chow to local 
homeless shelters and to reduce the volume 
of food waste that would have otherwise been 
buried in the state landfill. 
Learning of the Food Recovery ct work's 
mission was all the moti\'ation needed 
for Rogers, a sophomore, to \·olunteer her 
Wedncsda)" nights to the cause. Most fulfilling, 
she says, is personally delivering food to 
shelter residents. who often tell the students 
ho\, appreciative they are for the meals. 
"You can put a few bucks in the Salvation 
Arm) jar and feel good, but here you get to 
hand someone their dinner," Rogers says. 
"It's immediately rewarding." 
With RWU taking a lead role in  a 
statewide composling effort - 37 tons of 
RWU scrap food ha\·e been diverted from 
landfills in the last six months alone - this 
y U rl, v'J (1 , Gy ylJ'lU 
f()l (1 Wf)f"'r, \,() Li ((1 '1 (J I  'E' 
, t  l ife O ;C1 1 fl url ,} lj lVE' 
irr E' J11CIV eh,.. c c nur c e1" 
studem-led effort proved a natural expansion. 
Some examples? Perfectly tasty rotisserie 
chickens that, at the end of the night, 
didn't add up to enough meat to turn into 
tomorrow's chicken salad; entrecs that don't 
have a second-day shelf life like penne alfreclo 
and rice pilaf. Since last April, some 4,180 
pounds of food have been recovered and 
served to children, women and men in  need. 
For Dining Commons Manager Joshua 
Hennessy, the mission is clear: "Why throw 
away good food when you can give it life 
again, and give somebody else a chance?'' 
Every day for an entire school year, RWU 
graduate student Erin Kennally lives and 
breathes the ups and downs that come in 
the day-to-day of instructing students from 
a variety of cultural and socioeconomic 
backgrounds and learning how to manage a 
thriving elementary school classroom. Via a 
partnership with the Gordon School in East 
Providence, R.I., students in the School of 
Education's master of arts in teaching program 
break the traditional theory/practice boundary 
by working alongside accomplished educators 
during the day, with coursework completed on 
evenings and weekends. For future teachers 
soon to face the realities of the classroom 
independently, the residency program's ful l ­
immersion approach offers a more exhaustive, 
eye-opening preparation than a semester or 
two of student teaching could ever match. 
BY THE NUMBERS 
University Enro l l ment 2014-15  
With academic offerings that range from boutique programs l ike the 
graduate teaching partnership with the Gordon School to hIgh•qualIty, 
high-enrollment undergrad ma1ors mclud1ng psychology, crimmal 
Justice and architecture, to programs for adult learners at the School of 
Continuing Studies and School of Law, grand total enrollment at Roger 
W1lhams University stands at 5,255 students. Here's the breakdown: 






Eight months after the Latino Policy Institute and 
HousingWorks R I  released an infographic h ighl ighting 
the challenges that Latinos face in affording homes 
and apartments, U.S. Secretary of Housing and Urban 
Development J u l ian Castro called on U.S. Sen.  Jack Reed and 
the University's two policy groups to convene a discussion 
at RWU on the report and its national implications. "We're 
sh in ing a spotl ight on information that is critical for decision­
makers to be ab le to effectively lead Rhode Is land," said 
LPI Director Anna Cano Morales, pictured (far right) with 
HousingWorks Director Nicole Lagace and Secretary Castro. 
"We study the issues, look at the data and translate it for the 
general public. Often that leads to policy conversations - in 
this case,  the person who literally has the highest rank in our 
country on housing was in Rhode Island, l istening to us." 
Out  of the  C lassroom ,  Ove r the  B r i dge 
I n  borrowed hardhats and reflective vests, 
21 first-year engineering majors traipsed onto 
the 1'\ounl I lope Bridge, where the Rhode 
Island Turnpike & Bridge Authority closed 
a traffic lane to deliver an inside look at a 
structure these students might one day be 
tasked with maintaining. 
As members of the Engineering LLC -
Living Learning Communities allow students to 
share an acadcrrnc major or common interest. 
classes and a residence hall - they kicked off 
their RWU careers by learning their prospective 
trade from experienced bridge caretakers. The 
<,tudcnts donned harnesses to scale down to 
the steel catwalk below-deck and climb the 
enclosed tower in cramped. pitch-black quarters 
reminiscent of submarines. 
Charles Thomas. the Engineering LLC's 
faculty mentor. organized RITBA's tour to 
complement classroom instruction with an 
up-close. on-site glimpse of how it applies in 
the read world - such adventures are a pivo1al 
part of the LLC experience. In the Honors 
Program LLC, for example, an excursion to 
the Tan Chocolate factory in Somerville. 
Mass., expanded upon a lesson on consumer 
responsibility and the ethical implications of 
purchasing fair-trade cocoa: and, of course, 
students enjoyed noshing on samples of stone• 
ground chocolate. 
For freshman engineering major R)1an 
�tellen, the opportunity to conduct his own 
visual analysis of the Mount Hope Bridge's 
rusted panels, and to discover that a veteran 
inspector evaluates its condition by listening 
for creaks and groans, generated fresh 
excitemen1 about his studies. 
"It was a once-in-a-lifetime experience 
that really put into perspective what you can 
do with an engineering degree." Mellen says. 
"Just the fact that in my first semester. RWU 
arranged this experience I'll never forget - no 
one else is even able to walk onto the bridge, 
let alone have RITBA engineers take the time 
to pass down knowledge from their careers 
and motivate us toward careers of our own." 
Up on a fifth-floor influenza laboratory at the Centers 
for Disease Control's Roybal campus in Atlanta - not 
the secret underground bunker you might imagine - I'm 
working with my supervisor to develop a serological test 
to better detect and understand broadly neutralizing 
antibodies, critical in the pursuit of a universal flu vaccine. 
If we can find a way to harness the power of these 
antibodies, which resist mutation, no longer would 
virologists need to develop strain-specific influenza 
vaccines. The result? One vaccine to protect against 
multiple strains of seasonal flu - maybe even prevent a 
pandemic. But first I have to prove the existence of these 
universal human antibodies - that's my daily work. 
As part of my Association of Public Health Laboratories 
fellowship at the CDC, I've also had the opportunity to 
contribute to the global Ebola response. For 30 days 
in December - in a room at the CDC's Emergency 
Operations Center lined with maps of Sierra Leone, 
Liberia and Guinea - I worked alongside the international 
infection control team. As part of the ceaseless work 
to curtail Ebola cases among healthcare workers, we 
developed training materials on everything from virus 
transmission to how healthcare workers can protect 
themselves, yet still care for patients. 
My influenza work at the CDC with the pandemic 
preparedness team has evoked memories of an 
undergraduate virology course I took at Roger Williams 
in 2009 as the H1N1 swine flu outbreak swept across the 
globe. With Professor Marcie Marston leading the way, 
we tracked the pandemic's progress in real time and used 
live scenarios in class discussions on viral mutation and 
the medical world's response. I was hooked - this was the 
field I wanted to pursue. 
Already, I had started to acquire lab skills via faculty 
collaborations on zebrafish development and toxicology 
studies on shellfish. But things really came into focus 
after a service project with Habitat for Humanity. My 
takeaway: "What if I create a service learning experience 
that incorporates my newfound interest in public health?" 
Voila! RWU's chapter of the Foundation for International 
Medical Relief of Children was born. Working closely 
with faculty member Kerri Warren, we sketched out a 
plan for a volunteer mission to El Salvador. On that first 
FIMRC trip, we assisted a doctor at a medical clinic, 
administered booster shots and educated community 
members on dengue fever. I faced situations outside 
my comfort zone. I made decisions on my feet. Perhaps 
with different stakes, but similar to the situations that 
scientists and medical workers face when a virus mutates 
and proliferates. I emerged acutely aware of the global 
implications of public health and the stark differences 
between health care in the U.S. and the extreme lack of 
services in El Salvador. 
Each of my experiences at Roger Williams helped build a 
foundation on which to grow. That real-world preparation 
is serving me well now. 
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G IV ING SUMMARY 
& H IGHLIGHTS 
Since the launch of Affordable 
Excellence nearly three years ago, gift 
revenue from the University's generous 
donors has become increasingly vital 
as RWU enhances its quality while 
holding the line on tuition. And donors 
have responded, particularly when 
it comes to overall growth in dollars 
to support the fundamental aspects 
of the in itiative. Donor funds have 
helped to accomplish priorities such as 
increasing money avai lable for financial 
aid; enhancing faci l it ies and upgrading 
technology; and further bui lding 
experiential learning opportunit ies that 
prepare graduates for the demands of 
the workplace. 
I n  2014 - for the first time i n  16 
years - Roger Wil l iams U niversity 
earned an Educational Fundraising 
Award from the Council for 
Advancement and S upport of 
Educat ion ,  which recognizes superior 
fundraising programs at schools 
across the country. 
This section offers a gl impse at some 
of the key figures that contributed 
to the CASE award. Even more 
importantly, th is data i l lustrates the 
remarkable i mpact of donor support 
on fundraising results in the past 
three years. 
Three-Year  Givin g  Tre nds ,  RWU 
OVERALL PRIVATE FUNORAISING 
Overall private fundraising increased by nearly 60 percent over the last three years. 
FY11 
FY14 
.,..-:r" ~, .. 
THE RWU ANNUAL FUND 
$1 .7M 
$2 .7M 
The RWU Annual Fund has seen 44 percent growth i n  unrest-rictecl dollars ro support 
increased financial aid and other priorities that maintain and enhance core academic excellence. 
FY11 $554,246 
FY14 $800,919 
FISCAL YEAR 2 0 1 4  PARTIC IPATION  RATES 
In FY14, alumni and parents continued to demonstrate tremendous support for the 
University while faculty and staff participation in giving climbed to 436 donors - the 
most in University history! Growth in employee participation has increased nearly 40 
percent since FY11. 
Alu m n i  
Pa rents 
Facu lty & Staff 




The University has  benefitted from a 382 percent increase in  dollars from 




PROGRAMMATIC G IFTS 
Programmatic Gifts augmem academic programming, particularly in experiential 
learning opportunities at RWU and RWU Law; over the last three years, gift dollars 
have increased by more than 300 percent. 
$93,490 
$377,343 
Roger W i l l i ams Soc iety 
Of particular significance has been the 
growth of the Roger Will iams Society. 
which includes leadership-level donors 
who give $500 or more during a given 
fiscal year. These donors have been 
remarkably generous in their response 
to the Un iversity's Affordable 
Excellence in itiative. Between FY12 
and FY14, leadership- level giving 
has increased by more than 20 
percent; gifts of S10,ooo or more 
have increased threefold.  I n  FY14, 33 
donors made gifts of S10,ooo or more 
- their col lective giving represented 








F INANCIAL SUMMARY & H IGHLIGHTS 
F i n anc i a l  Ope rati ons  Statement 
OPERATING REVENUES, 
GAINS & OTHER SUPPORT 
Tu 1t 1on ar d fees 
t.,uverr rr u t gr<lr ts and car tracts 
_ortr,but1onc from endowmert 
, " tr1but e,r < and otl er r 0me 








Year Ended June 30, 2014 (in mil l ions) 
EXPENDITURES: EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL 
Acade r c c;, 1r 1rt 
Stu de lt <Erv CE< 
In< t • 11 1,pp0rt 
Stude t a  
Total Expenditures 
Capital Projects* 















The 19.2 1wrce111 n•11m1 on 1/ie R\VU 
endoumw,11 durmg n-14 0111performed 
1he a1't.'rage across highereducorion. 
which accordi11g to a Nm•ember 2014 
NACVBO endowmt:'nl study - came in 
m 15.8 percenl. The e11doum1emii fair 
marke1 value uc rhe dose of FYl4 was S90 
milliori, cm increase of approximarely SIi 











• • • • 
$146.3 
. . . . · • · · · · · · · • · • . . . . . • • • 
• • • • 
$121.3 
• 
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
NET ASSETS While net assets have increased 42 percent over 1he pasl five years to an ending 
balance of S147.9 million, bonds payable have decreased by 17 percem to a balance 
B0N0S PAYABLE o/S121.3 million. 
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Since the launch of Affordable 
Excellence in Fall 2012, Roger Williams 
University has taken aggressive action 
to address cost, debt and jobs - among 
the most pressing issues facing higher 
education today. But we're not content 
to rest upon two years of success. To 
best serve our students and families, 
and to solidify the University's 
position among American colleges and 
universities, the time to think boldly 
about our future is upon us. 
To that end, the Vision Project at Roger 
Williams University was launched 
last fall. This campus-wide effort will 
redefine our University core purpose 
and core values and will establish a 
far-reaching and inspirational goal 
that will guide Roger Williams over 
the coming decades. The process of 
synthesizing the collective wisdom and 
creative thought of the entire RWU 
community remains ongoing, and you 
can look forward to seeing the results 
in next year's President's Report. In 
the interim, here's a peek at how 
The Vision Project is unfolding. 
8 
8 
To create a roadmap for the future of Roger Williams University 
To articulate a competitive, distinctive position within the higher education ma.rketpl�ce 
To think boldly about our future while respecting and building upon our past 
A new University core purpose in light of the profound changes in higher education 
A refined set of core values that accurately represent who we are as an institution 
A clearly articulated university goal, to provide a sense of dir«tion for the years ahead 
Campbell & Company. a national consultant, facilitates a shared governance approach 
A committee•based approach cultivates and synthesizes cross-campus input 
Participants: students, faculty, staff, alumni, parents, trustees, donors, advisors and partners 
The campus-wide process to author a new vision spans the entire 2014-15 academic year 
The Board oFTrustees will review the proposed mission, vision and core values in June 2015 
Results will be integrated as defining elements of the RWU brand starting in Fall 2015 
WANT TO KNOW MORE? 
Visit www.rwu.edu/go/visionproject for a comprehensive look at the Vision Project. 
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HONOR ROLL OF DONORS 



















RWU Board of Trustees Member 5+ Donors giving five or more consecutive years 
RWU President's Advisory Council Member 10+ Donors giving 10 or more consecutive years 
Roger Willliams Alumni Association Board Member BG Donors supporting athletics through a donation to the 
RWU Blue and Gold Fund 
RWU School of Law Board Member 
N New Alumni Donor 
Law Alumni Association Board Member 
L' 
Pro Bono Collaborative Board Member 
Roger Williams University School of Law Alumnus/a 
CP 
Parents Council Member 
Parent of a Current Roger Williams University Student 
CGP 
Member of the 2014 Campus Campaign Committee 
Grandparent of a Current Roger Williams University Student 
P' Parent of a Roger Williams University Alumnus/a 
Honorary Degree Recipient 
PL' Parent of a Roger Williams University School of Law Alumnus/a 
Honorary Degree Recipient - RWU School of Law 
PM' Parent of a Roger Williams University Master's Degree Alumnus/a 
Advisory Board Member 
GP' Grandparent of a Roger Williams University Alumnus/a 
Member of the RWU School of law 20th 
Anniversary Committee GPL' Grandparent of a Roger Williams University 
School of Law Alumnus/a 
Roger Williams Society - RWU's leadership giving 
society. Members who are alumni, parents, faculty GPM' · Grandparent of a Roger Williams University 
or staff are listed again under their appropriate Master's Degree Alumnus/a 
categories with applicable recognition symbols. 
CSP Members of the Corporate Scholars Program 
University Society - Donors making gifts between 
$100 and $499 during the fiscal year. cc Community Connections - Companies that support our 
Orientation community service program, which actualizes 
Hawk - Alumni donors (non-Law) who have consistently commitment to service, a core value of the University, while 
supported the University by making a gift for each of the meeting the real needs of organizations and individuals in the 
past five consecutive years. local community. 
Ten-year Hawk - Alumni donors (non-Law) who have CF Cupola Society Founding Member 
consistently supported the University by making a gift 
for each of the past 10 consecutive years. SP Member (or former member) of the Student Philanthropy 
Executive Council 
Barrister - Law alumni donors who have supported the 
School of Law by making a gift for each of the past three * Gift made through corporation, foundation or trust 
consecutive years or more. (listed separately) 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, AN ABBREVIATED GUIDE TO THE DONOR 
KEY IS PROVIDED ON THE INSIDE FLAP OF THE BACK COVER. 
ROG E R  
W I  ,._. JAM S 
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Founders Circ le 
$10,000 a n d  Above 
lll.!!i.l'.i.l! 
Anonymous (2)* 
Bruce A. August P'OS and Debra A. August P'OS* 
Robert A. Baldino and Lauri A. Baldino (BG, CP) 
Timothy E. Baxter '83 P'13 (T. AB, HS, CF) 
and Brenda J.  Baxter P'13 (5+)* 
Michael Behan and Tish Behan (S+) 
Kenneth A. Bergman P'll 
and Julie K. Hyden P'Jl 
Bradley R. Bermont '12 
Richard B. Bermont P'l2 
Lars R. Bergquist and Diana B. Bergquist* 
The Blount Family 
George N. Bolden Sr. '74 PM'0S P'98 (ADV)' 
Richard L. Bready HD'08 (T, HD, 5+) 
Joseph M. Brito Jr. P'l 1 (T, CSP) 
and Elizabeth Brito P'll* 
Robert P. Brooks* 
James DeAngelis and Julie DeAngelis (BG) 
Luis E. Espinola and Lily P. Espinola (PC)* 
Donald J. Farish (T, P, L. L20th) 
and Maia Farish (L20th) 
Bruce F. Fernandes PM'06 P'02 and 
Joanne S. Fernandes PM'06 P'02 P'04 (10+) 
Roberl J. Ferranty (Deceased) 
George A. Ficorilli P'87 P'87 (ADV, 10+) 
Mary B. Fitzgerald '96 
Frederick P. Floyd P'l4 
and Marcia P. Floyd P'l4 (PC)* 
Mario ) .  Gabelli HD'92 (T, H, ADV, 10+)' 
ROGER WILLIAMS SOCIETY 
The Roger Wi l l iams Society is a single giving society compris ing 
five dist inct giv ing c irc les that represent giv ing level  ranges of 
$500 or more within the fiscal year. Leadership gifts from a lumni ,  
parents and friends are most significant to the advancement of the 
Un iversity. We are honored to recognize this important commun ity 
of generous donors. 
John Gagliardi P'07 
and Marga rel Gagliardi P'07* 
Carl Gargula P'l4 and Jan Gargula P'l4 (PC) 
Patrick T. Jones (L, L20th) and ell Jones 
The Lavine Family 
Stanley I. Livingston Jr. (Deceased) 
and Martha S. Livingston HD'06 (HD)' 
Mark S. Mandell PL' l l  (T, L ,  L20th, S+) 
and Yvette M. Boisclair PL'll (5+) 
William Manuck Jr. P'04 P'04 
and Anita Manuck P'04 P'04 (5+) 
David W. McGraw P'lO 
and Melissa M. McGraw P'lO 
Roland Neumann 
Frank Noonan and Patricia Noonan (T) 
Scott W. Pray (T)' 
Todd Rechler '93 (T, P) 
Brad E. Roach and Victoria £. Roach 
Thelma Rocha '92 (HI0) 
Richard H. Salter 
Mark P. Scott (P)' 
Robert F. Stoico HD'lO (T, HD)* 
Coraorations Foundations 
Trusts & Other Organizations 
Anonymous (2) 
Adler Pollock & Sheehan P.C. (10+) 
BARBRI, Inc. 
Barnes & Noble Bookstores, Inc. (10+) 
Behan Brothers, Inc. (5+) 
GW Bolden Scholarship Fund 
BPD Bank of New York 
A Grupo Popular Subsidiary 
C.B. Utilit) Co .. Inc. (CSP) 
Carousel Industries Inc. (5 ... , CSP) 
Cox Communications (S'T") 
Robert J. Ferranty Trust 
The Gabelli Familv Philanthropic Fund 
Gabelli Foundation 
l\1argaret and John Gagliardi 
Charitable Foundation 
The Alfred Harcourt Foundation 
Hinckle)' Allen LLP (5+) 
Jewish Communal Fund 
Jones Kelleher LLP 
Juanita South. LLC (BG) 
Justinian Law Society of Rhode Island 
Stanley & Manha Livingst0n Fund 
[\\andell. Schwartz & Boisclair. Ltd. �5•: 
W.B. Mason (10+. CSP) 
William T. lorns Foundation (10 ... ) 
Pray Family Foundation 
RSC Insurance Brokerage. Inc. (CSP) 
Samsung Electronics America 
Shellfish Restoration Foundation (5+) 
Ernest E. Stempel Foundation 
The Robert F. Stoico/FI RSTFED 
Charitable Foundation 
The Whimsie Fund 
Idalia Whitcomb Charitable Trust (10+) 
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Global C irc le 
$5,000-$9,999 
Individuals 
Brian C. Ali L'06 (ADV) 
Robert H. Avcq• 
Patrick C. Barry (5+) 
Gary R .  Chapman 1-1D'0S (T, HD) 
and Karen Chapman 
Julia-Ann M. Cole '99 L'04 (ADV, 1 -15, B, CF) 
Michael Daponte (CSP) 
Seraph in J. DaPonte (CSP) 
Mark B. Decof P'06 P'0S* 
Scott L. De Matteis and 1'1\aria L. OeMattcis 
Roben S. Engel Jr. ·so P'\3 (ADV)* 
Linn Foster Freedman (T, L, L20th) 
and Steven F. Freedman 
Keri Faist-Kcllcrt 77 
Brendon P. Giblin ·oo (1-1 10) 
and Robin 11. Giblin ·oo (HlO)* 
Gordon H. Greene II and Judith W. Greene 
George R. I lemond '72 (ADV, 1-110, CF) 
Charles A. I lcndcrson P'99 
and Judy M. Henderson P'99 (5+) 
Terry Kohler 
Elizabeth E. Meyer 1-1D'06 (HD, 5+) 
and tv\ichael J. kCaffrey 
Howard A. Merten Jr. (L) and Veronica Merten 
J\larcia \orris (T, 5+) 
Lisa J. Raiola and Waterman F. Brown V i l  (BG) 
Scon Rechler 
James M. Shyer ·91 (BG)* 
Arlene Violet (T, 5+) 
Joseph R .  Weisberger Jr. (L20th) 
and Gail Weisberger 
Sylvia B. Weisberger 
Joseph D. Whelan (T, L) and Cathleen Whelan* 
Coraorations Foundations 
Trusts & Other Organizations 
AP! of NH/Delta T 
Brendon Hornes, LLC (10+) 
Coca•Cola Bottling Company 
of ew England (10+) 
DaPonte's Landscaping Services, Inc. (CSP) 
Dccof & Decof, Anorneys At L1w 
The Island Fund (5+) 
Partridge Snow & Hahn LLP {5+) 
Save the Starfish Foundation 
Wells Fargo Bank N.A. 
Zyloware Corporation 
Mount Hope Circle 
$2 ,500-$4 ,999 
J.ru!i.!i!!Jill 
V. Anita Bahr (10+) 
Walter H. Barlow Jr. '88 
Jim Beardsley 
Richard E .  Block P'07 
and Helen I. Ostrowski P'07 (T) 
Rodney A. Butler (T) and Dionne L. Butler 
Joseph B. Cairoli '85 
and Lisa M. Cairoli '86 (HS, CF)* 
Peter 0. Cardi and Diana M. Cardi (CP) 
Edward S. Cohen '78 HD'00 (HD, BG) 
Robert C. Corrente (PBC, ADV) 
George R .  Daubenspeck '85 (AB, CP, HS)* 
Raymond S .  Deleo II '78 P'!3 (ADV, HlO, CF) 
and Jane S. Deleo P 'l3 (CP. 10+) 
Joseph Dias P'09 (CSP) and Jane Dias P'09* 
Mark L. Epstein and Eileen E .  Epstein 
David E. Ford (P) and Nancy N. Stratton (P) 
Peter A. Heard ·so (P, AB, ADV) 
Albert J .  Hemond '70 (CF) 
Marc R. Hollcrbach 
and Karen A. Hollerbach (BG. CP) 
John I- looper, Jr. 
David H. Huberman '03 (BG) 
Robert D. Krause PL:13 LHD'l4 (LHD) 
and Marjorie Krause PL'l3• 
David A. Logan (L. PBC, ADV. L20th, 10+) 
and Jeanne S. Wine 
William L. McQueen (10+) 
and Carla 0. A. Bosch '89 (HlO) 
Herman Mello P'13 
and Domincc M. Mello P '!3 (CSP, CC) 
Mark E. Pearson P'13 
and Tracy V. Pearson p·13 (5+) 
Stephen M. Prignano (L, PBC, L20th, 5+) 
and Cheryl A. Prignano 
Diego E. Rico and Patricia K. Rico 
Carlton E. Sanford '75 (HS) 
Anthony J.  Santoro (10+, CSP) 
Ernest P. Smith P'll and 
Susan M. Kennedy-Smith P'll (BG) 
Frederick D. Souza (10+. CSP) 
Thomas J. Szepat0wski (BG) 
James Tackach 
Gui Ian Wang (5+) 
Craig A. Warnick 
and Pamela Abrams•Warnick (5+) 
Betty Anne Waters L'98 LHD'll (HD, L20th)* 
Thomas Wright (10+ )* 
Ann Marie Xavier 
Timothy 8. Yeaton '80 (T, AB, 5+) 
and Susan Yeaton 
Corporations foundations 
Trusts & Other Organizations 
A-1 Paving, LLC 
Aidan's Pub 
BDO Valuation Advisors, LLC (5+) 
Burns & Levinson LLP 
Cardi's Furniture, Inc. 
Casey, Gerry, Schenk, Francavil la, 
Blatt & Penfield, LLP 
Chapel Building Corporation (10+, CSP) 
Compass Group (5+) 
Delta Dental of Rhode Island (5+) 
Deluca & Weizenbaum, Ltd. (5+) 
Edwards Wildman Palmer LLP 
Mark & Eileen Epstein Charitable Gift Fund 
F & S Electric, Inc. (IO+, CSP) 
Ferro Corporation 
Gale Associates, Inc. 
Grimshaw-Gudewicz Charitable Foundation {10+) 
Hinckley Yacht Services 
Krause Family Fund 
Mac•Gray Services, Inc. 
MDT. Inc. (5+) 
Mello's Fruitland, Inc. (5+, CSP, CC) 
Milhench Supply Company 
Motley Rice LLC (5+) 
New England Association of Chiefs of Police (5+) 
Ormonde Productions 
Pannone Lopes Devereaux & West LLC (5+) 
OF Pray General Com ractors 
R.l .  Construction Industry Advancement 
RI Heavy & Highway Construction Industry 
Advancement Foundation 
Edwin S. Soforenko Foundation (10+) 
Starkweather & Shepley 
Jimmy Stuart Carpet & 
Upholstery Cleaners, Inc. (5+) 
The TJX Foundation 




Kyle Adamonis '82 (AB, HlO) 
Lawrence Allen and Elizabeth B. Allen 
Anthony E. Autiello '74 (ADV, CSP, CF)* 
James R. Bartlcin* 
Robert H. Bartlein and Judy J. Bartlein (BG, CP)* 
Paul B. Bilynsky and Sandra M. Bilynsky 
Stephen R. Braese '83 
Herb P. Browne and Christine S. Browne (CSP)* 
Joseph M. Callahan 
Russell Campanelli '71 PM'\2 PM'!3 P'lO P'lO 
(1-110, CF) and Anna Gail Campanelli 
PM'\2 PM'!3 P'lO P'IO (JO+) 
Steven P. Carlson and Ann E. Carlson (BG, CP) 
Sharon L. Castelli '86 
Patrick P. Charles 
Charles J. Coelho Jr. '96 (ADV, CSP)* 
Andrew C. Cohen (10+) 
Laura Coker 
Terence W. Conroy and Donna W. Conroy 
Timothy J. Csanadi and Joy V. Csanadi 
Jerry W. Dauterive and Janie W. Dauterive (5+) 
Peter V. Deekle (IO+) 
Amato Deluca 
Michael W. Donnelly-Boylen 
William Draheim 
and Jennifer Draheim (BG, CP) 
Guy A. Dufault 
Robert M. Eisinger (BG) 
Stephen M. Estner 
Keith E. Fernandes '04 
and Abigail L. Fernandes '04 
Michael W. Field c97 (L, L20th, B) 
Richard M. Field Jr. '75 (T, P, ADV) 
and Karen A. Pelczarski 
Christopher T. Fiomara (BG) 
Francis X. Flaherty P'98 (L, L20th) 
Mark Gargula '14 
Mark W. Gemma L'97 (L,  L20th, B)* 
William J. Geraghty '78 (AB, ADV, HlO, CF) 
Jared R. Gianatasio ·03 (ADV) 
and Kate E. Gianatasio '04 
MathewT. Goldsmith and Cheryl L. Guibone 
June W. Goodhue 
William Grandgeorge P'S! 
and Nancy Grandgeorge P'S! (5+) 
Charles G. Greenhalgh '57 (HlO) 
Richard N. Hale 
Andrew J. 1- lausig '89 (HS) 
Brian D. Hedberg P'l3 
and Helen T. Hedberg P'!3 (5+)* 
Constance Howes (L, L20th) 
J. Alex Jacob (BG)* 
Denise Jenkins HD'll  (T. HD) 
John J. King and Jocelyn L. King (10+) 
Kenneth F. Kirk P'l4 and Carole V. Kirk P'l4 
Ruth A. Koelle (10+) 
Christian J. Ladds (ADV)* 
William E. Larson '87 and Rose G. Larson '87 
Gregory A. Lutz and 
Carol)'n R. Graziano-Lutz (BG, CP)* 
William T. Macdonald 
Craig T. Marsh and Virginia Marsh (5+) 
William C. Martin '72 and Alyssa V. Boss L"97 
Robert J. Mazaika P'l2 
and Sandra L. Mazaika P'l2* 
Virginia B. McBride '82 (ADV) 
W. Brett McKenzie and Johanna W. McKenzie* 
David E. Melchar '76 P'94 
and Roberta I. Melchar '98 P'94 (H 10) 
Heike Milhench* 
Yoshiyuki Miura and Mitsuko Miura 
Paul M. Montrone HD'0l (HD) 
and Sandra G. Momrone 
Peter J. Needham P'l4 
and Kathi A. eedham P'l4 (BG. CP) 
Christopher M. Neronha 
and Monica Neronha (S+) 
Jesse Ottesen (ADV)* 
Thomas A. Owens P'09 
and Denise E. Owens P'09 P'll  
Paul A. Pabis ·33 '97 
and Patrice Wood (PC, BG, CP) 
Joseph R. Paolino Jr. '78 (P)* 
Steven A. Pegno and Judith A. Pegno (BG. CP) 
David J .  Pellegrino L'0S (PBC)* 
David M. Post 
Robert A. Potter Jr. P'0S P'l2 
and Patricia A. Potter P'0S P'l2 (JO+) 
James F. Reardon P'l3 
and Susan T. Reardon P'13 {5+) 
Ronald L. Reuss and Nanette W. Reuss (BG. CP) 
Linda A. Riley (5+) 
Darren Rose (CSP)* 
Alexander K. Rudk111 '14 (ADV)" 
William L. Rudk111 Jr. P'l4 (BG, CP)• 
Anthony J. Santoro Jr. (IO+) 
Maura Santoro 
George R. Saunders '12 
Hugo V. Schmidt P'l4 
and Mary S. Schmidt P'I4 (BG, CPJ 
Ian Scott (CSP) 
Andre U. Segat11 '81 (PC, HS, CF\* 
and Janet E. Segatti 
Justin T. Sha) P'IO and Ellen Shay P'lO' 
Stephen J. Shechtman (L) 
Warren Simmons (T) 
Deb Smith 
Alexandra Sparks 
Amanda J. Sparks 
Ashle)' E. Sparks 
Graham J. Sparks 
Jeffre)' L. Staats P'07 P'!0 (10+) 
Kevin P. Sullivan L'0S 
Louis Swiczewicz PM'0S P'0l P'04 P'0S (AD\' 
and Rosalie 1'.1. Swiczewicz P/\1'08 P'Ol 
P'04 P'0S (lOT) 
Michael Szostak (P) 
and �I .  Anne Szostak HD'94 (P) 
Andrew P. Tambl)'n ·13 (BG) 
William Thumm {ADV)"' 
Mel Topf. Esq L'OS (8, 10+) 
Evan Torgan• 
William E. Tracey '00 (ADV)' 
Steven R. Tredennick and Stefni I. Tredennick 
Andy Tyska (ADV) 
Richard Y. Uchida and ancy E. Hale 
Joseph D. Ust)'noski L:97 (B) 
Alice Vogel (BG, CGP) 
Walter Vogel 
Barbara Walsh (Deceased) 
Ed \Veiss {L) and Susan L. Weiss 
1'.tiriam Weizenbaum 
Shaun M. Welch and Donna L. Welch 
Stephen E. White P'14 
and Marion K. White P'l4 (10+) 
Peter B. Wilbur M'06 (P, ADV, HS) 
Jerome F. Williams and Rosemary Williams (5+) 
Andrew Workman 
E J. Zuspan Jr. and Diane M. Zuspan 
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B ridge Circ le 
(cont inued) 
Corporations Foundations 
Trusts & Other Organizations 
A. Auticllo Construction Co., Inc. (CSP) 
Bartlein & Company, Inc. 
Helene and Bertram Bernhardt Foundation (5+) 
Bristol Bagel Works (5+, CSP) 
Bristol County Lodge of Elks #1860 
Bristol Marine 
Brown University Pizzitola Sports Center 
Cameron & Mittleman LLP 
Chisholm Chisholm & Kilpatrick, Ltd. (5+) 
Coastal Tile and Marble, lnc. 
Cohen White Partners Architects, P. C. 
Crystal Spring Water (CSP) 
The Dominion Foundation 
Eaton Vance 
Gemma Law Associates, Inc. (U) 
Gooding Realty Corp. 
1 lcnscl Phelps Construction Company 
Konica Minolta Business Solutions USA Inc. 
L.J.S. Trust 
Mazaika Family Foundation 
Mont res Corum USA, LLC 
cw England Institute of Technology 
Ne\vport Tent Company, Inc. (5+, CSP) 
Nixon Peabody LLP (5+) 
OGGI Wedding Photography 
The Pcnatcs Foundation 
Pierce At wood LLP (5+) 
Primcco Painting, Inc. 
Ratcliffe I lartcn Burke & Galamaga LLP (5+) 
Rose & Tuck (CSP) 
The Rudkin Foundation, Inc. 
Shechtman Halperin Savage LLP 
Snow Associates LLC 
Sysco Boston. LLC 
Third Avenue Management Private Foundation 
Torgan Cooper & Aaron, PC 
TRAC Builders, Inc. 
US Sa i Ii ng Association 
Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, lnc. (5+, CSP) 
Visa Giving Station 
Weeks Marine, Inc. 
Town of Westport 




Akin A. Adepoju t:07 
John P. Albanese 
Brian J. Alexander and Elayne M. Alexander* 
Daniel J .  Alexander 
and Jennifer M. Alexander '04 M'06 
Kent N. Allebrand and Brier S. Allebrand 
Sanford H. Altman '71 (CF) 
Josephine J. Alves '80 (HlO, CF) 
Douglas Ames and Mary Ames 
Jamie J. Bachant J.:12 (LAA) 
James T. Balitsos and Marie G. Balitsos 
Nanette K. Balliot (10+) 
Cecily V. Banks (5+) 
Suzanne P. Barnes 
Joseph Bayer '81 (H 10) 
Keith J. Benjamin and icole J. Dulude 
Benjamin L'06 (LAA, L20th, RW, S+, B) 
Richard A. Bernardi (10+) 
Stephen G. Bernardo t:98 (B)* 
Daniel R. Biemesderfer 
and Gretchen S. Dieck Biemesderfer 
Maryellen Blond 
Robert M. Bolton '79* 
Edward A. Bond Jr. 
Rene Bouchard III P'12 
and Mary Bouchard P'l2 (5+) 
Barton N. Bovee p·14 and Donna Bovee P'14 
Eric S.  Brainsky L'05 
Gilbert C. Brunnhocffer 11 1  
and Marilyn G. McCarthy (5+) 
Amanda D. Callahan 
Catherine C. Capolupo 
Kevin J. Casey and Kathleen A. Casey (BG, CP) 
Jonathan D. Cavanagh '97 
and Bethany J. Cavanagh '96 
Stephen H. Chaffee '70 (CF) 
Orlando Y. Chan P'l4 and Ya Ming Ng P'14 
Eric P. Chappell P'09 
and Cynthia M. Chappell P'09 (CCM) 
Allison J. Chase Padula (5+) 
Matthew P. Cohen 
Andrew J. Combra '04 (BG) 
Judith L. Connery (5+) 
Connor E. Corgard 
David J. Costa '90 (HlO) 
Patrick M. Croke 
and Marianne T. Boyle-Croke (BG, CP) 
Heather N. Culp Boujoulian '97 (AB, ADV, CF) 
John D. Decker P'l3 and Lisa A. Decker P'l3 
Dorothy M. DePointe 
James G. Deslandes Jr. ' 1 1  
Daniel D. Dewey '71 (HS, CF) 
Jennifer Dillon (BG) 
Patrick 0. Dunphy 
Roger P. Eger Jr. and Laura A. Eger (BG, CP) 
Robert D. Eigen '93 (AB)* 
Roseann Evans (10+) 
Christopher D. Ferace '89 (HlO, BG) 
Brian L. Firth 
Dennis Fleischmann P'lO 
and Patricia Fleischmann P'lO 
Joseph . Folcarelli P'13 
and Ann Marie M. Fo\carelli P'l3 
Gerald A. Francese '96 
Lorenzo S. Galante and Antonette A. Galante 
Stuart W. Gilfillen (ADV) 
David A. Gilmore 
Andrew T. Goetting '08 (BG)* 
Louis Goetting P'OS and Jeanne Goetting P'08 
Matt Goetting 
Timothy J .  Grimes L'J2 (LAA) 
Clayton T. Hardon P'll 
and Claire K. Hardon P'l I (5+, CP) 
John G. Hart and Janet E. Hart* 
Joseph Healy P'09 and Deborah Healy P'09 
Joseph A. Healy '09 (BG) 
David J. Hennessey and Francine M. Hennessey 
H. David Hibbitt and Susan Hibbitt (5+) 
Calvin A. Hills Ill 
Gregory N. Hoffman L'l3 
Anthony R. Leone II L'97 (B, 10+) 
and Chelsie L. Horne (10+) 
Lisa J. Howe '95 
Robert J. Humm L'08 (LAA, B) 
and Kara A. Humm t:08 (LAA, B) 
Frederick M. Hunger and Marilyn R. Hunger 
Polly Hutcheson (5+) 
Joyce Hyden G'll 
Michael lnteglia Jr. '70 P'l2 (P, ADV, HS, CF) 
and Beth lnteglia P'l2 (CP, 5+)* 
William Jesmer P'09 
and Mary J. Jesmer P'09 (BG, CP)' 
Thomas A.  Kane 
David M. Kem my (IO+) 
and Tim A. Kem my '02 (HJO, CF, CP) 
Barbara J. Kenney 
Robert B. Kent LHD'Ol (LHD) (Deceased) 
Hasan-Uddin Khan P'04 (10+) 
Timothy A. Kindle P'OS (10+) 
Eric G. Koch '80 
Bruce I. Kogan (IO+) 
William L. Kollmer '68 (HlO) 
Christopher D. Lagow L'OO 
Lorraine N. Lalli CO! (5+) 
Frank C. Perry and Paula J. Perry 
Judith Platania (5+) 
Peter B. Pleskunas P'l I 
and Suzanne E. Pleskunas P'1 I 
Harold F. Pomeroy (10+) 
Christopher J .  Pucino L'06 
Lisa F. Quinn 
Ronald J .  Resmini L'09 
Michael B. Rich (10+) 
Jacqueline S. Rolleri Lil (LAA, L20th) 
Michael Rolleri 
Sara Rolleri 





;hmitt '86 (HS) 
au (ADV) 
,ott (ADV) 
:mith (T, L, L20th) 
istine M. Smili1 
;ousa Sr. P' 14 
IN THE 
UNITED STATES 
LY MAI L 
1sa L'03 
llzman (P) and Faye Stolzman 
,erg P'OS 





, , , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 , , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • • 1 1 1 1 • • 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 • 1 1 • 1 1 • • • • 1 1 • 1 
Jason D. Morton 'IO (ADV) 
Darwina M. Mosley '81 (HS, BG, CF) 
Sarni S. Nacaroglu P'07 (T) 
and Zumrut Nacaroglu 
J. Scott Needham '80 
Francis J. Nemia and Patricia M. Nemia 
Nancy L. ester (10+) 
Roxanne M. O'Connell (CCM, 5+) 
Thomas S. Olsen '11 
Edward A. Pascarella 
1erine Stromberg P'OS 
ullivan (L, ADV) 
llivan and Lisa M. Sullivan (BG, CP)'" 
ylvia P'Ol P'04 and 
1 L. Sylvia '89 '96 P'Ol 1''04 (HlO) 
ylor '97 
ce B. Taylor '98 (HlO, CF) 
1ombs PM'13 P'09 P'll (10+) 
n and 
1e A. Tobin '09 P'07 (CCM) 
>pal and Patricia Topal (BG, CP) 
11 
'ully (5+, BG)* 
Christopher J. Viveiros '00 (HIO, CSP) 
and Meghan Murray* 
Scott L. Vogel and Dorena S. Vogel (BG, CP) 
Michael J. Wagner L'98 
Thomas W. White '92* 
Peter G. Wright (10+) 
Andrew J. Yaroshefski '89 (CF) 
William 1-1. Yost L'13 
Ronald Zanders Jr. '93 
and Kristen J. Zanders '93 (CF) 
Corporations Foundations 
Trusts & Other Organizations 
Aetna Foundation, inc. (5+) 
Allied Court Reporters, Inc. and 
Video Conference Center (5-,.) 
Arden Engineering Constructors, LLC (S•, CSP) 
BAE Systems 
Bank of America Foundation (S-,.) 
The Bcnevity Community Impact Fund (CSP) 
Blish & Cavanaugh, LLP 
Bond Brothers Inc. 
Capitol Court Reporting, Inc. 
The Carnegie Abbey Club 
Checkmate Consulting Group, LLC 
Churchill Lincoln USA 
Consigli Construction Company 
Courtyard Marriott • Middletown 
Deslancles Construction 
Fitness Together 
General Electric Foundation 
Global Impact 
The Hartford 
Hibbitt Family Fund (5+) 
Keil James Patrick, LLC 
MD Lieberman Foundation 
F.W. Madigan Company, Inc. 
Matthew Cohen Photography 
May Foodservice Equipment & Design Corp. 
Michael lntcglia & Co. 
Mike Tully Basketball Camp LLC (5+) 
Morgan Stanley 
Morowilz Law (5+) 




Reporting Associates Shorthand Reporters 
Ronald J. Resmini, Ltd. 
Rhode Island Film Festival 
Roner & L1binger, LLP (5+) 
Ronstan International 
Shawml1t Design & Construction (JO+) 
Sully's Ice Cream Stand 
Walsh Group 
Walt Disney World Resort 
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Bridge Circ le 
(continued) 
Corporations foundations 
Trusts & Other Organizations 
A. Auticllo Construction Co., Inc. (CSP) 
Bart!cin & Company, Inc. 
Helene and Bertram Bernhardt Foundation (5+) 
Bristol Bagel Works (5+, CSP) 
Bristol County Lodge of Elks #1860 
Bristol Marine 
Brown University Pizzitola Sports Center 
Cameron & Mittleman LLP 
Chisholm Chisholm & Kilpatrick, Ltd. (5+) 
Coa\tal Tile and Marble, Inc. 
Cohen White Partners Architects, P. C. 
Crystal Spring Water (CSP) 
The Dominion Foundation 
Eaton Vance 
Gemma Law Associates, Inc. (U) 
Gooding Realty Corp. 
l lcnscl Phelps Construction Company 
Konica Minolta Business Solutions USA Inc. 
L.J.S. !'rust 
Muaika Family Foundation 
Mont res Corum USA. LLC 
New England Institute of Technology 
Newport Tent Company, Inc. (5+, CSP) 
Nixon Peabody LLP (5+) 
OGGI Wedding Photography 
rhe Pcnales Foundalion 
Pierce At wood LLP (5+) 
Primcco Painting, lnc. 
Ratcli ffe I larten Burke & Galamaga LLP (5+) 
Rose & Tuck (CSP) 
The Rudkin Foundalion. Inc. 
Shcchtman I lalpcrin Savage LLP 
Snow Associales LLC 
Sysco Bos1on. LLC 
Third Avenue Managemem Private Foundation 
Torgan Cooper & Aaron, PC 
TRAC Builders. Inc. 
US Sailing Association 
Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc. (5+, CSP) 
Visa Giving Station 
Weeks Marine, Inc. 
Town of Westport 
Whelan, Kinder & Siket LLP 
B risto l C i rc le 
$500-$999 
Jrulliiillli 
Akin A. Adepoju L'07 
John P. Albanese 
Brian J. Alexander and Elayne M. Alexander"" 
Daniel J. Alexander 
and Jennifer M. Alexander '04 M'06 
Kent N. Allebrand and Brier S. Allebrand 
Sanford H. Altman '71 (CF) 
Josephine J. Alves '80 (H10, CF) 
Douglas Ames and Mary Ames 
Jamie J. Bachant L'l2 (LAA) 
James T. Balitsos and Marie G. Balitsos 
Nanette K. Balliot (10+) 
Cecily V. Banks (5+) 
Sutanne P. Barnes 
Joseph Bayer '81 (J-110) 
Keith J .  Benjamin and Nicole J. Du 
Benjamin L'06 (LAA, L20th, R 
Richard A. Bernardi (10+) 
Stephen G. Bernardo L'98 (B)* 
Daniel R. Biemesderfer 
and Gretchen S. Dieck Biemcsc 
Maryellen Blond 
Robert M. Bohon '79* 
Edward A. Bond Jr. 
Rene Bouchard Ill P'12 
and Mary Bouchard P'l2 (5+) 
Barton N. Bovee P'14 and Donna B 
Eric S. Brainsky L'05 
Gilbert C. Brunnhocffer III 
and Marilyn G. McCarthy (5+) 
Amanda D. Callahan 
Catherine C. Capolupo 
Kevin J. Casey and Kathleen A. Ca! 
Jonathan D. Cavanagh '97 
and Bethany J. Cavanagh '96 
Stephen H. Chaffee 70 (CF) 
Orlando Y. Chan P'14 and Ya Ming g P'14 
Eric P. Chappell P'09 
and Cynthia M. Chappell P'09 (CCM) 
Allison J. Chase Padula (5+) 
Matthew P. Cohen 
Andrew J. Combra '04 (BG) 
Judith L .  Connery (5+) 
Connor E. Corgard 
David J. Costa '90 (H10) 
Patrick M. Croke 
and Marianne T Boyle-Croke (BG, CP) 
Heather N. Culp Boujoulian '97 (All, ADV, CF) 
John D. Decker P'l3 and Lisa A. Decker P'l 3 
Dorothy M. DePointe 
James G. Deslandes Jr. '11 
Daniel D. Dewey '71 (HS. CF) 
Jennifer Dillon (BG) 
Patrick 0. Dunphy 
Roger P. Eger Jr. and Laura A. Eger (BG, CP) 
Robert D. Eigen '93 (AB)* 
Roseann Evans (10+) 
Christopher D. Ferace '89 (HlO, BG) 
Anthony R. Leone II L'97 (8, 10+) 
and Chelsie L. Horne (10+) 
Lisa J.  Howe '95 
Robert J. Humm L'08 (LAA, 8) 
and Kara A. Humm L'08 (LAA, 8) 
Frederick M. Hunger and Marilyn R. Hunger 
Polly Hutcheson (5+) 
Joyce Hyden G'll 
Michael lnteglia Jr. '70 P'l2 (P, ADV, HS, CF) 
and Beth lnteglia P'l2 (CP, 5+)* 
l 
I 
William Jesmer P'09 
and Mary J. Jesmer P'09 (BG, CP)* 
Thomas A. Kane 
David M. Kem my (10+) 
and Tim A.  Kemmy '02 (1-110, CF, CP) 
Barbara J. Kenney 
Robert B. Kent LI ID'0l (LI-ID) (Deceased) 
l lasan-Uddin Khan P'04 (10+) 
Timothy A. Kindle P'0S (10+) 
Eric G. Koch '80 
Bruce I. Kogan (10+) 
William L. Koll mer '68 (H10) 
Christopher D. L1gow L'OO 
Lorraine N. Lalli L'0l (5+) 
Andrew S. Lane P'J3 and Norma Y. Lane P'l3 
Barrie D. Lee '70 
Anthony Leone PL'97 and Ella Leone (10+) 
Kevin W. Lewis L'08 and Siobhan L. Lewis L'09 
Mark T. Lieberman PM'l2 P'l2and 
Deborah S. Lieberman PM'l2 P'l2 (5+) 
David G. Lloyd and Janine M. Lloyd 
Peter R. Macdonald 
and Deon L. Macdonald (BG, CP) 
Francis W. Madigan Ill (ADV, 5+) 
Bernard Manchester and Elizabeth B. Oliveira 
Stephanie P. Manzi (10+) 
John J. McConnell Jr. (L20th, 5+) 
and Sara S. McConnell 
Kenneth K. McKay IV L'96 
James F. Mc Kenna '77 (HS) 
Robert W. McKenna (10+) 
John F. McSoley P'l2 and Donna M. McSoley P'l2 
Sleven M. Melaragno '90 (5+) 
Eric H. M iller L'0l (8) 
Anthony Montefusco (5+) 
David Morowitz (5+) 
Jason D. Morton '10 (ADV) 
Darwina M. Mosley '81 (HS, BG, CF) 
Sarni S. Nacaroglu P'07 (T) 
and Zumrut Nacaroglu 
J. Scou Needham '80 
Francis J. Nemia and Patricia M. Nemia 
Nancy L. Nester (10+) 
Roxanne M. O'Connell (CCM, 5+) 
Thomas S. Olsen ' 1 1  
Edward A. Pascarella 
Frank C. Perry and Paula J. Perry 
Judith Platania (5+) 
Peter B. Pleskunas P'll 
and Suzanne E. Pleskunas P'll 
Harold F. Pomeroy (JO+) 
Christopher J .  Pucino L'06 
Lisa F. Quinn 
Ronald J .  Resmini L'09 
Michael B. Rich (10+) 
Jacqueline S. Rolleri L'l l  (LAA, L20th) 
Michael Rol leri 
Sara Rolleri 
Russell L. Rosenthal and Debra J. Rosenthal 
Kevin Ryder 
Joseph M. Schmitt '86 (HS) 
Ron Simoneau (ADV) 
John D. Sinnott (ADV) 
William E .  Smith (T, L, L20th) 
and Christine M. Smith 
Antonio E .  Sousa Sr. P'14 
Cesar L. Sousa L'03 
Robert I. Stolzman (P) and Faye Stolzman 
Gary Stromberg P'0S 
and Katherine Stromberg P'05 
Patricia A. Sullivan (L, ADV) 
Richard J .  Sullivan and Lisa M. Sullivan (BG. CP); 
Ronald N. Sylvia P'0l P'04 and 
Deborah L. Sylvia '89 '96 P'0l P'04 (I 110) 
Francis J. Taylor ·97 
and Janice B. Taylor '98 (HlO, CF) 
Margaret Thombs PM'l3 P'09 P'll  (JO+) 
Robert Tobin and 
Catherine A .  Tobin '09 P'07 (CCM) 
Lawrence Topal and Patricia Topal (BG, CP) 
Ryan F. Topal 
M ichael S. Tully (5+. BG)* 
Christopher J. Viveiros '00 (HlO, CSP) 
and Meghan Murray* 
Scott L. Vogel and Dorena S. Vogel (BG, CP) 
Michael J .  Wagner L'98 
Thomas W. White '92* 
Peter G. Wright (JO+) 
Andrew J. Yaroshefski '89 (CF) 
William J-1. Yost L'13 
Ronald Zanders Jr. '93 
and Kristen J. Zanders ·93 (CF) 
Corporations Foundations 
Trusts & Other Organizations 
Aetna Foundation, Inc. (5+ 
Allied Court Reporters, Inc. and 
Video Conference Center (S+) 
Arden Engineering Comtructors, LLC '5+. CSP) 
BAE Sptems 
Bank of America Foundation (5-) 
The Bennity Community Impact Fund CSP 
Blish & Cavanaugh, LLP 
Bond Brothers Inc. 
Capitol Coun Reportrng. Inc. 
The Carnegie Abbey Club 
Checkmate Consulting Group. LLC 
Churchtll Lincoln USA 
Consigli Con�truction Company 
Courtyard Marriott - Middletown 
Deslandes Construction 
Fitness Together 
General Electric Foundation 
Global Impact 
The Hartford 
lltbbnt Fam1lr Fund (5~) 
Keil James Patrick. LLC 
MD Lieberman Foundation 
F.W. Madigan Company, Inc. 
Matthew Cohen Photography 
May Foodservice Equipment & Design Corp. 
Michael lnteglia & Co. 
Mike Tully Basketball Camp LLC (5+) 
Morgan Stanley 
Morowitz Law (5+) 




Reporting Associates Shon hand Reporter� 
Ronald J. Resmini, Ltd. 
Rhode Island Film Festival 
Roner & Labinger, LLP (5+) 
Ronstan Inrernational 
Shawmut Design & Construction (10+) 
Sull}''S Ice Cream Stand 
Walsh Group 












Stephen C. Andrade 
Carol Atterbury 
Joseph P. Atwood 
Laurie B.1ckall 
Vicki C. Balsamo 
John Barylick 
Jacob R. Bea le 
Brooks Bell 
Joseph F. Benevides 
Philip Bergen 
Anne M. Berk land 
Eric Bernstein 
Janette A. Bertncss 
Gary Bilotti 
Christopher J .  Birrell 
Dennis D. Blackall 
and Laura A. Blackall (lO+) 
Susan Bocamazo 
Brian Boncwitz 
Roger P. Baud reau 
Connie Boyd 
Michael P. Boyle 
Nicola M. Brickley 
J,rnice Brock Cope 
Charles A. Brown 
Michael K. Brown (5+) 
Albert V. Bryan Jr. 
Alex Buessing 
James V. Burchfield Jr. 
and Abby D. Burchfield 
Anthony M. Burghart 
David C. Caizzi 
John Callaghan 
Alexandra K.  Callam 
Walter Callender 
Joseph Cambra and Linda J. Cambra 
Benjamin D. Campbel! (5+) 
Nancy L. Canes1rari 
Aido Cappuccio 
Skip Carlin and Lisa Churchville (P) 
Margaret M. Carroll 
Donald E. Cecich 
Brandy S. Chapman 
Annie Cheek 
I lsu-Chih Cheng 
Ralph Chieffo 
Mason R. Chrisman 
Donald E. Christopher 
Robert Cinquegrana 
Brenda J. Clement (PBC) 
Edward C. Clifton (L) 
and Audrey Clifton 
Robert J. Clines P"l4 (Deceased) 
Ty Clu1terbock 
Edna Cohane 
Val John Colasanto (5+) 
Bill Cope 
Robert Cordeiro (Deceased) 
Neil Corkery 
Barry A. Costa 
Casey Cunniffe 
Gregory S. Cusimano 
Lindsay Dalheimer 
Stephen J. Dandeneau 
MaryT. D"Arcangcloand 
Ronald M. D'Arcangelo 
Jeanne Debroisse 
SETT ING SA IL 
With support from a lumni ,  parents and friends of the RWU sai l ing 
commu nity, a groundbreaking ceremony for the Richard L. Bready 
Mount Hope Bay Sailing and Education Center, held last May, proved 
a tremendous success. With $3 mi l l ion raised to support the project, 
this 6 ,00 0-sq uare-foot faci l ity wi l l  be the University's first fully 
donor-funded bu ilding. I ntegrating the requirements of both boat 
storage and athletic infrastructure, the Center emerges from the 
h i l lside, embracing the waterfront and al lowing access to the bay. 
Upon its debut, the Sail ing Center will become a signature facil ity on 
the RWU campus and a resource for the surrounding community. 
Janet G. Deluca 
Deborah R. Desi 




Michael M. Desilets 
Marc DeSisto 
Laura M. Devlin 




Debra E. Duarte 
John T. Duddy and Eve C. Duddy 
Jean R. Dupont 
Holly Dykema 
Michael J. Eatough 
Mary-Ann Elkcrt 
Mary L. Emmons 
Christine J. Engustian (5+) 
Francisca N. Eyetsemitan 
Maddie Fahey 
Bradford J. Faxon Jr. 
Mark A. Fay 
Jeffrey P. Feden 
Frank Ferry and Julie Ferry 
Elizabeth M. Fesenmeyer 
Noel M. Field Jr. (5+) 
Fred N. Fishman 
Everett W. Flanders 
James J. Flannery Jr. 
Alan S. Flink and Renee L. Flink 
Lorraine Forman 
John Franks 
Robert Freed and Gretta Freed 
Thomas A. Gagnon 








Vincent L. Greene !V 
Jeff S. Grenier 
James M. Gubata 
Meghan Haines 
Linda G. Hall 
Jolene F. Hamal-Cole 




William Hertel (ADV, 5+) 
Adam z. Hollerbach 
Nathan Hollerbach 
Roscoe C. Howard LH 0'03 (LH D) 
David G. Hunter 
Carl J. Huntsburger 
Thomas R. Hutchinson 




Alan Kashdan and Davida Kashdan 
Samantha Keene 
Robert C. Kelly and Susan E. Kelly 
James Kenney 
Robert C. Kilgore 
Stephen J. King 
Chrisiopher A. Kirby and Kelly A. Kirby 
Alice M. Kitchen 
Robert W. Koar Jr. 
Joseph Kruczek and Theresa A. Kruc-1..:ek 
Jacquelyn Lamourex 
Edward J. Lannon and Lisa J. Lannon 
John S. LaScala 
Caro! J. Lasch 
Lawrence D. Lavers (P) 
and Elisabelh E. Lavers (P) 
M. E.  Le Blanc 
Kathryn Lehman 
Eugene T. Leonard 11 I 
Natalie M. Leonard 
Curtis Liebscher 
Wayne A. Logan 




Maureen A. Lynch-Dion 
Linda Magro 








John O'Connell (10+) 
Carolyn L. O'Hara 
Stu O'Melvcny 
Christina M. Paccione 
Robert Palmeri 
Robert W. Pardini 
Jodi L. Parisi 
Nancy Passeri 
Kelly Pemberton 
David J. Perry 
Christopher Peters 
Angel in Petrosinelli 
Amy Pickworth 
Thomas J. Piecewicz 
and Julie M. Piecewicz 
Jared Pieper 
Elaine Plawecki 
Laura V. Poe] 
Richard Pogmore and Jeannie Pogmore 
Dominick Principato 
Thomas J. Principe Jr. 
Lisa Psallidas 
Shirly Push 
Chris E. Quesnelle 
and Andrea W. Masterman Dianne E. Rendock 
Julie Mattar Laurie Reynolds 
Audrey Maudie Joyce H. Ritchie 
Robert J. McConnell (PBC) Leonore L. Rizy 
Douglas H. McKain and Ruth S. Penfield Yvonne Roberts 
John G. McMullen Dianne Rochctte-Da Silva 
Gail L. McNiece Daniel S. Rokas 
Sheryl A. Medeiros Erin Rose 
Kristine Merz Katherine Rose 
Dayus L. Metts James A. Ruggieri (L) 
Robert E.  Migneault 
Natasha Miller 
Stephen M. Miller 
Tim Miller 
Robert A. Minger 
Tina Minicucci 
Margaret S. Mitchell 
Patrick Mone 
Tekla E. Moquin 
Martin Moran and Shirley Moran 
Paul Moran (IO+) 
Paula D. Moran 
Sarah Morasco 
David H. Mulligan 
James J. Murphy 
and Margaret A. Murphy 
Raymond Murphy I l l  
Renee Murphy 
Meghan Murray 
Virginia W. Niman 
Bryan Russo 
Jonathan Russo 
Margaret P. Russo 
Tony Russo 
Ellen M. Saideman (5+) 
George Santopietro 
and Mery! Santopietro 
Coletta Sawyer 
Donald Schimelfenig 
Michael Schwartz and Mary L. Schwartz 
Sherry Scott 
Thordis Searl 
Richard C. Seavey and Susan L. Seavey 
BHly Self 
Kathleen Shields 
Gregory A. Silkes 
Robert M. Silva 
Michael A. Silverstein 
and Phyllis J. Silverstein 
Martin C. Simpson 
and Jacqueline 1 1 .  Simpson 
Colin Smith 
Mary M. Smith 
Sandra Smith 
Thomas X. Snel! Sr. and Heidi M. Snell 
Alice Snodgrass 




Robin G. Steinberg (L) 
Hailey Stoffel 
Alyssa Sullivan 
James C. Supsky 
Nina R. Sutherland 
Paul A. Suttell LHD'll (LHD) 
Charles J. Swenson Jr. 
Bryan Szymanoski 
and Elizabeth Szymanoski 
Susan Thiel] 
Jennifer W. Thomas 
Rebecca Thompson 
Christina Truhan Oates 
John H. Tyler 
Richard A. Victor and Marlyn A. Victor 
Joseph M. Vieira Jr. 
Rachel E. Violene 
Netti C. Vogel (L. L20th) 
Richard A. Volonino 





William A. Waxon 
Emily Weeler 
Donald Weiss 
Catarina G. Went 
Robert White Jr. and Barbara White 
Sarah C. White 
Susan Whitman 
Dudley A. Williams (Deceased) 
Janice C. Williams 
Rosemary Williams 
David R. Wilson 
Gail I. Winson (IO+) 
Daniel L. Wood 
Joseph Xavier Jr. 
Irene I. Young 
Todd Young 
Timothy M. Zabbo 
Michael Zabel in 
Corporations Foundations 
Trusts & Other Organizations 
Anonymous 
1661 Inn & Hotel Manisses 
1776 Liquors 
900 Corp (CSP) 
a )our Jewelry 
A&M General Contracting, Inc. 
A.M.E. Plumbing and Heating 
AA Transportation 
AAA Southern New England 
Accountables, LLC (5---) 
Advocacy Solutions 
Alayne White Spa 
Alex and Ani, Inc. 
A!I Equipment Service 
All Occasion Transportation 
Alpine Countrv Club 
American Eagle Outfitters 
American Endowment Foundation 





Barn Cigars/Cigar Masters 
Bananagrams Inc. 
Bank of America Skating Center 
The Beacon Mutual Insurance Compan,· 
Becky's BBQ 
Beehive Cafe 
Bella Yarns (5+) 
Big Nazo Lab 
Law Office of Christopher BiJesse 
BJ's Wholesale Club 
Black Goose Cafe 
Blackstone Wrestling 
Boston Bruins 
Boston Red Sox Baseball Club LP 
Boston Spnphony Orchestra 
Brick Alley Pub (5+) 
Bristol Ace Hardware 
Bristol Harbor Inn 
Bristol House of Pizza 
Bristol Lawns. LLC (CSP) 
Bristol Sunsel Cafe 
Bristol Total Fitness (5+) 
Bristol Yoga Srudio 
Bristol-Myers Squibb (5+) 
British Beer Company 
Law Office of Rene C. Brown 
BVOS 
Byette Insurance Agency, Inc. 
Caffe Itri 
Canobie Lake Park 
The Capital Grille 




Celebrity Series of Boston 
Cheesecake Factor)' 
Cl.uke Cooke I louse 
Claymax IL Inc. (CSP) 
Coia & Lepore, Ltd. 
Crossfit Providence 
Crowthers Restaurant 
The Dail) Scoop 
Dantiques 
Dave & Busters 
David G. Hill & Associates LLC 
deCordova Sculpture P,1rk and Museum 
Del's Lemonade 
Designer Dogs Inc OBA 
Wheels and Oc.ils 
DJJL Realty, LLC (5 t) 
Don Jose Tequilas Rcst.1ur,1nt 
Down Cit) Parking LLC 
Dunkin Donuts Center 
E. Turgeon Construction Corp 
l:.aglcs Nest B.1bysin 111g Services Inc. 
E,1s1 Bay Community Action Program 
East Bay Kennels Ltd. {CC) 
Eastern Mount;iln Sports 
E.1t Well and Kctllcbcll 
Edible Arrangements 
Eleven forty Nine Restaurant 
Embrace I lame Loans 
The Eric CJTlc Museum 
of Picture Book Art 
Family Service of Rhode Island 
Fantasyland hunily Entcn.ainment 
F.arr.ar Associates, Inc:. 
Ferraro's P.ainting .and lh:storation 
Festiv.al B.allet Providence, Inc. 
First Amcric,1n Capit.al Group 
Flan Y Ajo 'fap,1-. 13.ir 
Flcming·s Prime Steakhouse 
& Wine 1hr (5 t) 
Flickers: Rhode Island 
International Film Festival 
Geoff's Rcstorants Inc. 
Gob Shops 
Golden Shears Bc.1uty Salon 
William Gou kl Architectural 
Preservation. LLC 
GovCon nect ion Inc:. PC 
Connection Services 
Grapes and Grains 
Graphic Ink 
Gray's Ice Cream 
Graziano's 
Green River Silver Co. 
Green Valley Country Club 
Grossi Dance Academy 
I lanna Electric 
Harpoon Brewery 
l lenriell,1's Table 
HLC Excavation LLC 
lnnerlight Center for Yoga 
The International Tennis 
l lall of Fame (S+) 
lnters,ate Navigation Co. 
Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum 
I DTEK LLC 
Jacky's Galaxie 
Jay El Trophies & Awards 
Jcrejon, LLC (CSP) 
JFC Northeast 
JFK Presidential Library and Museum 
JG MASS LLC 
Jobson Sailing Inc. 
K.ate & Co. (5+) 
K.I.N. Foundation (5+) 
Kriscetta, LLC (CSP) 
Lake Compouncc 
L.watec Lu1ndry Technology lnc. 
Le Central 
Lehigh Chiropractic Center 
Local 121 
Longobardi & Boyle. LLC (S+) 
The M.urocco Group 
Marnlli's Old Canteen Restaurant (5+) 
McAuley Corporation (5+) 
McL1ughhn & Moran Co. (10+) 
Melick & Porter 
Met life, Inc. 
Mctrowcst Music 
Mignanclli & Associates 
Anthony Mignanelli 
Milan Clothiers (5+) 
Milk & 1 loncy Bazaar 
Stephen M. Miller 
MJE Athletics LLC 
Mohegan Sun 
Monster Mini Golf of Seekonk 
Montage 
Montaup Country Club 
Angela Moore 
Muse 
My Tribute Gift Foundation, Inc. 
Narrows Center for the Arts 
ational Aquarium 
Network for Good 
New Bedford Whaling Museum 
New England Fast Ferry Co. 
New England Laborers' 
New Harvest Coffee Roasters 
New Leaf Salon LLC 
ew Repertory Theatre 
Newbury Comics 
Newport Art Museum 
Newport Gulls 
Newport M,1iestic Cruises 
Newport Vineyards & Winery, LLC (S+) 
North Sails 
No1 Your Aver,1ge Joe's 
Off the Vine 
Law Office of David J. Oliveira 
Original Pizz ..a of Boston 
Orson and Brusini Ltd. 
Park Wine and Spirits 
Parkside Rotisserie & Bar 
Patagonia 
Patrick's Pub 
Pean Doubulyu Glass 
Law Offices of Robert R. Pellegrini, Jr. 
Pizza Wave 
Plimoth Plantation, Inc. 
Practical Plastics (5+) 
Pramer Oyster Co., Inc. 
Preservation Society 




Providence Marriott Hotel 
Providence Performing Arts Center (5+) 
Quito's Shellfish and 
Restaurant. Inc. (5+) 
Quonset Air Museum 
Redlefscns Rotisserie & Grill (5+) 
Reflexology 
Rhody Rug Inc. 
R.l. Lawyer's Weekly 
RI Legal Services 
RI Philharmonic 
Ricoh Legal 
Riro Enterprises Inc. 
Rix Chain Design 
Roberto·s Restaurant 
The Robinson Green 
Beret ta Corporation 
Rock Spot Climbing Inc. 
Sailing World Maga1.ine 
Sakonnet Martial Arts 
Salon Trio 
Sandra Feinstein-Gamm Theatre (5+) 
Seaside Property Care, Inc. 
Seekonk Supply. Inc. (5+) 
Serenity Day Spa 
Seven Stars Bakery 
Silva, Thomas, Martland 
& Offenbcrg, Ltd. 
Sites Remediation & Technologies. Inc. 
SJK Consulting & Associates 
Spa Yadira 
Law Office of Joshua Srok.1 
Sun Life Financial (10+) 
Team Excel Soccer, LLC 
Team Phun LLC 
The Theater Offensive 
Tiffany's Spa and Salon 
Tiverton Famous Piua 
Trinity Repertory Company 
USS Constitution Museum 





VMA Arts & Cultural Center 
Wachusett Mountain Assoc. 
Warren House of Pizza 
West Main Pizza 
Westport Rivers Vineyard & Winery (S+) 
White Horse Tavern 
Whole Foods Market, Inc. 
Wright Law Associates, Inc. 
Xpress Sweeping 
Year Up 
Zurich Equity Holdings LLC 
Matching Gift 
Companies 
A T  & T Higher Education/Cultural 
AAA Southern New England 
Aetna Foundation, Inc. 
Automatic Data Processing, Inc. 
BAE Systems 
Bank of America Foundation 
The Boeing Company 
Bristol-Myers Squibb 
CA Technologies, Inc. 
Matching Gifts Program 




Embrace Home Loans 
Ferro Corporation 
Fidelity Foundation Matching Gifts 
to Education Program 
FM Global 
Margaret and John Gagliardi 
Charitable Foundation 
General Electric Foundation 
Giving Together The Progressive 
Insurance Foundation 
The Hartford 
The Home Depot 
Invensys Process Systems 










Shell Oil Company Foundation 
State Street Matching Gift Program 
Takeda Pharmaceuticals North America 
Texas Instruments Foundation 
Textron 
Third Avenue Management 
Private Foundation 





Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Institute of Museums 
and Library Services 
NASA 
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation 
National Institutes of Health 
ational Science Foundation 
NOAA 
R.I. Department of Education 
R.I. Office of Higher Education 
R.l. Public Safety Grant Administration 
R. I .  Sea Grant 
R.I. Science and Technology 
Advisory Council 
The TJX Foundation 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
U.S. Department of Defense 
U.S. Department of Education 
U.S. Department of Justice 
U.S. Department of State 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
H awks { 
Nancy Abilhcira '82 (1110) 
Kyle Adamonis '82 (AB. RW, H IO) 
Christy P. Adams '85 (HJO, CF) 
Stacy Akin Fawcll '92 (HS) 
Paula H. Akucewich '76 (1-110) 
Susan J. Alba '98 'OS (1 110, CF) 
Josephine J. Alves '80 (RW, HIO, CF) 
David Amaral '73 (HIO) 
Sheila K. Andrews '88 (HS) 
Deborah D. Anthes '89 M'08 (HJO) 
Philip C. Anthes '89 (HIO) 
Heather A. Arnold '86 ( 1 1 10, CF) 
Jeannette L. Arrighi '84 (! I JO, CF) 
Richard A. Asql11no '88 (1-1\0, CF) 
Michael Ayles '91 (HIO) 
Vincent F. Azzarone '70 (I 110, CF) 
H. Mitchell Barrett '84 (HS) 
Dean R. Bates '00 M'OJ (HS) 
Eric A. Batista '07 L'JO (1-15) 
Jean E. Bauer '80 (1110) 
Timothy E.  Baxter '83 P'\3 
(T, AB, RW, 1 15. CF) 
Joseph Bayer '81 (ll 10) 
Nev;Jle J. Bedford '00 L"03 (HS. B, BG) 
Richard C. Bellavance '73 (I IS) 
Paul B. Benoit '97(HJO) 
John C. Bergeron 72 ( 1 1 10) 
Lois Bertini '81 (11IO, CF) 
Robert C. Bianchi '84 ( l l lO) 
Susan M. Bingham '76 ( 1-110. CF) 
Liz C. Biondi '87 '88 (115) 
Donald A. Bisbano '83 (HJO, CF) 
Ida Bochner-Brown '73 (1-110, CF) 
David M. Bono '95 (HIO) 
Fred Booth 111 '94 '97(HIO) 
Carla 0. A. Bosch '89 (RW, HIO) 
Carol A. Botelho '84 (AB, 1--110, CF) 
Thomas H. Bowden '76 (1-110) 
Christopher E. Bracone '88 (HS) 
Douglas E. Brazil '93 (H JO) 
Claire V. Brisson-Banks '03 (HlO) 
Clement W. Brown Jr. '73 (HIO) 
Meredith C. Brown ·os (HS) 
Rene G. Brown '98 L'OJ (HS) 
Robert J. Brownlee '00 (HS) (Deceased) 
Gail R. Brule '78 (HS) 
David B. Buckler '84 (HS, CF) 
Marvin M. Busby '97 (HIO) 
Lisa B. Cabnet '84 (HJO) 
Gerri Cabral '74 (HS) 
Joseph 8. Cairoli '85 (RW, HS, CF) 
Lisa M. Cairoli '86 (RW, HS, CF) 
Anne 13. Callan '90 '96 ( 1 110) 
Russell Campanelli '71 PM'12 PM 13 
P'IO P'IO (RW, HIO) 
Julie M. Campbcll '04 (HS) 
Robert J. Canulla 71 (HS) 
Theresa A. Capelo '09 (CCM, HS) 
John W. Card '71 (HIO) 
Peter A. Carey '06 (HS, CF) 
Elizabeth Carlin Metz '76 (HJO) 
Mary E. Carlos '74 (HIO) 
Christopher R. Carollo '91 HS) 
Mar)· E. Caron '86 (HIO) 
Matthe\, J. Carroll '92 HlO. BG) 
Alan S. Carvalho '75 (HS) 
Alexandria E. Casey '94 (JflO, CF) 
Gregory M. Casey '93 (J-110) 
JoAnn D. Castro '78 p·14 (HS) 
Kenneth L. Castro '04 (HS) 
Linnea K. Ccdergren '82 (HJO) 
Mary Chapman '80 (HIO) 
Oli\"er T. Charlebois '79 (!flO) 
James A. Chase '72 (H JO) 
Macy R. Chase '86 (HIO) 
L1ura 13. Choiniere '81 (HS. CF) 
Bruce E. Chorney '74 (H IO) 
David D. Christy '97 (HJO) 
Louis B. Clark '82 (U, HS) 
Richdfd E. Clark '71 (HIO) 
David J. Coccio '91 P'l4 (H 10) 
Anthony Colantonio '81 (HJO) 
Julia-Ann M. Cole '99 L'04 
(ADV, RW, HS, CF) 
De Forest W. Colegrove Jr. '85 (HS) 
Bc\erly S. Colella '71 (HS) 
Fern L. Coleman '76 (H JO) (Deceased, 
Beth H. Comella '92 (HIO, CF) 
Thomas . Comella Jr. '92 (HJO. CF) 
Thomas N. Comella Sr. '66 p·92 (HS) 
George Constas '80 (H 10, CF) 
Albino Conte '65 (HJO, CF) 
Travis P. Cooney '06 (HS) 




Valerie B. Corbett '07 (HS) 
John P. Conelless,1 '02 {HlO) 
Allen J. Costa '91 (HS, CF) 
David J. Costu '90 (RW, HJO) 
Deborah ]. Costantini ·ss (H I0) 
Fernando Costantini '87 (I I 10) 
Sara C. Costanzo '99 (HS) 
R. John Courtois '71 (HS, CF) 
Reginald P. Cousineau 76 (1--110) 
Cordon Craig Ill '94 (AB. H lO) 
Joseph R. Cronin ·91 (U, HlO) 
Leo C. Cro1c,1u '79 (H 10) 
Bernard Cunniff '80 (11 IO) 
Arminda A. Da Sih,1 '06 '08 (HS) 
Tracy M. DaCo!>ta '92 ( I  l l0. CF) 
Mcliss.1 R. D'Alcssandro '07 (115) 
Paul Daley '81 (115) 
Donna L. Darmody '97 (1-110) 
Daniel G. D'At ri '98 (I 15) 
George R. Daubenspeck ·ss 
(AB. RW, 115) 
Andy Davi<1 '80 (I \JO, CF) 
John F. l);i.vis '74 ( 1 15) 
Debra DcAlmo '75 (I 15) 
John L. DcAlmo '74 ( 1-15) 
Thom.is M. Decatur '85 ( 1 1 10) 
Ra) mond S. Delco II '78 P'l3 
(RW, 1110. CF) 
Martin J. Dempsc) Jr. '86 (HS) 
Edw.ud J. Devine '84 (HS) 
Daniel D. Dewey '?! (RW, 115. CF) 
Brencl.111 P. Doheny '94 P'll (HlO. CF) 
Ronald N. Doire ·01 ( 1 1 10, CF) 
Mich.1el J. Donnelly '04 (115) 
Mary-Ellen K. Donovan '87 (1-1 10, CF) 
Stephen Doucette '81 (1-15) 
Earl 1 l .  Doyle Jr. '63 ( l  15) 
Margaret K. Driscoll '96 (I IS) 
W,1ync L. Dubreuil '76(1110. CF) 
lzabella Dudek-I laffner '93 (HS) 
Suzannt.• K. Dunbar M'06 (115) 
1'\ary P. DuPont Gl,1due ·72 (1-1 10) 
Patrick J. Dw)CI' '83 (1110, CF) 
Thelma L. Dzialo 'l \ P'l3 ( 1 1 10) 
Paul E. Eichin. PE '58 (I ll0) 
Cynthia A. Elder '87 (HS) 
John T. Faria '70 (t-110) 
Gary P. Farias '70 '91 ( 1 1 10) 
James Farrar ·so (l·H0) 
Darren E. Fava '92 (HS) 
Christopher D. Ferace '89 (RW, H l0, BG) 
Alben J. Ferland Jr. '70 (HlO) 
David j. Ferland '78 (1-1 10) 
John Ferreira Jr. '86 (H lO) 
Raymond A. Filippone '72 (HlO) 
Jacquelyn K. Fink '03 (I !5, CF) 
Gregory P. Forrest '81 (115) 
James R. Forrest '97 (H 10) 
Frank R. Fowler '87 (HS) 
Tina J. Fowler '87 (HS) 
Robert P. Frazee ·01 (HlO) 
Laura L. Frechette '95 1'\'06 L'04 
(LAA, l 15, B) 
Charles D. Fresolone '79 (1-1 10) 
Richard L. Frigon '71 (HlO. CF) 
Jean C. Ga lib '91 (HlO) 
Lisa Gallant-Stanzione 'OS (HS, CF) 
Susan T. Gallup '80 (1-1 10) 
Lynne M. Gannon '81 (1-1 10) 
Timothy F. Gannon '83 (1 110) 
Bruce T. Garthwaite '8 1 ( 1110) 
Donna A. George 'SO (115) 
Frederick W. George '88 (1110, CF) 
Will i,rn1 J. Geraghty '78 
(AB. RW. 1110. CF) 
Richard W. Gerold '73 (H 10) 
Mindy C. Gersten-Isaacs '75 (115) 
Brendon P. Giblin ·oo (RW. 1110) 
Robin 11. Giblin '00 (RW. 1 1 10) 
Frank S. Gionfriddo ·93 (1-1 10. CF) 
Denis J. Giroux '05 (1-15) 
Kim Goggin-Constas '78 (1-1 10, CF) 
l\fahesh Goy,11 '90 (115) 
Andn.·w J. Grace '94 (11 10) 
Catherine G. Graney '85 (1-15) 
David R. Gra)' Jr. '52 (1110) 
Salv,1tore Greco '59 (1 l 10) 
William J. Greenaway '04 (1-15) 
Ch.ulc� G. Greenhalgh '57 (RW, 1-110) 
Irwin Gross '70 (H I0) 
Geraldine L. Guglielmina '93 (H lO) 
L)'On Gurney ·99 (H IO) 
Grace 1'1. Gwozdz '96 (HS) 
Roger 0. Hackeu '73 (11 10) 
Jan 0. 1 lagerstrom ·93 (1-15. BG, CF) 
Alan I. l-lalsband '89 (1-1 10) 
Barbar.1 I lamihon Porter '75 (HlO, CF) 
Carolyn A. I larclte '73 (1-110) 
Michael llarrison '84 (1-110, CF) 
Julia M. I lasbrouck '90 (11 10) 
Andrew J. l-lausig '89 (R\V, 1-15) 
Jeffrey 0. Hawes '87 (1110) 
Dannie G. Heffner '84 (H 10) 
Gary L. Helton Jr. 'OS (HS, CF) 
George R. Hemond '72 
(ADV. RW, HlO, CF) 
Robert \V. 1 lenslcy '08 (115, BG) 
Randall L. I lerko '85 (I 15. CF) 
Carol C. Hogan '82 (HlO) 
Paul L. Holahan '82 (HS) 
Laurie M. Hooker '88 (HS) 
Nancy L. Hulme '05 (HS) 
Geraldine T. Humph re) '72 (H 10, CF) 
Dianna Lynn Iacobucci '96 (HI0, CF) 
Michael lnteglia Jr. '70 P'l2 
(P. RW. HS. CF) 
Russell Ivey '84 (I 110. CF) 
Julia G. Janes '76 (1-110) 
Michael C. Jefferson '78 (HS) 
Sara K. Kalashian '97 (1-15. CF) 
Suzanne M. Kayata '92 (HS) 
Susan Kelley '96 (l ·l l0, CF) 
Tim A. Kemm)' '02 (1-110, CF) 
Lynda Kiklis-Brown '89 ( 1- 110) 
SallyT. Knox '80 (H I0) 
Karl S. Koenje '81 (Hl0) 
William L. Kollmer '68 (RW, HIO) 
Dr. Lon Kopit '69 ( 1-110) 
Michael A. La Scala '83 (AB. H 10, CF) 
Joseph G. Labrie '86 (H 10. CF) 
Frank E. L1gan 'OS (1-15) 
Vincent A. Lagreca '72 (1-110) 
Shaun R. Lajeunesse '94 (1-110) 
Amanda V. Lamontagne '08 (HS, CF) 
Kathleen A. Lamorar '02 (Hl0) 
John F. Lamoureux '73 (1-110) 
Daryl A. Lansing '81 (1-1 10) 
Anthony Lalo Jr. '73 (1-110, BG) 
Neill K. Leduc '92 (1-1 10) 
Frederick C. Leeder Jr. '97 (HIO) 
Graham J. Lehn '05 (HS) 
Mar)' L. Leocadio '99 '01 P'96 (HS) 
Steven Lepore 71 (1110) 
Andrew K. Lippincou '06 (HS) 
Rohen P. Liptrot '61 (HlO) 
Marie Lupino '75 (1-110) 
Armand A. Lussier '75 (1-15) 
Charles Macleod '81 (1-110) 
James A. Macl\tannis 'SI (HS) 
Terrence P. Maguire '83 (H 10) 
Kenneth P. Mahood '92 (1-1 10) 
Raymond W. Maker I l l  '74 (HlO, CF) 
Christine Manchester ·74 (1-15) 
Daniel T. Manchester '87 (HS) 
Katherine D. Mandolfi '83 (1-15) 
Donald R. Manley '71 (HS) 
Debra A. Marelli '91 (HS) 
Lee R. Marelli '90 (1-15) 
Aaron M. Mariano '08 (HS) 
Jonathan B. Marquardt '83 (HlO) 
Christopher J. Marrero '06 (HS) 
Ronald L. Martel '70 (HS. CF) 
Michael C. Martin '82 (1-110) 
Thomas A. Manin ·ss (HS) 
Kathleen A. Massa '82 '02 P'0S (HS) 
Shawn J. Masse ·10 L'13 (HS) 
Murray H. Massover '71 (1-110, CF) 
Robert 1-1. Maxwell '67 (H 10, CF) 
John J. McCabe '75 (H 10) 
L1wrence J. McCarter '76 (HS) 
Daniel F. McCarthy '82 (HS) 
Suzanne McCarthy '09 P'04 (1-15) 
Robert J. McDonough '71 (1-110) 
Paul 0. McEnanly '66 (HS) 
Kevin M. McGuirk '97 (HIO) 
Brian J. McKenna ·94 (1-15, BG) 
Douglas Mc Kenna '88 (H JO, BG) 
James F. McKenna '77 (RW. HS) 
Christine '· McKenney '92 (HI0, CF) 
Barbara P. McLacklan '74 (HS) 
John J. McManus '98 (HlO) 
Carol A. McNamara '78 (H 10) 
Thomas S. Medeiros '93 (1-110, CF) 
Steven M. Melaragno '90 (RW. HS) 
David E. Melchar 76 P'94 (RW. H 10) 
Roberta I. Melchar '98 P'94 (RW, H 10) 
Jeffrey J. Mello '91 (HJO, CF) 
Pierre Mercier '91 (1-1 10) 
John P. Meroski '89 (H 10) 
Glenn M. Meunier '02 (1-15) 
Russell Michael '72 (1-110. CF) 
Renee A. Mikitarian-Bradley '81 (HS) 
James S. Miller '75 (HlO, BG) 
Carl F. Mitchell '87 (HI0) 
Michael J. l\1oniz '92 (HS) 
Patrick F. Moran '76 (HS) 
Stephen E. Moran ·90 (H JO) 
Thomas D. Moran '85 (1-110, CF) 
Paul Moroukian '83 (HS) 
David J. Morris '80 (H 5) 
Micaah F. Morris '05 (HS) 
Nicole E.  Morris '99 (HI0) 
Paul J. Morrissey '71 (I 1 10) 
Darwina M. Mosley '81 (RW. HS, CF) 
Susan R. Moss ·oo (1-110) 
Stephen Moussas '71 (1-110) 
Deborah 11. More-Fuller '09 (HS) 
Joanne L. Murphy-Rothenbuhler '73 
(HlO) 
Nicole E. Nappi 'OS (HS) 
Richard Nassaney Jr. '93 (HS, CF) 
Beatrice M. Nelson '84 (J-110, CF) 
Eugene F. icl10ls '70 (HS) 
Paul J. Nickerson '98 (I 110, CF) 
Michael C. Nilsson '84 (1-:1 10) 
Kenneth E. oiseux '76 (HS) 
Joseph 8. Occhi '78 (1-:15) 
Erin E.  O'Connor '07 (HS, CF) 
Leslie J. O'Connor '96 (1-15) 
Henry 1-1. Ohanian '63 (1-15, CF) 
John P. Olobri '74 (H 10) 
Phyllis A. O'Neill '92 (HS) 
Wayne E. Oosterman '82 (HlO) 
Heather R. Orosco '99 (HS) 
Marvin Ott '71 (1-1 10) 
Lisa A. Ouellette '86 (1-15) 
Ra)'mond J. Ouellette Jr. '93 (HS) 
Clifford R. Ousley '91 (H 10, CF) 
Armenag Palian '77 (1-110) 
Hubert J. Paquette '96 (1 110) 
John E. Parkhurst '03 (H 10. CF) 
George L. Pereira '86 (H 10) 
Aaron C. Perkins '91 (HlO) 
Maura Perrin '92 (1-110) 
Anthony Phillips '83 (1-15) 
Matthew J. Pickering '92 (HS) 
Laura G. Piervincenzi '91 (HS) 
Ernest 1-1. Piette '00 (H J0) 
Rena S. Piller-Thurston '97(J-110) 
HAWKS PRIDE 
This year saw 432 a lumni  a mDng the ranks of the Hawks Society, 
which consists of a lumni  donors who have made gifts to RWU for 
at least five consecutive years. These loyal Hawks represent over 
one quarter of all a lumn i  donors. Their consistent annual  support 
provides a sol id fou ndation for a lumni  giving and inspires others to 
follow their example. 
Raymond J. Pingitore ·97 M'0S (J--15) 
M. Shawn Platt ·s6 (CCM, Hl0) 
Michael T. Plaziak '96 (J-110) 
Nancy R. Poutray '87 (H lO) 
James E. Powell '79 (HS, CF) 
Jacob W. Pray '02 (Hl0) 
Walter R. Prest Jr. '71 (I 110) 
Dr. Thomas R. Prohaska '74 (1-15, CF) 
Douglas D. Pulak '99 (115) 
John A. Quaranta Jr. '76 (H 10, CF) 
Richard Raczelowski '75 (HS) 
Gloria Radway '76 (11 10) 
Betina B. Ragless ·so (1-110) 
Nancy L. Ramos '92 '94 P'IO (HS, CF) 
Leonard C. R,1thbun '75 (HIO) 
Harr)' Raubens '70 (HS) 
Mary S. Recker ·91 (H 10, CF) 
Christopher Reynolds '82 (HS) 
Walter T. Reynolds '84 (1-1 10) 
Brian D. Rhodes '01 (I 15) 
Donald R. Ricklin '72 '76 ( 1-110) 
Richard A. Riebe '84 (l-15) 
Jeffrey L. Ringuest '76 (1-110) 
Thelma Rocha '92 (RW, 1-110) 
Noel ]. Rochman '93 (1-15) 
Jon E. Rosenblum '83 (H JO, CF) 
Marjorie E.  Rosenfeld '83 (1-1 10) 
Rudolph Rothenbuhler '73 ( 1110) 
Peter A. Ruggeri '71 (1-1 10) 
John P. Ruggiero Jr. '78 (1-110) 
Karen M. Rusinek '81 (H I0) 
Henry F. Russell Jr. '70 (H 10) 
Robert N. Ruttenberg '91 (1-110) 
Richard Sagnella '78 (Hl0) 
Jennifer E. Samolyk '92 L'96 (H JO, B) 
Gregory A. S.1mos '59 (HS, CF) 
Richard A. Sandberg '67 (1-110) 
Carlton E. Sanford '75 (RW. HS) 
Mark C. Saunders '92 (HlO, CF) 
William J. Saveall '78 (1 110) 
Joseph M. Schmitt '86 (RW, HS) 
Andre U. Segatti '81 (PC, RW, I IS, CF) 
Lynda Shaw-Krauth '85 (l-110) 
Antone P. Silva '71 (HS. CF) 
Pauline A. Silva '07 (1-15) 
Lorella V. Silvia ·oo (1110) 
Robert S. Simmons '75 (1-ll0) 
Janet L. Skahill '88 (1-110) 
1'1atthew S. Slater '94 (1-110) 
Edward 8. Slommski '81 (HIO) 
Chris1opher K. Smith '02 (115) 
John L. Smith '81 (1-1 10) 
Wend} J. Smith '03 (HS) 
Howard J. Sonion '66 (HS) 
Joseph S. Sorcinelli '88 (1-15, CF) 
Joanne P. Souza '95 (J--110) 
Regina L. Spallone '89 (11 JO) 
Trisha A. Spillane ·04 ( 1--f l0) 
Richard J. St. Jean '82 (11 10) 
John J. St. Laurent '87 ( 1-110) 
Richard F. Stibolt l\l'0S (HS) 
Alexander C. Stimpson '05 (1-15) 
Sarah S. Strickland '78 (H 10) 
Dawn A. Sullo ' I I  (HS) 
Charles E. Swenson Jr. '87 (HS) 
Christina J. Swiszcz '02 (J--110) 
Ro)' A. S)'lvander '64 (HS) 
Frank M. Sylvester '75 (ADV, HS, CF) 
Deborah L. Sylvia '89 '96 P'0l P'04 
(R\V, H lO) 
John Tamburro '71 (HlO, CF) 
John). Tameo )r. '92 P'04 ( 1 1 10) 
Joseph H. Tavares '98 (1-110) 
Francis J. Taylor '97 (RW. HlO, CF) 
Janice B. Taylor '98 R\V, H 10, CF 
Margaret C. Taylor '79 H 10.l 
Harn A. Templeton '65 '""2 1-110, CF) 
Robert P. Thew ·39 (HIO, 
Kevin T. Thompson Jr. '06 HS, 
Veronica H. Threadgill '05 HS, CF) 
Jason P. Thurston '97 · 1-110) 
Raymond r. Tiberio '96 (1-110) 
Barbara Tilford '76 1-110, CF 
Gar) A. Tilford '76 (J--110) 
Kristina M. Tomkinson 'OS t,.1'07 (HS) 
Mau hew R. Tomkinson '05 1HS) 
Jo}·ce D. Topshe '81 p·13 '1-110) 
Elizabeth D. Trimbach ·95 p·09 P'Il HS) 
Percy E. Tucker '89 (HS; 
Jeffre) S. Turner '89 (HS. BG 
Michael P. Turner '92 (HS) 
Nath,111 \\'. Tunic '02 (HS: 
Donald W. Van Voas1 '03 (J-110) 
Christopher J. Vi\eiros ·oo (R\\', HS) 
Da\id S. Wadsworth '78 (115) 
Nathan L. Watson '06 (HS) 
David D. Watterson '83 (HIO) 
Richard A. Weik '84 (J-110) 
Mark S. Wexler ·37 (H IO) 
James G. Whiffen '76 (HS) 
Robert C. Whiffen 'SO (1-110) 
John Whi1man '85 (HS) 
Donald R. Whitworth 75 P'0I (1-15) 
Peter 8. Wilbur l\1'06 (P. ADV. R\\', HS) 
Austin C. Wirth 'IO (HS) 
James A. Wrisle)· 'QI (ADV, HS) 
Timothy 8. Yeaton 'SO (T. AB. RW. HS) 
Katie M. Zullo '04 (HlO. CF) 
Ste\'en B. Zullo ·03 M'03 (HS, CF) 
3 1  
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.\non� n111u, 
Akin A. Adq}OIU L'07 
J,.;,1rnhl'rl) R. AhL•rn l.'09 
(I.AA. I.20th. U, 5+) 
C,Hy R. AlgL'r L'Ol 
Bri,rn C. ,\li L'06 
·1 il lin,1r A .\ntm:h Emery L'02 
J.1m1.•s G. ,\tchison L'07 
Lric1 C. Avondoglio 1.·09 
D,l\ id ll R,l�US L'96 
Em ,\. BJ.ti:-.l,l '07 L"IO (I IS) 
:--It'\ illt' I. B,.:dlord '00 1.·03 (I IS, BG} 
Stq>lwn C. BL"rn.udo l.'98 
·\h-,..,.1 \: Rm,s J.'97 
f..l,lr) J. Bo�k· l.'02 
Rt·ne C. Rnm n '98 l'Ol (HS) 
N,1t.dr,1 .\. Bud,k•r l.'10 
Su.1..rnm· J.... Burkl' L'OS 
K.11t•n I· 1,u11t•nb.wm l.'97 
Donn,1 I. C.fr,s1..• l.'05 
Clu is!oplwr M. C.1sl') L'07 
!-:li1,1bt'th R. Col.1gi0\,rnt1i '99 L'lO 
Juli.1 .-\1111 f..l. Colt• ·99 l.'04 (AD\', CF) 
knnill'r A. Colillor1..•s L I  I 
Atlll M. Cmnn·.111 L'O I  
:\11d1.wl I, D.ily 1_'02 \D\' 
Don,1ld L D1..·1.. icuo L'OO 
-\nhur D1..+d1u.• I IO 
Dt·nist· R. Ddfino L'99 
l),1v1d ,\1. Dulb.1shi,ln l.'03 
lkrd, I. Dr11111 I 10 
Nicoll' J. Du\mil· lkn1.tmin L'06 
(I AA. !20th. RI\, 5+) 
Bri,lll P I  i'>l'llhO\H'r l.'09 
I.in /\t. 1· k•ofl 1·02 
I.) nn /\\ !-w,11 t P.1 i1ll' L"0S 
Rl'bl'CT,l s. L1g.1n [.' 1 1  
i\l1d1.ll'l \\ I-Leid l.'97 (l., L20th) 
Bri,111 .•\ l· idding l."10 
Christine Fl.tn,1g.tn L 10 
Am,mcl.l M Fo'>tl'r L'04 
Ric:h.ucl A. Fo'>tl'r l.'04 
L.ll,r,, L. rn.•d1l'ltl' •95 M"06 L'04 
(LAA. 1 15) 
llub V. l·uf'>l L"lO 
John it G,1rry L'00 
[\\.11k W. Gl'mm,1 l."97 (L, L20lh) 
Deboruh S. Gon1,1ll'1 ·04 L"07 
Lu1r.1 J. Gott lid> Feldman l."97 
Timothy J. Cri llll''> L'l2 (LAA) 
Ashley S. I l.1m Pong L 10 
Jennifer W I l.1shw.1y J'I I 
:\lu.:helt.• II. 1-k,rnl l."05 
He.1th .\. I lix-,on L'09 
l-.:,u.1 .-\ I lumm l.'08 (LAA) 
Rolx•n J. Humm L'0S (L. L\A) 
Rohl'n R. Jacquard '86 L"99 
Jillian J\. J,1gling L'09 (LAA) 
i\briss,1 l.. J,rnton ·02 u I 
Mic:h,ll'l S. Ju-,t L'0S 
Robl'rl J,,;.,111do l.'96 
Pl•ter I J,,;.ilm.utin ·ss L'98 (L20th) 
Robl•rt S. 1'n)c:h.1\ski L.'07 
Lo1nirw N L1lli L"0l . RW, 5+ 
.-\nthony R. Leorw II L'97 
t-:e,·m \\ Ll•wi-, L'0S 
\kg,rn M,Ki,l'>l L'0S 
Stt·phen P. \\,1guirl' L'96 
LAA. I.20th) 
Sh,1wn J. ;\\,h'>t' '10 L"l3 115) 
Paul J\ :\kC.1rthy Jr. L"07 
S.11ly P. r-.kDon,1\d l."09 ,LAA 
Robert P. \kl-.:L•mi.1 L"98 
h:.l•vm P. i\k�t.,nimon L"96 
Colin M. i\kNil'n' L'07 
John D. t-.ll'ara l.' 1 1  
\m,1nd.1 B .  i\krtl'ns C.1mpbcll L'0S 
Frie II. Milll'r L'0i 
Ann S. Mores L"0l (U. 5+) 
Peter P. Pascucci L'03 
Curtis P. Pat.1l,1no l.'05 
I le.1thcr L. Pe,1rlm.1n I '96 
Murk F. Pilaro l.'01 
Adum i\l. R,1mos l. "06 
Kenneth R. lbmpino l."08 
Ronald J. lksmini L'09 
Owen J. Rice L"09 (PBC) 
Su-,,m J,,;.. Rodriguez L'03 
Kevin N. Rolando L'07 
Jennifer I:.. Samolyk '92 L'96 (11 10) 
Nds A Sc:hnobri(h L'l3 
Erk \\'. Sd1\,e1ben,. L'98 (L20th) 
Thomas C. Sh.1ffl•r L'98 
Diane Shl'.l L'I0 
Sara A. Spr,1gul' L'0S 
William S. Streker L'98 
Kulhl'rine A. Sulentic: l.'09 
Brend.tn Sulliv.1n L'0S 
Kevin P. Sull iv,rn L'0S 
Lrnrcn G. Sullivan L'07 
John /\k1'dl.1n SuthL•rl,rnd I l l  l.'98 
Joelle C. Sylvi,1 t:06 (LAA) 
Jennifer f..l. Theroux L'04 
Me! Topf l:OS 
llinna Upal l."07 
Joseph D. Ustynoski l."97 
Erin k. \'an Dorn L'06 
Jason B. Van \'olkl'nburgh L'07 
Murgret.1 Vellucci L'07 (LAA) 
M1Ch,1el A. \'occola L'97 (L20th) 
i\taurcen A. Wugner L'I0  (L20th) 
Mich,1el J. W.1gner L'98 
F. Ed Webb 111 L'OS 
MiLhael J. Williams L'97 
FULFILL ING THE PROMISE 
CLASS O F  1 949 
David I .  Cohen (U) 
CLASS OF 1952 
David R. Gray Jr. (1-110) 
CLASS OF 1957 
Charles G. Greenlulgh (RW, 1110) 
Ron.1ld A. Margerison 
CLASS OF 1958 
Paul E. Eichin, PE (U. t-1IO) 
CLASS OF 1959 
Anonymous 
Crl'gory A. Samos (U, HS, CF) 
CLASS OF 1 960 
Osc.u L. Doucett 
CLASS OF 1961 
Robert P. Liptrot (11 JO' 
CLASS OF 1962 
Edward 1 - 1 .  Goldberg 
Alfred A. Pagel 
CLASS OF 1963 
Earl H. Doyle Jr.  (U. HS) 
Henr)· 1-1.  Ohanian (HS, CF 
CLASS OF 1964 
Ro) A. Sylvander (U, 115) 
Rapnond D. t-:ellc) 
CLASS OF 1965 
Wulter C. I ludson (U) 
Oscar R. Tassone (U) 
Albino Come (I 110, CF) 
William H. Could Jr. 
I farry A. Templeton (U. H 10, CF) 
Thanks to the momentum created by the School of Law's 20th 
ann iversary year, 321 law a lumni  contributed $146,015 to the Law 
Annua l  Fund, both al l -t ime records. The number  of law a lumni  
donors has i ncreased 130 percent over the last  five years. 
CLASS OF 1966 
Thomas N. Comell,1 Sr.  P'92 (I 15) 
Paul 0. McEnanly (115) 
I lemy I.. Pristaw,1 
! loward J. Sonion (HS) 
CLASS OF 1967 
Robert 11. Maxwell (U. I I 10. CF) 
Richard A. Sundberg (H 10) 
CLASS OF 1968 
William L. Kollmcr (RW, HlO) 
CLASS OF 1969 
Lon t-:opit ( 1 1 10) 
CLASS OF 1971  
Sanford II. Altman (RW. CF) 
Serge J. Beaudoin (U) 
Da\'id Borden (U) 
Russell Campanelli Pi\fl2 PJ\-rt3 P"IO 
P'IO (RW. H 10. CF) 
Robert J. Canull,1 (U, 115) 
John W Card (U, H 10) 
Richard E. Clark {I I IO) 
Beverly S. Colella ( I  15) 
R. John Courtois (U, 115, CF) 
Barry D. Como (U) 
Laurent M. Desrosiers 
Daniel D. Dewey (RW, 1-15. CF) 
Glen P. Ferri1er ( U) 
Richard L. Frigon (l llO, CF, 
Phyllis W. Gruner 
Jean M. larnnt• (N) 
Sten·n Lepore (U, H 10) 
C.1thcrinc H. MacAulay 
Donald R. Manley (1-15) 
Murray 11. Masson-r (U. 1 1 10. CF) 
Robert J. McDonough (U. 1-110) 
Paul J. Morrisst•y (J-110) 
Stephen Moussas (11 IO) 
Marvin Ott (1-110) 
Wendell 8. Pols 
Walter R. Prest Jr (U, HlO) 
Peter A Ruggeri i I 110) 
Id,1 Bochner-Brown (U. I 110. Cr) 
Clement W. Brown Jr. (U, HIO) 
Edward J. Carney 
Jeff re)· T. Caruso (U, N) 
Edward M. Cobbett (N) 
William E. Coyle Ill (U, CF) 
Steven C. Dorn<.') 
Micl1ucl L. Durand (U) 
Donald R. F,1larcleau 
Joseph A. Fontana 
Ricl1urd W. Gerold ( 1 110) 
Robert J. Gerv,1sini (U) 
Roger 0. 1 lackett (U, 1110) 
Elizabeth I l.1llenbeck (U) 
Carol)·n A. I l,1rdic (1-110) 
George J. Hillman (U) 
John F. Lamoureux (I 110) 
Andre A. Ll.ngla1s 
Anthony Llto Jr. ; HlO. RC, 
Michael A. Mainclli (U) 
Joanne I.. \1urphy-Rothf.'nhuhltr '11 IO) 
Michael J. Romano (Li 
Rudolph Rothenbuhler I H JO) 
Kenneth L. Shememki (U) 
Jeffrey .\1. Sih·a P"l4 
Russell A. Woodward 
CLASS OF 1974 
Thomas .\1. Allan 
Dennis J. Allsop �lJ. 
"' .... hony E. Auticllo (ADV, R\V. Cf­
ge N. Bolden Sr. Pt-.1'05 p·gs 
AD\, RW) 
i C.1br.1I (HS) 
y E . Carlos (l l lO) 
e E. Chorney (11 10) 
1ael Collins (U. N) 
F. Davis (115 
L. DeAlmo HS 
rt \\", Gregoire 
•rt N. La France , 
1eth E. Mahler 
nond \\,, \laker I l l  \li, HlO, Cr 
Stine Manchester 1-15) 
ma P. i\klacklan 1115 
ard T. .\lurr.1, 
P. Olobri H 10) 
11as R. Prohask,1 ( Li. HS. CF) 
:. Romanelli 
1e P. Sherlock 
SS OF 1975 
�rt M. Alves U) 
Bowers 
hen E. Bowley l ") 
1 S. Can·alho (HS) 
Debra De A Imo ( HS) 
Ronald DiCarlo l U 
Charles Dobson I U, CF) 
Richard M. Field Jr. 'T, P. ADV, RW 
Mind)· C. Gersten•lsaacs (HS) 
Jeff re)' J. Gibbons 
Louis Gingerel\a Jr. P"04 (U) 
Barbara I lamilton Porter (U, 1110. CF) 
Fredrick P. J,1chem 
Marie Lupino (I 110) 
Armand A. Lussier (115) 
John J. McC.1be (U. HIO) 
James S. Miller(U. H I0. BG) 
Nicholas F. Morenzi 
Bridgette aamon (U, N) 
Ht·nry Pt'tmfsk\ CF 
R1< bard Raczdo\\ '>k1 f I� 
Lnmard C Rathhun 11 I( 
Carlton E Sanford R\\" I l '> 
Robat S. Simmons HIO) 
Frank ,\1. S)hem·r AD\ Li 115 C 
Su'i.ln \\.'. Tf.'l'Ct: 
Donald R. Wh1l,\Orlh P'01 L H5 
CLASS OF 1976 
Ric hard Adam 1n 
Paula H. Akun·\\ lh HIO 
Su m .\1 Singharn Li HIO, CF 
Thomas H. Bo\\d('n HlO 
U1z.1bt.-th Carlin \ktz Lr, HlO 
l·t'rn L. Coll·m.1n H!fJ 
Reginald P. Cousint'.lU H JO 
Alfred I. Dclla·Posta l, 
\\'.1,nl• L. Dubreuil HlO.CF 
Douglas C. Cent 
Shirll')" A. Harrison 
Julia G. Jane,; 1 HlO) 
J<1mes W. Knight 
Bewrh-Leach I U 
John L. .\lar, ella (\; 
Wwrencl' J. \kCarter (HS) 
Da\'id E . .\1dchar p·94 RW. H 10 
Pamck F ;\\oran HS) 
1'l'nneth E. '\oiseux HS 
John A Quaranta Jr. H 10. CF 
Glori.1 Rad\,ay (HIO) 
Donald R. Ricklin (U, HIO) 
Jt'ffre\ L. Ringucst U H 10) 
Robert E. Rvan l V) 
Barbara Tilford (Li. Hl0. CF 
Garv A. Tilford (U, HI0) 
James C. \\"hiffen Li. HS) 
CLASS OF  1 977 
John C. Acrtsen 
.\1.1rth.1 Christina 
Glenn J. Corrente ( U) 
Keri Faist-t-:ellert �R\\ 
Edw.1rd L. Foss Li 
Lmda F Henderson 
Ronald House 
Lee A. Johnston U\ 
James F. Mc Kenna RW. HS) 
Armenag Palian (HlO) 
Thom,1s E.  Selnau (U) 
Richard R. \'alcourt 
Timothy W. Whelan (U, BC. N) 
Kathy A. Woodward 
Scott J. Yonan p·o3 P'09 (CC/\,\. U) 
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Anonymous 
Akin A. Adcpoju L'07 
Kunberly R. Ahern L'09 
(LAA. L20th. U. 5+) 
G.u} R. Alger L'0l 
Bri.in C. Ali L'06 
Tiffi nay A. Antoch Emcr)' L'02 
James G. Atchison L'07 
Erica C. A\ondoglio L'09 
David D. Bagus L'96 
Eric A. Batista '07 L' 10 (115) 
Neville J. Bedford ·oo 1;03 (HS, BG) 
Stephen C. Bcrn;;udo L'98 
Alyss;,. V. Boss 1'97 
Mary J. Boyle L'02 
Rene G. Brown '98 L'OJ (115) 
,11alya A. Buckler L't0 
Suzanne 1-... Burk<.· L'OS 
Karen E. Buttcnb.u11n L'97 
Donna L. Caisse L'0S 
Christopher M. CaSL')' L'07 
Eliz.ibcth R. Colagiovanni '99 L'I0  
Julia-Ann M.  Cole '99 L'04 (ADV. CF) 
Jennifer A. Coliflorcs L'\ I 
Ann M. Corrivc,\U L'Ol 
i\lichacl J. D.1ly L'02 (ADV) 
Donald F. Dcciccio L'00 
Arthur Dl+clicc 1'10 
Denise R. Delfino L' 99 
David M. Dolbash1,1n L'03 
Derek L. Drit.in L'I0 
Nicole J. Dulude Benjamin L'06 
(LAA. L20th, RW, 5+) 
Brian P. Eisenhower L'09 
Lin M. Eleoff L'02 
Lynn t-.•\ .  Ew;i.rt P;i.ine L'0S 
Rebecca S. F;i.g.111 L'I I 
Michael W. Field L'97 (L, L20th) 
Brian A. Fielding L'IO 
Christine Flanagan L'I0 
Amanda t-.•1. Foster L'04 
Richard A. Foster L'04 
Laura L. Frechette ·95 M'06 L'04 
(LAA, 115) 
I !ala V. Furst L'l0 
John B. CJ.rt)' L'00 
Mark W. Gemma L'97 (L. L20th) 
Deborah S. Gonzalez ·04 L'07 
L.uira J. Gottlieb Feldman L'97 
Ti moth)' J. Grimes L'l2 (LAA) 
Ashley S. ! lam Pong L'I0 
Jennifer W. I lashway L'l I 
Michele IL I-Icard L'0S 
I \c;i.th A. I lixson L'09 
Kara A. I lumm L'08 (LAA) 
Rob1.:rt J. Humm L'0S (L, LAA) 
Robert B. Jacquard '86 L'99 
Jdli,10 N. Jagling L'09 (LAA) 
M;i.rissa L. Janton '02 L 'll  
Mich.,cl S. Just L'0S 
Robert Ka ndo L'96 
Peter F. Kilmartin ·ss L'98 (L20th) 
Robert S. Knychalski L'07 
Lorraine N. Lilli L'0I (RW. 5+) 
Anthon)· R. Leone II L'97 
Kc\ in \V. Lewis L'0S 
Megan Maciasz L'0S 
Stephen P. Maguire L'96 
(LAA. L20th) 
Shawn J. Masse ·10 L'l3 (115) 
Paul N. McCarthy Jr. L'07 
Sall)' P. McDonald L'09 (LAA) 
Robert P. t-.kKcnna L'98 
Kc\'in P. McMammon L'96 
Colin �I. McNiece L'07 
John D. Meara L'l I 
Am;i.nda B. Mertens Campbell L'0S 
Eric H. Miller L'0l 
Ann S. Mores L'0I (U, 5+) 
Peter P. Pascucci L'03 
Curtis P. Patalano L'0S 
I-leather L. Pearlman L'96 
Mark F. Pilaro L'0l 
Adam M. Ramos L'06 
Kenneth R. Rampino L'0S 
Ronald J. Resmini L'09 
Owen J. Rice L'09 (PBC) 
Susan K. Rodriguez L'03 
Ke\'in . Rolando L'07 
Jennifer E. Samolyk ·92 L"96 (H 10) 
Nels A. Schnobrich L'l3 
Eric W. Schweibenz L'98 (L20th) 
Thomas G. Shaffer L'98 
Diane Shea L'I0 
FULFILL ING THE PROMISE 
CLASS OF 1949 
Da\'id I. Cohen (U) 
CLASS OF 1952 
David R. Grar Jr .  (H 10) 
CLASS OF 1957 
Charles G. Greenhalgh (RW. H 10) 
Ronald A. Margerison 
CLASS OF 1958 
Paul E. Eich in, PE (U, H 10) 
CLASS OF 1959 
Anonymous 
Gregory A. Samos (U, HS, CF) 
BUS I N ESS REF 
FIRST-CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO 
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY 
ROGER WILLIAMS UI\ 
GIFT PROCESSING 
ONE OLD FERRY RO 
BRISTOL RI 02809-991 
Thanks to the momentum created by the School of Law's 20th 
anniversary year, 321 law a lumni  contributed $146 ,015 to the Law 
Annual Fund, both al l-t ime records. The number of law a lumni  
donors has increased 130 percent over the last five years. 
CLASS OF 1966 
Thomas . Comella Sr. P'92 (HS) 
Paul 0. McEnanly (HS) 
Henry 2. Pristawa 
Howard J. Sonion (HS) 
CLASS OF 1967 
Robert H .  Maxwell (U, 1-110, CF) 
Richard A. Sandberg (HlO) 
CLASS OF 1968 
William L. Kollrner(RW, H I0) 
CLASS OF 1969 
Lon Kopit (H J0) 
CLASS OF 1970 
William M. Agnew 
Vincent F. Azzarone (HlO, CF) 
Stephen H. Chaffee (RW. CF) 
John T. Faria (U, H 10) 
Gary P. Farias (H 10) 
Albert J. Ferland J,. (HIO) 
Ernest Gaudet Jr. (U) 
Irwin Gross (HI0) 
Albert J. Hemond (RW, CF) 
Peter J. Holmes P'0S (U) 
Michael lnteglia Jr. P'l2 
(P, ADV. RW, HS, CF) 
Donald T. Krudys (H 10) 
Roger H. Limbert 
Barrie D. Lee (RW) 
Ronald L. Martel (U. HS, CF) 
Harold M. Metts 
Carol L Miccolis-Bowers 
Eugene F. Nichols (HS) 
Thomas E. Otta\'iano P'91 
Joanne C. Pickford 
Harry Raubens (U, 1-15) 
Henry F. Russell Jr. (H IO) 
CLASS OF 1971  
Sanford H. Altman (RW, CF) 
Serge J. Beaudoin (U) 
Da\'id Borden (U) 
Russell Campanelli PM'l2 PM'l3 P'lO 
P'J0 (RW, H 10, CF) 
Robert J .  Canulla (U. HS) 
John W. Card (U, H 10) 
Richard E.  Clark (H 10) 
Beverly S. Colella (HS) 
R. John Courtois (U, 115, CF) 
Barry D. Couto (U) 
Laurent M. Desrosiers 
Daniel D. Dewey (RW, HS, CF) 
Glen P. Ferriter (U) George J. Hillman (U) I fcnry Petrofsky (CF) 
Richard L Frigon (1-110. CF) John F. Lamoureux (HlO) Richard Raczelowski (HS 
Phyllis W. Gruner Andre A. Langlais Leonard C. Rathbun (U, 1110) 
Jean M. lacone (N) Anthony Lato Jr. (HlO, BG) Carlton E.  Sanford (RW, 115) 
Steven Lepore (U, H 10) Michael A. Mainclli (U) Robert S. Simmons (HIO) 
Catherine H. MacAulay Joanne L. Murphy-Rot henbuhler (1-110) Frank M. Sylvester (ADV, U. HS, CF) 
Donald R. Manley (HS) Michael }. Romano(U) Susan W. Teece 
Murray H. Masso\'er (U, HlO. CF) Rudolph Rothenbuhler (1-110) Donald R. Whitworth P'0l (U, HS) 
Robert J. McDonough (U, 1-1 IO) Kenneth L. Shemcnski (U) 
Paul J .  Morrissey (H 10) Jeffrey M. Silva P'l4 CLASS OF 1976 
Stephen Moussas (H 10) Russell A. Woodward Richard Adamson 
Marvin Ott (1-1 10) Paula J-1. Akucewich (1-110) 
Wendell B. Pols CLASS OF 1974 Susan M. Bingham (U. 1110, CF} 
Walter R. Prest Jr. (U, 1-110) Thomas M. Allan Thomas H. Bowden (HIO) 
Peter A. Ruggeri (H lO) Dennis J. Allsop (U) Elizabeth Carlin Metz (U. f 110) 
Antone P. Sil\'a (U. HS. CF) Anthon)' E. Aut1ello (ADV. RW, CF) Fern L. Coleman (H 10) 
John Tamburro (HIO, CF) George . Bolden Sr. Pt-.1'05 P'98 Reginald P. Cousineau (HIO) 
Joseph C. Wahler (U) (ADV, RW) Alfred J. Della-Posta (U) 
Gerri Cabral (HS) Wayne L. Dubreuil (HI0, CF) 
CLASS OF 1 972 Mary E. Carlos (H 10) Douglas C. Gent 
Robert E. Audette Bruce E. Chorney ( 1- 1 10) Shirley A. Harrison 
John C. Bergeron (HlO) Michael Collins (U, N) Julia G. Janes (H 10) 
James A. Chase (HlO) John F. Davis (1-15) James W. Knight 
John S. Christiansen (U, CF) John L. DeAlmo (HS) Beverly Leach (U) 
Gedeon L. Drain\'ille Albert W. Gregoire John L. Marsella ( 
Mary P. DuPont Gladue (U, H 10) Robert N. Ll France (N) Lawrence J. McCarter (HS) 
Raymond A. Filippone (U, HlO) Kenneth E. Mahler Da\ id E. Melchar p·94 (RW, H 10) 
George R. Hemond (ADV, RW, H 10, CF) Raymond W. Maker I I I (U, H 10. CF) Patrick F. Moran (HS) 
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Geraldine T. Humphrey (U, H lO. CF) Christine Manchester (HS) Kenneth E. Noiseux (HS) 
Barry Kaplan Barbara P. McLacklan (HS) John A. Quaranta Jr. (HlO. CF) 
Vincent A. Lagreca (U, H JO) Richard T. Murray Gloria Radway (HIO) 
William C. Martin (RW) John P. Olobri (1110) Donald R. Ricklm (U, HlO) 
Russell Michael (U, HlO, CF) Thomas R. Prohaska (U, HS, CF) Jeffrey L. Ringuest (U. HIO) 
Harold K. Ohanian Jill R. Romanelli Robert E. Ryan (U) 
Donald R. Ricklin (U, H IO) Elaine P. Sherlock Barbara Tilford (U, HJO. CF) 
Harry A. Templeton (U, HIO, CF) Garr A. Tilford (U, HJ0) 
Paul J. Viveiros P'99 P'00 CLASS OF 1975 James G. Whiff en (U. HS) 
Robert M. Alves (U) 
CLASS OF 1973 Gail Bowers CLASS OF 1977 
Da\'id Amaral (1-110) S1ephen E. Bowley ( ') John G. Aertsen 
Richard C. Bella\'ance (HS) Alan S. Car\'alho (HS) Martha Christina 
Ida Bochner-Brown (U, H 10. CF) Debra DeAlmo (HS) Glenn J. Corrente (U) 
Clement W. Brown Jr. (U, H 10) Ronald DiCarlo (U) Keri Faist-Kellen (RW) 
Edward J. Carney Charles Dobson (U. CF) Edward L. Foss (U) 
JeffreyT. Caruso (U, N) Richard M. Field Jr. (T. P. ADV, RW) Linda F. Henderson 
Edward M. Cobbett (N) Mindy C. Gersten-Isaacs (HS) Rona Id House 
William E. Coyle III (U, CF) Jeffrey J. Gibbons Lee A. Johnston (U) 
Steven C. Dorney Louis Gingerella Jr. P'04 (U) James F. McKenna (RW. HS) 
Michael L. Durand (U) Barbara Hamilton Porter (U. H IO. CF) Armenag Palian (H 10) 
Donald R. Falardeau Fredrick P. Jachem Thomas E. Selnau (U) 
Joseph A. Fontana Marie Lupino (Hl0) Richard R. Valcourt 
Richard W. Gerold (HlO) Armand A. Lussier (HS) Timothy W. Whelan (U, BG, N) 
Robert ] .  Gervasini (U) John J .  McCabe (U. HIO) Kathy A. Woodward 
Roger 0. Hackett (U, H IQ) James S. Miller (U. HlO, BG) Scott J. Yonan P'03 p·og (CCM. U) 
Elizabeth Hallenbeck (U) Nicholas F. Morenzi 
Carolyn A. Hardie (HlO) Bridgette Naamon (U. N) 
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CLASS OF 1978 
Will iam And rake Jr. 
Gail R. Brule (U. HS) 
JoAnn D. Castro P'l4 (HS) 
Kenneth J. Castro P'l4 
Thomas R. Christensen (BG} 
Edward S. Cohen (HD. RW, BG) 
Rapnond S. Deleo II P'13 
(RIV. 1 1 10. CF) 
Matthe\\ M. Egan (V) 
N.:incy ). Egan (U} 
David J. Ferland (U, ! 110) 
Debra S. Flanzbaum 
\Villi,1m J. Geraght}' (AB. RW, I 1 10, CF) 
Joseph A. Giorgi (U) 
Kim Goggin-Const as (U, I ! JO, CF) 
Michael C. Jefferson (1 15) 
Rose M. r-.tarusak 
Paul 8. Marvin 
Chatlcs S. t-.tazmanian 
Carol A. McNamara ( 1 1 10) 
Joseph B. Occhi (U. 115) 
Joseph R. Paolino Jr. (P. RW) 
Dorothy Perkins (U, N) 
William D. Rath (U) 
John P. Ruggiero Jr. (I 110) 
Richard Sagnella { 1 110) 
William J. S;l\'eall ( 1 1 10) 
Vi\ 1an B. Shaull 
Donald W. Smith (Cl-') 
Sarah S. Strickland (U, 1 1 10) 
David S. Wadsworth (I 15) 
CLASS OF 1979 
D. Seth Abbott (U) 
Robert M . Bolton (RW) 
Oliver T. Charlebois ( 1 110) 
Leo C. Croteau (1110) 
Christopher J. Egan Jr. 
Charles D. Fresolonc ( ll10) 
Raymond J. Kelley Jr. 
N,111cy S. Kerrigan 
Marian J. Morrill (U) 
Donald P. t-.torrison 
Susan P. Osborn 
James E. Powell (I IS, CF) 
Deborah Robinson (U) 
Kenneth C. Rowe (U) 
Margaret C. Taylor (U. 1-1 10) 
Jonathan F. Williams 
CLASS OF 1980 
Josephine J. Alves (RW, 1-110. CF) 
Jean E. Bauer (H 10) 
Elaine F. Carlos 
Mary Chapman (1-110) 
Robena A. Ciarfella 
Dennis J. Collinson (U) 
George Constas (U, I 110, CF) 
Bernard Cunniff (H I0) 
Andy Davia (1-1 10. CF) 
Robert S. Engel Jr. P'l 3  (ADV, RW) 
James Farrar (U. HIO) 
Donald C. Forster 
Scott D. Frankel (U, CF) 
Susan T. Gallup (HJO) 
Nanja L. Galoppi Stevens 
Donna A. George (HS. BG) 
Laurie A. Goldschm idt (U) 
Peter A. Heard (P. AB. ADV, RW) 
Valerie R. Hoffman 
Sally T. Kno, ( 1 110) 
Eric G. Koch (RW) 
David J .  Morris (U. HS) 
J. Scott Needham (RW) 
Betina B. Ragless (11 JO) 
Patrick M .. Rose (U) 
David Y. Set hi 
I larold D. Short (U) 
Joseph J. Thomas 
Robert C. Whiff en (HJO) 
Timothy B. Ye,non (T. AB, RW. HS) 
CLASS OF 1981 
Joseph Ba)·er (U. 1-1 IO) 
Lois Bertini (U. 1 1 10. CF) 
Louis Cacciabaudo (BG) 
David G. Cameron 
Laura B. Choiniere (U, HS, CF) 
Anthony Colamon io (U. Hl0) 
Paul Daley (U. 115) 
Kevin A. Dolan 
Stephen Doucette (U, 1-15) 
Gregory P. Forrest (HS) 
Lynne t-.\. Gannon (U. H lO) 
BruceT. Garthwaite (U. 1-110) 
Jane F. Howlett (U) 
Karl S. Koertje (1-110) 
Leo F. Kowalik Jr. 
Daq• l A. Lansing (U. HlO) 
Charles t-.tacLeod (U, HIO) 
James A. MacMann is (U, HS) 
Stephen McCartney (ADV, U) 
Leanor Mendonca 
Renee A. M1kitarian-Bradley (U, HS) 
Darwina t-.L Mosley (RW, HS. BG. CF) 
Maureen E. O'Neill (U) 
Joseph Podgorski Jr. (U) 
Ina Pottorff 
Karen M. Rusinek (Hl0) 
Andre U. Segatt1 (PC, RW, HS, CF) 
Richard M. Segel 
Edward B. Slominski (HJO) 
John L. Smi1h (1-110) 
Anthony J. Tartaglia 
Peter Teto (U) 
Joyce D. Topshc P'13 (U. HIO) 
William R. Winter (U) 
Dana H. Worthley 
CLASS OF 1982 
Nancy Abilheira (U, HIO) 
Kyle Adamonis (AB, RW, HS) 
Jacqueline A. Armillotto 
Robert A. Boscoe 
Jean M. Bretz 
Linnea K. Cedergren (U, 1-110) 
Louis B. Clark (U, HS) 
Maureen A. Corkery (U, CF) 
Robert H. Coyle (U) 
Marjorie A. Crofts (U, CF) 
Carol C. I logan ( \-110) 
Paul L. Holahan (HS) 
Louis L. Kl ine (U) 
i\taurccn A. Knight (N) 
Michael C. Martin (Hl0) 
Kathleen A. Massa P'0S (U, HS) 
Virgin ia B. McBride (ADV. RW) 
Daniel F. t-.tcCarth)' (HS) 
Wi lliam B. McManus 
Wayne E. Oosterman (Hl0) 
Timothy J. Pramer (U) 
Christopher Reynolds (1-15) 
James J. Rodger (U) 
Richard J. St. Jean (HIO) 
Elizabeth A. Stevens 
CLASS OF 1983 
Richard F. Ansaldi Jr. (U) 
Timothy E. Baxter P'13 
(T, AB. RW, HS, CF) 
Donald A. Bisbano (1-1\0, CF) 
Stephen R. Bracsc (RW) 
Judy A. Corain 
Leo G. Cote 
Joseph D. Downing 
Patrick J. Dwyer (HIO, CF) 
Patricia M. Egan 
Carol S. Fletcher 
Timoth)' F. Gannon (U, H JO) 
Eric A. Havelock (U, BG) 
Michael A. La Scala (AB, HID, CF) 
Neal M. Lamanna (BG) 
Terrence P. Maguire (U, H IO) 
Katherine D. Mandolfi (HS) 
Jonathan 8. Marquardt (HJO) 
Paul Moroukian (U, HS) 
Brigita M. Naegel i 
Patrick M. Neville (U) 
Paul A. Pabis (PC, RW, BG) 
Anthony Phillips (U, HS) 
Jon E. Rosenblum (1-110, CF) 
Marjorie E. Rosenfeld (HI0) 
Paul C. Sanborn P'l I (U) 
Ruth E.  Stone 
Patricia M. Tilley (U) 
David D. Watterson (HID) 
Frank A. Yetner 
CLASS OF 1984 
Donald B. Anderson 
Jeannette L. Arrighi (I 110. CF) 
H. Mitchell Barrett (HS) 
Robert C. Bianchi (H JO) 
Carol A. Botelho (AB, HID, CF) 
Stephen C. Buck 
David B. Buckler (U, HS, CF) 
Lisa B. Cabnet (U, H l0) 
Michelle L. Davis (U) 
Ronald Decubellis (U) 
Edward /. Devine (U, HS) 
Christina L. Farrell (N) 
Michael Harrison (U, 1-110, CF) 
Dannie G. Heffner (H 10) 
Russell Ivey (U, H lO, CF) 
Renee M. Mathai (U, CF) 
Amy S. Mitchell 
Beatrice M. 'elson (U. HID, CF) 
Michael C. Ni lsson (U, HlO) 
Ernest A.  Panciera Jr. 
Rebecca C. Pearson 
Carole D. Ratick (U) 
WalterT. Reynolds (1-110) 
Richard A. Riebe (HS) 
David C. Simone 
Richard A. Weik (Hl0) 
CLASS OF 1985 
Christy P. Adams (U. H 10, CF) 
Anthony V. Anderson 
Michael P. Byrne (N) 
Joseph B. Cairoli (RW, HS, CF) 
De Forest W. Colegrove Jr. (U, HS) 
Francis E. Considine 
Deborah J. Costant ini (U, Hl0) 
George R. Daubenspeck (AB, RW, HS) 
Thomas M . Decatur (U, 1-110) 
James F. Dube 
Victor Faconti 
Catherine G. Graney (HS) 
Randall L. Herko (U, HS. CF) 
Timothy M. Heston 
Kathleen A. Lacroix-Buchanan 
Thomas A. Martin (U, 1-15) 
Thomas D. Moran (U, 1-110, CF) 
Anna M. Novo (U) 
Lynda Shaw-Krauth (1-1 10) 
Marjorie M. Shull-Toohey (U) 
Joel C. Snodgrass 
Christopher Spaight (U, CF) 
William Spruill Ill (U) 
John Whitman (U, HS) 
Paul R. Work 
CLASS OF 1986 
Anonymous 
Heather A. Arnold (HlO) 
Vivian A. Balcom 
Kevin M. Blanchette 
Mark B. Brosky (CF) 
Lisa M. Cairoli (RW, HS. CF) 
Mary E. Caron (U, 1--110) 
Thomas 8. Carroll (U) 
Sharon L. Castelli (RW) 
Reginald Centracchio (ADV) 
Mary R. Chase (HlO) 
Martin J. Dempsey Jr. (U, HS) 
Michael P. Faraone Jr. 
John Ferreira Jr. (U, Hl0) 
Robert J. Fruggiero 
Robert Graziano (U) 
Jeffrey C. Honeck 
Robert B. Jacquard (B) 
Richard G. Logue (U, BG) 
Rose M. Morra 
Gary J. Nevins 
Lisa A. Ouellette (HS) 
George L. Pereira (U. H 10) 
Robert A. Pezza (U) 
M. Shawn Platt (HlO, CCM) 
Bruce R. Sanford 
Elisa P. Schenker (U. CF) 
Joseph M. Schmitt (RW, HS) 
Charles E. Shackelton Jr. 
Ronald E. Sito 
Joel A. Tuchman (N) 
Stephen K. Walker 
CLASS OF 1987 
Liz C. Biondi (HS) 
Christapher Boulanger 
Pamela A. Browne (U. BG) 
Robert A. Cornwell 
Fernando Costantini (U, HlO) 
Mary-Ellen K. Donovan (1--110. CF) 
Kevin D. Duarte 
C}'nthia A. Elder (U, HS) 
George H. Fisher (U) 
Frank R. Fowler (HS) 
Tina J. Fowler (HS) 
Jeffrey 0. Hawes (U, 1-110) 
Rose G. Larson (RW) 
William E. Larson (RW) 
Chris-Anne E. Logue (U) 
Daniel T. Manchester (HS) 
Carin J. Martinez 
Adelaide Mattos Irizarry 
Carl F. Mitchell (H 10) 
Nancy R. Poutray (U, HlO) 
Louis A. Raso 
Richard E. Rensehausen Jr. 
John F. Roddy 
Jody K. Smith (U. BG) 
David J. Soares 
John J. St. Laurent (HIO) 
Charles E. Swenson Jr. (HS) 
tvtark S. Wexler (U, H 10) 
CLASS OF 1988 
Sheila K. Andrews (U, HS) 
Richard A. Asquino (U. HlO. CF) 
Robert T. Ball (N) 
Anne F. Barclay 
Capt. Walter I ! . Barlow Jr. (RW) 
Liz C. Biondi (HS) 
Christopher E.  Bracone (HS) 
Christopher J .  Commans (U) 
Torin E. Dragsbaek (U) 
Michael P. Faraone Jr. 
Frederick W. George (1-110. CF) 
Laurie t-.1. Hooker (U. HS) 
Peter F. Kilmartin (L20th, U, B. CF) 
Mark E.  Mattei 
Douglas McKenna (U, H!O. BG) 
Richard L. M ichaud 
Ellen M. Monaghan (CF) 
Paula J. O"Brten 
Anne 8. Pfeiffer (CF) 
Andrea M. Powell 
Geri L. Ricciani-Beltran (U) 
Janet L. Skahill (H!O) 
Joseph S. Sarcinelli (U, HS, CF) 
Ann-Marie C.  Stephens 
CLASS OF 1989 
Deborah D. Anthes (U, HlO) 
Philip C. Anthes (U, 1--110) 
Carla 0. A. Bosch (RW. HlO) 
Lee Ann V. Cameron 
Robert S. Cruz 
Bruce J .  Ducharme 
Christopher D. Ferace (RW, HIO. BG) 
Alan I. Halsband (1-110) 
Andrew J. Hausig (RW, HS) 
Lynda Kiklis-Brown (Hl0) 
Peter J. May 
John D. McGlothlin 
John P. Meroski (U, 1--110) 
Wendy H. Merriman 
EncG. Powell 
Stephen C. Regnault 
Regina L. Spallone HlO; 
Deborah I S\lvia P'0l P 04 RW. HIO 
Robert P. Theve H 10) 
Percy E. Tucker HS, 
Jeff re,· S. Turner L'. HS. BG 
Lmda J. \'ieira [; 
Marcia \\'hnney 
Andrew J. Yaroshefski 'R\\" CF 
CLASS OF 1990 
George W Ballantoni 
Todd M. Bartol BG 
Patricia E. Blackburn (UJ 
Sheila S. Blanchette L' CF 
Ra,·mond \\" Cahoon Jr. 1CF 
Anne B. Callan HlO) 
John R. Carchia Jr. ;-,; 
Da,· id J. Costa · R\\'. 1--110) 
B1orn P. Dra�sbaek 
Lynn ;\I Furne\ 
Joseph A. Giorgi 'L" 
William G. Goetzinger 
Mahesh Goyal HS) 
Julia 1\I . Hasbrouck H lO, 
Brian ). Krue 
James P. Liguori Jr. 
Lee R. Marelli HS) 
Steven M. Melaragno (R\\', HS; 
Stephen E.  t\loran (HlO' 
�lar\' F. Muldoon 
Pamela J .  �lurphv 
Charles B. O'Connor Ill (U) 
Alan D. Paradis 
Arthur E. Perra 
Tracy L. Sartrys 
Andrew P. Scanlon Jr. 
Shawn i\l. Sweeney P'l l  (U) 
Varick D. W illiams 
AND THE AWARD GOES TO . . .  
The Roger Wi l l iams Alumni  Association recognized the 
2014 Alumni Award winners at the fourth annual Alumni 
Weekend i n  June. I n  addition to the indiv idual  honors,  the 
Class Leadership Award was presented to the Class of 
1994 . Pictured left to right are: Ashley Gingerella O'Shea '07, 
A lumni  Service Award winner;  Contessa Brown '06 ,  '13M ,  
Young Alumni  Achievement Award winner; and Rhode Island 
Attorney General Peter F. Ki lmartin '88, '98L ,  Distinguished 
Alumnus Award winner. 
3 5 
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CLASS OF 1991 
Michael Ayles (U. 1 1 10) 
John A. Beyer Jr. (U) 
Christopher R. Carollo ( 1-15) 
Paul E. Chapman 
David J. Coccio p· 14 (I I 10) 
Allen /. Cost,, (U, HS, CF) 
Rev. Joseph R. Cronin (U, 1-110) 
Gary P. Farias (1-110) 
Jean C. Gal,b (U, 1 1 10) 
Nicole R. Garrity 
David W. Greene 
Dorothy L. I rans 
Tina D. Mah ( ) 
Debra A. Marclli (HS) 
Lauren A. Matarese 
Jeffrey J. Mello (U, 1 1 10, CF) 
Pierre Mercier ( 1 1 10) 
Suri)'Ont Mujjalintrakool 
Clifford R. Ousley (U, l-! 10. CF) 
Timothy R. Pedchenko 
Aaron C. Perkins ( 1 1 10) 
Laura G. Picrvinccnzi (U. 1-15) 
Mary S. Recker (I I JO, CF) 
Robert N. Ruttcnbcrg (U. HIO) 
James M. Shyer (RW. BG) 
Kevin E. Uniacke 
CLASS OF 1992 
Anonymous 
Stacy Akin Fawell (HS) 
Daniel I·. Anderson (ADV, U) 
Matthew J. Carroll (U. HIO, BG) 
Beth 1 1 .  Comella (U, H 10, CF) 
Thomas N. Comcll,1 Jr. (AB. U, HIO, CF) 
Nancy W. Culpepper 
Christina B. Curley (U) 
Tracy M. DaCosta (U. 1-110, CF) 
Scan J. Desmond (U) 
Darren E. Fa\·a (U, 1 15) 
Michael P. Corman (U) 
Suzanne M. Ka}'ata (1-15) 
David R. L..1.namme 
Joseph E. Lauver 1 1 1  
Neill K. Leduc (ll10) 
Brett E. Lewis (CF) 
Kenneth P. Mahood (HIO) 
Peter C. Matthes 
Christine N. McKenney (U. 1-110. CF) 
Michael J. Moniz ( 1-15) 
Eric L. Moxim 
Steven J. Mullen (U) 
Peter E. Obser 
Phyllis A. O'Neill (HS) 
Dawn M. Pedchenko 
Maura Perrin (H 10) 
Gabriela L. Philippon 
Matthew J. Pickering (1-15) 
Nancy L. Ramos P'IO (U, HS, CF) 
Thelma Rocha (RW, 1-110) 
Jennifer E. Samolyk (1110, B) 
Mark C. Saunders (I  1 10, CF) 
John C. Sullivan (U, BG) 
Anthony M. Sylvia (U, N) 
John J. Tameo Jr. P'04 (U. H lO) 
Michael P. Turner (U, 1-15) 
Marc R. Ullman 
Stephanie F. Westell 
Thomas W. Whne (R\V) 
CLASS OF 1993 
Deborah J. Ash 
Jay C. Bianco 
Douglas E. Bra1il (1-1 10) 
Gregory M. C.1sey (1-110) 
Nancy K. Cifune 
David C. Coughlin 
Sandra M. Dcsmar,1is 
Izabel la Dudek-1 laffncr (1-15) 
Robert D. Eigen (AB, ADV, RW) 
Christopher M. Ford 
Frank S. Gionfriddo ( 1 1 10, CF) 
Geraldine L. Guglielmi no (1-110) 
Robert J. Guincn 
Jan 0. Hagerstrom (U, 1-15, BG, CF) 
Peter L. Holden (ADV) 
jerry F. [ms 
Jennifer P. KJ)'C 
Norbert Lachmann (U) 
Skip F. Le.uned (U) 
Thomas S. Medeiros (1-110, CF} 
Richard Nass.:iney Jr. (U, 1 15, CF) 
Raymond J. Ouellette Jr. (1-15) 
Todd Rcchler (T, P, RW) 
Noel J. Rochman ( 1 15) 
Craig D. Rogers (U) 
Paul D. Rugarbcr 
Carol A. Scanlon p·99 
Maureen K. Shields 
Sebastian J. Snow (N) 
Deborah J. Wesolowski P'02 
Kristen J. Zanders (RW. CF) 
Ronald Z,1nders Jr. (RW, CF) 
CLASS OF 1994 
Stephen M. Ackcls 
Fred Booth 1 1 1  (H 10) 
Alexandria E. Casey (1-110, CF) 
Claudia A. Cavallaro (N) 
Edward S. Cifunc 
Gordon 'Chip' Craig I I I 
(AB. ADV, U, H!O) 
Mark G. Devine 
Brendan P. Doherty P'l I (U. HlO, CF) 
Andrew J. Grace (U, H 10) 
Shariff M. Hassan (U) 
Michael C. Healey 
Jennifer M. Houle-Potocki (ADV, U) 
Alexandra M. Kingsley (U) 
Shaun R. Lajcuncssc(U, H lO) 
Scott T. Manuel 
Brian J. McKenna (U, 1-15, BG) 
Douglas E. McL1ughlin 
Nancy L. Ramos P'IO (U. HS, CF) 
Chris1ina 0. Redmond 
Andrew P. Scanlon Jr. 
Matthew S. Sla1er ( 1-110) 
Gail I. Thomas 
Brenda J. Valcourt (N) 
Michelle C. Vieira (U. N) 
Danielle L. Waterman 
David G. Wojdyl (U, BG) 
Charles 8. Zammito 
CLASS OF 1995 
Christine M. Barretta 
Brian J. Barylski 
David M. Bono (U, 1-110) 
Marie F. Botelho 
Michael G. Breard (N) 
Laura L. Frechette (LAA, HS, B) 
Lisa J. Howe (RW) 
Michael A. Potocki Jr. (U) 
Joanne P. Souza (U, 1-110) 
Elizabeth D. Trimbach P'09 P'I \ (U. HS) 
CLASS OF 1996 
Anonymous 
Edith S. Borden (U) 
Lisa M. Cafferty 
Susan M. Caizzi 
Anne B. Callan (1-110) 
Bethany J. Cavanagh (RW) 
Charles J. Coelho Jr. (ADV, RW) 
Margaret K. Driscoll (U, HS) 
Mary B. Fitzgerald (RW) 
Gerald A. Francese (RW) 
Grace M. Gwozdz (HS) 
Gary A. Hasson 
Dianna Lynn Iacobucci (1-110, CF) 
Carole A. James 
Brian C. Kacmarsky 
Susan Kelley (U, 1-110, CF) 
Alexandra C. Lynch (U. CF) 
Patricia 1-1. Marcaccio 
Anthony J. Meola (BG) 
Anne M. Moore (N) 
Leslie J. O'Connor (l-15) 
Hubert J. Paquette (1-110) 
Michael T. Plaziak (U, H lO) 
Jennifer W. Pristas 
Elizabeth G. Smith (N) 
Deborah L. Sylvia P'OI P'04 (RW, H\O) 
Raymond F. Tiberio (I-I 10) 
Robert F. Valcourt (N) 
Linda J. Vieira (U) 
Scott E. Whitney 
CLASS OF 1996 - LAW 
Anonymous 
David D. Bagus (U, B) 
athan M. Berman 
Jay C. Bianco 
Brent R. Canning (U) 
Ulrick Gaillard 
Lisa A. Geremia (U) 
Jason M. Gramitt 
Robert Kando (U, 10+, B) 
Jeanne M. LaPiana 
Harry J. Liederbach (U) 
Stephen P. Maguite (LAA, L20th, B) 
Kenneth K. McKay IV (RW) 
Kevin P. McManimon (U, B) 
Heather L. Pearlman (U. B) 
Jennifer E. Samolyk (10+, B) 
Joshua A. Sroka (N) 
CLASS OF 1997 
Massimo Astrologo 
Gregory C. Banks (N) 
Paul B. Benoit (H 10) 
Fred Booth l l l  (H!O) 
Vidabeth H. Bourque P'lO (N) 
Aaron A. Brown (U) 
Tracey B. Brown (U) 
Joseph M. Brum 
Marvin M. Busby (HlO) 
Tristan L. Cafferty 
Jonathan D. Cavanagh (RW) 
Da\'id D. Christy (HlO) 
Heather N. Culp Boujoulian 
(AB, ADV, RW, CF) 
Donna L. Darmody (1-110) 
Robert E.  Ferguson Jr. (U) 
James R. Forrest (1-110) 
Kimberly J. Johnston (U) 
Sara K. Kalashian (U, HS, CF) 
Frederick C. Leeder Jr. (1-110) 
Keith A. Manuel 
Spencer C. McCombe (U, BG) 
Kevin M. McGuirk (H 10) 
Paul A. Pabis (PC, RW, BG) 
Jeffrey L. Pierson (U) 
Rena S. Piller-Thurston (HlO) 
Raymond J. Pingitore (HS) 
Francis J. Taylor (RW, 1-110, CF) 
Jason P. Thurston (1-1 10) 
CLASS OF 1997 - LAW Cory J. McL1ughlin (N) 
Genevieve Allaire Johnson John J. Mc Manus (U, 1 1 10) 
Joy N. Bianco Roberta I. Melchar P'94 (RW, 1-110) 
Alyssa V. Boss (RW, 5+. B) Gerald M. Miele 
Karen E. 13uttenbaum (B) Paul J. Nickerson (U, 1-110, CF) 
Paul A. Carnes Alicia R. Smith 
Michael A. Castner (U) Joseph H. Tavares (U, l 1 10} 
Krista L. Dirico Janice B. Taylor (RW, J--1 10, CF) 
Michael W. Field (L, L20th, RW, 5+, B) Diane Usher 
Mark W. Gemma (L. L20th, RW, 10+. B) Patrick Usher Jr. 
Laura J. Gottlieb Feldman (B) Emily K. Wessells 
Amhony R. Leone I I  (RW, 10+, B) 
Edward D. Pare Jr. (U) CLASS OF 199 8 - LAW 
Alyce M. Pedder Stephen G. Bernardo (RW. 10, B) 
Robert R. Pellegrini, Jr Brian D. Fogarty (N) 
Lynne M. Radiches Sheila A. Harrington (U) 
Lesley S. Rich MiCo)'a G. Hutchins 
Rose Sagan )err}' F. lms 
Aaron B. Shields Peter F. Kilmartin (L20th, U, B, CF) 
Joseph D. Ustynoski (RW, 10+, B) Robert P. McKenna (U, B) 
Michael A. Voccola (L20th, U, 10+, B) Lisa A. Pinsonneault 
Renee G. Vogel PL'98 Eric W. Schweibenz (L20th, U, B) 
Michael J. Williams (U, B) Thomas G. Shaffer (U, B) 
William S. Streker (U, B) 
CLASS OF 1998 John McKellan Su1herland Ill 
Stephen A. Agostinucci (U, 10+, B) 
Susan /. Alba (HJO, CF) David S. Vogel 
Katharine E. Beery (BG) Michael J. Wagner (RW, B) 
Rene G. Brown (1-15, B) Betty Anne Waters (HD, L20th, RW) 
Dena M. Castricone 
Beverly E. Caswell CLASS OF 1999 
Christie J. Champlin Raymond W. Butti (U, BG) 
Steven Contente Elizabeth R. Colagiovanni (U, B) 
Daniel G. D'Atri (HS) Julia-Ann M. Cole (ADV, RW, HS, B, CF) 
Christopher J. Flannery Melissa A. Coscia 
Ronnie Foxe (U, N) Sara C. Costanzo (U. 1--15) 
Elizabeth T. Jellison (U) Joseph B. Cox Jr. (U. N) 
Jeffery R. Jellison (U) Lynn Gurney, R.N. (H IO) 
Kyle F. Lloyd Claudia L. Hodderscn (U) 
Brigitte S. Hopkins (N) 
Mary L. Leocadio P'96 (HS) 
LAW ALUMNI HELP 
THE NEXT GENERATION 
Kel ley Nobr iga '16L a n d  Casey Charkowick '16L 
each received a 2014 Law A lumni  Association 
Scholarship,  presented at the annual Law 
Alumni  Association meeting in June  by 
Association President Robert Humm 'o8L.  
tvhchael D .  McKinnon Eric C. Schmigle (U, CF) 
Conor H .  McLaughlin (N) James P. Shirle)' (U) 
Nicole E.  Morris (H 10) Loretta V. Sil\'ia ( H  10) 
Heather R. Orosco (U, 1-15) Michael J. Tartamella (U) 
Douglas D. Pulak (U. Jl5) William E. Tracey (ADV, RW) 
Doreen A. Rose P'l3 Eric M. Tree man (CF) 
John C. Shelhart (U. BG) Christopher J. Vi\eiros (RW. HS) 
Matthew J. Vassallo (U) Jennifer M. Warren (U) 
Maria A. Villegas 
CLASS OF 2000 - LAW 
CLASS OF 1999 - LAW Da\'id C. Clarke 
Daren R. Altieri Jessica L. Clean (U, N) 
Daniel C. Baruti (N) Thomas E.  Connell (U, 
Christopher Bijesse Sheila D. Conwa\ (U, 
Denise R. Delfino (U, 10+, B) Donald F. Deciccio :s�. B) 
Richard J. Fishbein (N) Dorothea R. Faxon (U) 
Robert B. Jacquard (B) John B. Garq· (U. 5.,._ B) 
Christopher D. Llgow (RW. N) 
CLASS OF 2000 Mat tile\\ J. Leonard (U) 
Eric H. Andler Walter J. Manning (U) 
Dean R. Bates (1-15) 
Neville J. Bedford (HS, B, BG) CLASS OF 2001 
Robert J. Brownlee (U, HS) Jason N. Ata}'a 
Liam J\·I. Carr Danielle Butti (U) 
Maxine E. Cohen Daniel M. Condatore (N) 
Matthew J. Coonradt (1-15) Sara N. da Silva Quintal (U) 
Scott T. Gauthier Margaret J\1. Deston 
Brendon P. Giblin (RW. 1--110) Ronald N. Doire (1-110. CF) 
Robin 1-1. Giblin (RW, HlO) Robert P. Frazee (1-110) 
Joseph R. Kerwin (U, BG, N) Mary L. Leocadio P'96 (HS) 
Cheryl L. Langford Patricia E. Lichtenstein 
Deborah M. Laughlin James G. Meinecke (CF) 
Kevin J. LeClair Duncan C. Merriman 
Ste\'en Medeiros Kevin L. Moitoso (ADV) 
Cathleen L. Moniz (ADV, U) Justm D. Ouellet 
Susan R. Moss (HlO) Brian D. Rhodes (HS) 
Kelly A. Palombo (U) Bryanne M. Tartamella (U) 
Jennifer Pelletier Angela M. Tiebout 
Ernest H. Piette (HIO) James A. Wrisler (ADV, U, 1-15) 
George J. Rezendes P'09 (U) 
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CLASS OF 2001 - LAW 
Anonymous 
Gary R. Alger (U, 5+. B) 
Rene C. Brown (5+, B) 
Loraine M. Della Porta (U) 
Patrick J. Glinka (U. N) 
Kevin 0. l lagan (U) 
Katherine James-Bowers 
Lorraine N. Lalli (RW, 5+, B) 
Eric !!. Mdlcr (RW, 10+. B) 
Ann S. Mores (U, 5+, B) 
Mark F. Pilaro (U, B) 
James K. Sullivan (U) 
CLASS OF 2001 - MASTER'S 
Dean R. Bates (HS) 
Cathleen L. Moniz (ADV. U) 
Eric C. Schmiglc (U, CF) 
CLASS OF 2002 
Laura M. Bates 
M. R. 13rezlcr 
John P. Cortcllessa (!- 110) 
John R. Grasso 
Marissa L. Jamon (B) 
Tim A. Kemmy {U. 11 10. CF) 
38 Kathleen A. La moray (U, H 10) 
Albert E. Leiggi 
Kathleen A. Massa P'0S (U, HS) 
Kara A. McSwcenC) (U) 
Glenn M. Meunier (HS) 
Michelle Mostovy-Eiscnberg 
Danielle A. Palmieri 
Steven M. Papi 
Eric J. Pclio 
Kristin M. Pinkerton (CF) 
Jacob W. Pray (H 10) 
John R. Scott (U) 
Megan L. Scars 
Christopher K. Smith (U, HS) Carroll S. Macfarlane Kyle C. Deb;as (BG, N) 
Christina J. Swiszcz (HI0) Scott M.  Mitchell John J. Delehanty 
A. Ryan Tiebout John E. Parkhurst (1·110, CF) Michael J. Donnelly (HS) 
Danny E.  Tinsley William F. Reilly Jr. (U) Diane N. Douceue (U, BG) 
Gladys R. Tinsley Michael A. Reuter (BG) Keith E. Fernandes (RW, N) 
Nathan W. Tuttle (HS) Gregory T. Scherzo (U) Michael J. Fry 
Gregory S. William (U) Cary L. Siegler Kate E. Gianatasio (RW) 
Susan M. William {U) Heather A. Smith {CF) Kristie L. Giovanelli 
Emily A. ZH!y (BG) Wendy J .  Sm;th (HS) Holly C. Goddu 
Joseph M. Toohey (U) Deborah S. Gonzalez (U. B) 
CLASS OF 2002 - LAW Donald W. Van Yoast {HIO) William J. Greenaway (HS) 
Tiffinay A. Antoch Emery (U, B) Gregory S. William (U) Ryan Gritzke 
Mary J. Boyle (U. 5+, B) Steven B. Zullo (HS, CF) Rebecca McWilliams (AB) 
Dena M. Castricone Meagan M. Sage {ADV, CF) 
Stephen P. Cooney (U) CLASS OF 2003 - LAW Leigh E. Smith 
�lichael J. Daly (ADV, B) Anonymous Trisha A. Spillane {U, H 10) 
Lin M. Eleoff(B) Neville J. Bedford (5+, B. BG) Leah Springer 
Kimberly A. Grabarz (U) Carroll J. Connelley (N) Katie M. Zullo {HlO, CF) 
Cristian Mattoon (U) Joy C. Dingle (N) 
Robert P. Palmer (U) David M.  Dolbashian (B) CLASS OF 2004 - LAW 
Diane M. Garvey Lois V. Baldwin (U, N) 
CLASS OF 2002 - MASTER'S Ginger Kelly Joseph M. Bassi 
Presco\l J. Williams I l l  (U) Christopher D. Moore (N) Julia-Ann M. Cole(ADV, RW, 5+. B, CF) 
Peter P. Pascucci (U, 8) Amanda M. Foster {U, 8) 
CLASS OF 2003 Rochelle R. Raposo (U) Richard A. Foster (U, B) 
Katherine M. Baptista Susan K. Rodriguez (10+, B) Laura L. Frechette (LAA, S+, B) 
Kerry L. Bartin! Cesar L. Sousa (RW) Nathan A. Jury (N) 
Claire V. Brisson-Banks (HI0) Seth L. Laver 
Alfred Desrochers CLASS OF 2003 - MASTER'S Carolyn P. Medina (U) 
Jacquelyn K. Fink (U, HS. CF) Karen C. Jones Lauren M. Tekippe (U, N) 
Susan A. Gauthier Steven B. Zullo {HS, CF) Peter V. Tekippe (U, N) 
Jared R. Gianatasio {ADV, RW) Jennifer M. Theroux (U, B) 
Karen M. Hoffman (U) CLASS OF 2004 Erk T. W;berg (U) 
David 1-1. Huberman {RW, BG) Jennifer M. Alexander (RW) Kyle M. Zambarano 
Katrina R. Kime Trevor H. Barese 
Daniel T. La Bonte (U) Julie M. Campbell (U, HS) CLASS OF 2004 - MASTER'S 
Lillian La Rocco (CF) Kenneth L. Castro (HS) Donna Larson 
William P. Leonard Andrew J. Cambra (RW, BG. N) 
J. Scott Lopes Kimberly A. Darling (N) 
A CELEBRATION OF GIVING 
At  the  Third Annual Employee Appreciation B B Q  last May, 
President Farish and Swoop celebrated a record-breaking 436 
faculty and staff members who donated to RWU and RWU 
Law. Forty-four percent of employees made a gift i n  FY14. 
CLASS OF 2005 
Anonymous 
Susan J. Alba (HIO, CF) 
Kevin Arcand 
Josh A. Bishop 
Meredith M. Bishop 
Meredith C. Brown (HS) 
Carlos A. Cardoso (U) 
April L. Duco1t (N) 
Jon M. Egan (U, BG) 
Michael L. Fisher (U) 
Cheryl A. Francis 
Lisa Gallant-Stanzione (HS. CF) 
Denis J. Giroux (HS) 
Alexander L. Guarino Jr. 
Alexandra Hangsterfer 
Gary L. Helton Jr. (HS, CF) 
Deborah B. Hughes 
Nancy L. Hulme (HS) 
Frank E.  Lagan (J-15) 
Graham J. Lehn (1-15} 
Courtney R. Lucier (N) 
Micaah F. Morris (HS) 
Nicole E. Nappi (HS} 
Ste\'en M. Nappi 
Stephen ll.•t. Peters (ADV, U, N) 
Jill Rodrigues 
William A. Roy (N) 
Ri1a L.  Segel 
Alexander C .  S1impson (U, HS) 
Veronica H. Threadgill {HS, CF) 
Kristina M. Tomkinson (HS) 
Matthew R. Tomkinson (HS) 
Sebastian J. Wordell Jr. (BG) 
CLASS OF 2005 - LAW 
Anonymous 
Eric S. Brainsky (RW) 
Donna L. Caisse (B) 
Timothy M. Cobane (U) 
Kennelh R. Costa (U) 
Pamela J. D'Esopo (U) 
Lynn M. Ewart-Paine (5+, B) 
Michele H. Heard (5+, B) 
Judith A. Jamieson 
Adam V. Maiocco 
Amanda B. Mertens Campbell (U. S+, B) 
Curlis P. Patalano (S+, B) 
David J. Pellegrino (PBC, ADV, RW) 
Manhew R. Plain 
Ami-Jayne F. Powers (U) 
Mel Topf (RW, 10+, B) 
CLASS OF 2005 - MASTER'S 
Raymond J. Pingitore (HS) 
CLASS OF 2006 
Kaitlin Baird (N) 
Joseph J. Benoit Jr. (U) 
Stefanie L. Benoit (U) 
Lee Ann V. Cameron 
Peter A. Carey (115, CF) 
Jeffrey R. Coleman 
Travis P. Cooney (HS) 
Arminda A. Da Silva (HS) 
Valerie L. Failing (U) 
Meghan E. Kearney 
Michael T. Lau (U. CF) 
Tracey D. Lemle 
Andrew K. Lippincott (HS) 
Christopher J. Marrero (HS) 
Julie E. McDonald 
Christopher McMichael 
Thomas E. Naret 
Amy l. Norris 
Shohc1 Okubo (U) 
Michael P. O'Shea (N) 
David Pike (CF) 
Danilo R. Quinonez ( 
Lisa J. Reimer 
Emily M. Ricca (U) 
Kyle A. Rocha (U) 
Mcghan L. Rothschild (AB, CF) 
Amit Singh (U) 
Kelly Sousa (U) 
Kevin T. Thompson Jr. (1-15) 
Eric A. Van T,1Sscl 
Nathan L. Watson (HS) 
Sara J. Wilson {ADV, U, N) 
David J .  Wojcicki (U, CF) 
CLASS OF 2006 - LAW 
Sara E. Alexander (N) 
Brian C. Ali (RW, B) 
Aaron R. Baker (N) 
Bridget N. Baker (N) 
Cory J. Bilodeau (U) 
Jason Breit {N) 
Martinelle B. Cole (N) 
Esme Devault 
Nicole J. Dulude Benjamin 
(LAA, L20tb. RW, 5+, B) 
Nathaniel C. Earle Jr. (U) 
John R. Grasso 
Peter A. Hainley 
Amy S. Hebb (U) 
Jon T. Kukucka (N) 
Jamie M. Landry (N) 
Stephen S. Leung (U) 
Christopher J. Pucino (RW) 
Adam M. Ramos (U, S+, B) 
Bianca L. Resmini Zimmerman (U, N) 
Patrick J. Smock II 
Joelle C. Sylvia (LAA, B) 
Erin K. Van Dorn (5+. B) 
Lance i\L Young (N) 
Kevin M. Zimmerman (U. 
CLASS OF 2006 - MASTER'S 
Jennifer M. Alexander (RW) 
Suzanne K. Dunbar (HS) 
Laura L. Frechette (LAA, HS, B) 
Patrick \V. McCormack (U) 
Patrick ?I.I. Sullivan 
Peler B. Wilbur (P, ADV, RW, 115) 
CLASS OF 2007 
Anonymous 
Peter J. Avallone 
Eric A. Batista (1-15, B) 
David Block 
Valerie B. Corbett (U. 1-15) 
Melissa R. D'Alessandro ( 1-15) 
Kayne T. D'Amore (U) 
Jennifer A. Dill Okubo (BG) 
Deborah A. Dziedzic (U) 
Brad E. Glass (N) 
Justin K. Gregg (BG) 
Matthew D. Kearney 
Scott A. King (BG, N) 
Erin E.  O'Connor (U. HS. CF) 
Ashley E.  O'Shea 
Pauline A. Silva (HS) 
Nicholas J. Tomasino (U, CF) 
CLASS OF 2007 - LAW 
Anonymous (3) 
Akin A. Adepoju (RW, B) 
James G. Atchison (B) 
Kevin J. Burke (U. ) 
David A. Carlson (U) 
Christopher M. Casey (B) 
Anthony J. Cassino (U) 
Jennie J .  Cho)' {U) 
Tasha L. Clark 
Michael D. Crane (U, N) 
William Gardner (U) 
Joshua \V. Glass (N) 
Deborah S. Gonzalez (U. B) 
Robert S. Knychalski U. B) 
Daniel J. Lane (U, N) 
Nichole M. Lane (N) 
Jonathan P. Lew (N) 
Paul N. McCarthy Jr. (B) 
Colin M.  McNiece (U, 8) 
Nicholas L. Phinney (N 
Kevin N. Rolando (BJ 
Adrienne C. Serbaroli 'N) 
Christopher K. Smith ADV, U 
Elizabeth A. Suever 
Lauren G. Sullivan BJ 
Hmna Upal HS, 8, 
Jason B. Van Volkenburgh (l.J. 5 ... , B,i 
Margreta Vellucci LAA. 5 ... , BJ 
Mason J. Waring 
CLASS OF 2007 - MASTER'S 
Anonymous 
Elizabeth Martmez (U) 
Tracy Putzel-Bischoff (N) 
Kristina M. Tomkinson (HS) 
Sebas1ian J. Wordell Jr. (BG) 
CLASS OF 2008 
Emily R. Bartram 
Aimee S. Celentano (N) 
Al)·ssa S. Congdon 
Joseph Cordeiro 
ArmindoA. Da Silva HSJ 
James J. Denker (U, CF 
Patrick Dinsmoor (U. N) 
Daniel T. Endrusick {BG) 
Alexandro Estrada (N) 
AndrewT. Goetting(RW. BG) 
Daniel M. Gumb 
Robert \V. Hensley (HS. BG) 
Michael S. Hollander (U) 
Amanda V. Lamontagne (HS. CF) 
Laura J. Lieffers (U) 
Glad)'S Loa 
Aaron M. Mariano (U, HS) 
Cherri A. i\•leegan P'l3 
Gerald J. Normandin Jr. (N) 
Garrett K. Paolella (ADV, U, N) 
Daniel J. Polifroni (CF} 
Amanda M. Resten (N) 
Eric J. Rollo (U, N) 
Daniel E.  Ruth (N) 
Taylor B. Shea 
Alexander J. Sinclair 
Kathleen D. Souza p·13 (N) 
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CLASS OF 2008 - LAW 
Anonymous 
Alexandria E. Bae;, (U, N) 
Cristen Ciresi 
Angelyne E.  Cooper 
Laura A. Corbin (U) 
Amy L. Crane (N) 
Alexander A. Forostcnko (U) 
Corey E.  Gilda rt 
Christma Glass ( ) 
Katherine E.  Godin 
Jacob Goldstein 
Jonathan W. Grecni.: (N) 
Kara A. ! lumm (LAA, RW. B) 
Robert J. Humm (L, LAA, RW, S+. B) 
Michael S. Just (115. B) 
Kevin W. Lewis (RW. B) 
Courtney R. Lucier (N) 
Megan M;:iciasz (B) 
Matthew T. M;mn 
Melissa IL N.if.i�h 
Sarah 13. Pcrlm.in (N) 
Kenneth R. Rampmo (5+, B) 
Sara A. Sprague (U, B) 
Brendan Sullivan (B) 
Kevin P. Sullivan (RW, B) 
F. Ed Webb Ill (U. B) 
CLASS OF 2008 - MASTER'S 
Deborah D. Anthcs (U, 1 1 10) 
Trevor 1 1. Ba rcsc 
Cher)'I A. I ranc1s 
Meghan R. Grady (ADV) 
Renee R. r-.tassic 
Christopher J. Pinault 
Richard F. Stibolt (115) 
CLASS OF 2009 
Kathr)'ll C. Blair 
Theresa A. Capelo (COv\, U, HS) 
Steven Comente 
Drew E.  Cota 
Annalisa Deal 
Jordan R. Dubreuil (N) 
Ashley K. Emanuele 
Gregory Emanuele 
Kathleen M. Gaskell 
Bianca S. Cray 
Lindsey K. Gumb 
Michael D. I larring1on (N) 
Joseph A. Ilea\)' (RW, BG) 
Michael D. 1 loffshire (BG) 
Barry C. Lucier 
J;\I E. Macker (N) 
Su,-anne McCarlhy P'04 (U, I 15) 
Christopher 8. Mecozzi (U, BG) 
Lori A. Medeiros 
Deborah H. Moye-Fuller (HS) 
Muia A. Petrillo (U) 
Thomas J. Quaratella 
Jason K. Ridings (U) 
Amy M. Rogalski 
Afiya A. Samuel 
Eric M. Shields 
M. L. Solb (N) 
Ryan 13. Sol linger (U, N) 
Keith M. Suravich 
Kyle TakakJian 
Catherine A. Tobin P'07 (CCM. RW) 
Scan M. Varga (U, BC) 
Brian C. Vello 
CLASS OF 2009 - LAW 
Anonymous 
Kimberly R. Ahern 
(LAA. L20th, U. S+, B) 
Erica C. Avondoglio {U. S+. 8) 
William S. Boyd (N) 
Ian T. Canterbury (U, N) 
Jeannine A. Casselman (U, N) 
Kyle Correia (U) 
Gina F. DiCrandi 
Brian P. Eisenhower (U, B) 
He.1th A. Hixson (U, B) 
Abby S. Hodge-Wessel (N) 
Jillian N. Jagling (LAA, B) 
Joseph Land (U) 
Sally P. McDonald (LAA, U, B) 
Andrea L. Merolla-Simis1er 
Paya\ J. Patel (N) 
Ronald J. Resmini (RW, B) 
Owen J. Rice (PBC. ADV, B) 
K)'lc A. Rocha (U) 
Amit Singh (U) 
Sara N. Singh (N) 
Katherine A. Sulentic (8) 
CLASS OF 2009 - MASTER'S 
Edward A. Magro 
CLASS OF 2010  
Dzifa K. Ababio 
James P. Abdon 
Meaghan K. Attella (N) 
Michael D. Bouchard (N) 
Kerry E. Burke (BC) 
Brian J. Combra ( ) 
Conor M. Crowe (U, BC) 
Jared C. Czarneski 
Frank D. Di Lorenzo 
Christopher J. Disciullo 
Vladimir E. Evtimov 
Matthew J. Fe1ghery 
Kevin M. Fleischmann 
Elizabeth M. Gaudet 
Vasilios M. Hat.tiioannou (N) 
Amanda M. Hayes (N) 
Tiffany J. Johnson 
Ryan J. Kole 
Allison LaComb 
Ashley E. Lago 
Timon T. Manongi 
Shawn J. Masse (HS, B) 
James F. McD,witt (N) 
Brian P. McGrath 
Lisa M. McNult)' 
Jessica L. Medeiros 
Francis X. Messina I l l  (U) 
Lawrence L. Moore 
Jason D. Monon (ADV, RW) 
Michael F. Murphy 
Christopher R. Nadeau (U, BC) 
Tabitha L. Nascimento 
Stephanie M. Olesen (N) 
Elvira I .  Perez (N) 
Shannon M. Riccio (U) 
Katelin E. Richard (U) 
Jennifer C. Sokolski 
Brian G. Tongue (U) 
Austin C. Wirth (1--15) 
CLASS OF 2010 - LAW 
Eric A. Batista (5+ B) 
Natalya A. Buckler (8) 
Elizabeth R. Colagiovanni (U. B) 
Regina A. Curran 
Arthur DeFelice (U, B) 
Derck L. Drizin (U. B) 
Brian A. l 1dding (B) 
Christine Flanagan {U, B) 
Lauren R. Frisch 
Hala V. Furst (B) 
Ashley S. Ham Pong (U, B) 
Melissa M. Klauder 
Kathleen M. Lambert (U) 
Kelly E. Noble 
Diane Shea (B) 
Maureen A. Wagner (L20th, B) 
Elizabeth Ziniti (N) 
CLASS OF 2011  
Nicholas R.  Aube (N) 
Christian H. Augenstein 
Pat rick M. Byrne 
Nicolas J. Cambi (BC) 
Louis A.  Cona (N) 
Jessica R. Crawford 
David J. Cronin II (N) 
James C. Deslandes Jr. (RW, N) 
Kenneth E. Ermann 
Michael R. Freda (U) 
John P. Garlasco (BG, N) 
El)'se 8. Glynn 
David J .  H)'ldeluncl 
Douglas T. lzer 
Andrew R. Jackson (U) 
Amanda L. Jacobsen 
Austin J. Lee (U) 
Michael W. Long (U) 
Taryn M. Mancarclla (BC) 
Sara 1-1. Morris (U, BC) 
Nathalie C. Morse (N) 
Leland C. Moss 
Rpn P. O'Kellr (N) 
Thomas S. Olsen (RW) 
Mary A. Randazzo (SP) 
Shane E. Reardon 
Joshua N. Saltmarsh 
Raveena A. Siegel 
Chad C. Smith (N) 
Dawn A. Sullo (U. HS) 
Elise M. Williams (SP) 
CLASS OF 2011  - LAW 
William T. Blake ( ) 
Jennifer A. ColiOorcs (B) 
Andre S. Digou (U, N) 
Rebecca S. Fagan (B) 
Jennifer W Hashway (B) 
Rhiannon $. Huffman (N) 
Lauren V. Iannelli (N) 
Marissa L. Janton (B) 
John D. Meara (B) 
Shad M. Miller 
Lauren J. Oliverio (U. N) 
Emma L. Peterson 
Kdly N. Raffert)' 
Jacqueline S. Rolleri (LAA, L20th, RW) 
Peter F. Spencer 
M;\es A. Uhde (N) 
Timothy J .  Varro (N) 
Andrea M.  Vasquez (N) 
CLASS OF 2011 - MASTER'S 
Andrew R. Jackson (U) 
CLASS OF 2012 
AnOll)'ffiOUS 
Stephen J. Arrico (N) 
Nibal N. Awad (ADV) 
Bradley R. Bermont (RW) 
Nathan J. Bonaiuto (N) 
Erica N. Castro (BC) 
Jacqueline T. Cohen 
Michael T. Collins (N) 
Bryan J. Dunn (N) 
Krle C, D'Urso (BG. N) 
Shannon J. Fahe)' 
Daniel 8. Fairbanks (N) 
Debra R. Glaspie (N) 
Evan $. Goetjen (N) 
Ryan Jabs (N) 
Erika L. Keyes 
Michael W. Lefebvre 
Peter E. Lehner (U) 
Matthew A. McCarthy (U) 
Michelle E. Meagher (U) 
Nicole J. Monaco (N) 
Kayla M. Morency 
Michael A. Pascale 
Gary A. Popovich ( 
George R. Saunders (RW. N) 
Collin D. Schmitt (BG) 
Matthew Z. Shapiro (U) 
Jeremy P. Siegel ( BC) 
Kelly L. Stannard (U) 
Caitlin M. Studlcy (N) 
James V. Tancredi (BC, N) 
Alex M. Taranto (U) 
Patrick A. Therrien 
Nicholas P. Tsimortos (N) 
Joe D. Villasenor 
Sandr,1 E. Wells ( ) 
Tyler D. Wilson 
Chengjie Zhao (N) 
CLASS O F  2012 - LAW 
Jamie J. Bachant {LAA, RW) 
James J. Bagley (LAA) 
Lisa M. Bowie (N) 
David M. Disegna 
Peter M. Eraca 
Brandon B. Fontaine (N) 
Arn)' 1 --1 .  Goins {LAA) 
Jcnnifcr C. Conzalez (U) 
Timo1hy J. Grimes {LAA, RW, B) 
Scott R. Cuns1 ( ) 
Katherine N. Kishfy 
Amelia R. Kohli 
Catherine B. Kramcr (N) 
Christopher B. Marovelli (U. N) 
Stephen D. elson (U) 
Jason M. Nystrom 
Mariana E. Ormonde (LAA, U) 
Ai Isa 11. Pierrepont 
Adam D. Riser (LAA) 
Peter F. Skwirz 
Eric Slingo (N) 
Kathr)'n M. Sylvia 
Justin K. Touhey (N) 
Jolee E.  Vacchi 
Lindsay M. Vick 
Mark H. Williams 
CLASS OF 2012 - MASTER'S 
David G. Cameron 
Lee Ann V. Cameron 
Jessica R. Crawford 
CLASS OF 2013 
Andrew C.  Beck (BC, 
Jessica M. Betancur (N) 
Jonathan N. Bordonaro (BC, N) 
Leonard A. Carlucci (BC) 
Blair F. Carroll (N) 
Jonathan W. Chandler (N) 
Rachel E.  Chuckran 
Giliann K. Collins (BC) 
Thomas C. Cook (BG, N) 
Mario A. Corina 
Jonathan B. Decker (U. N) 
Campbell J. Duff)' (N) 
Daniel Coldm.111 (U, UC. N) 
Adina A. Goodman 
Ryan ,\al. Hammond (N) 
James A. Hancock {BG, N) 
Matthew R. Hoff (U, BG. ) 
Phillip N. Jacques (BC, N) 
Kara E. Lewis (BC, N) 
Lisa A. Lyons P' 12 
Chelsea E. Magmrc (N) 
Ryan W. McCuinncss ( ) 
t.,\atthew T. Paige {ADV. U, BG. N) 
Ashle)' A. Paquette ( ) 
Meghan E. Parez (SP) 
Kyrie D. Perry (ADV, SP) 
Ian K. Powers (U. BG) 
Maximilian W. Recker (U, BC, N) 
K}'le P. Riviezzo (N) 
Robert W. Schapp (BG, N) 
Alyssa R. Seifert (U, ) 
Jackson . Siefert (BG) 
Neuci C. Si Iva 
Nicholas E. Souza 
Kirby V. Sundquist (BC, N) 
Andrew P. Tamblyn (RW, BG, N) 
Elizabeth L. Teague (U, BG) 
Lauren J. Tierney (BC, N) 
CLASS OF 2013 - LAW 
Chris1opher R. Alger (N) 
Hillary J. Black (N) 
Chantal G. Bromage (N) 
Malorie Diaz (N) 
Adam J. DiFulvio ( ) 
Gregory N. Hoffman (RW) 
Alexandra C. Hudd ( ) 
Chandaphone L.  L1liemthavisay 
(ADV. N) 
Shawn J. Masse (HS, 8) 
Leah L M1raldi (N) 
Darnel J. Neal 
James I I .  Oliverio (U. N) 
Nicholas J. Parrillo (N) 
Matthew J. Pimentel (N) 
Carolan C. Porter ( N) 
Nels A.  Schnobrich (B) 
William K. Wra) Jr. (N, LAA) 
William H. Yost (RW) 
CLASS OF 201 3 - MASTER'S 
Abclulrna1ed A. Aljabhan (U) 
CLASS OF  2014 
Alyssa C. Brangi (SP) 
Terese R. Brooks 
icholle F. Buckle)" (N) 
Kathleen M. C<X"cio (N) 
John L. D18urro (BC, N) 
Brran A. Eng (N) 
Craig J. ritzpatrick (N) 
i\lichael S. Forlenza Jr. (BG, 
Kimberly A. Frezza ( 1) 
Mark Cargula (RW. N) 
I lannah S. Gleason (N) 
Kaulin C. Heffernan ( ) 
Madeline E. Kirk (N) 
Magee S. Kmec (BC, N) 
Kaila S. Madera ( ) 
Al)'SSJ S. i\laggiore ( 
Clam! C. 1'\etcalfe (N) 
Connor R. Needham (BG) 
Andre\\· B. Nigro (N) 
Angelica 1'1. Perzan (SP) 
Thomas J. Quaratella 
Alexander K. Rudkin (RW) 
Danielle E. Sne)·d (SP) 
Ali P. Streit ( ) 
CLASS OF 2014 - LAW 
Tundc T. Adepegba (ADV) 
Samantha M. Clarke ( ) 
Dian,1 C. Robbins 
Caitl)'n S. Smith (N) 
Ste\'en J. Sokolov 
Marcus J. Swift (ADV) 
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Student Donors 
Univ r it 
Yu,uf R. Afifi 
Mary V. Agnew 
Charles F. Ahl 
Gracc 1\. Ahl 
Vcronic;-1 M. Alicc.i 
Jennifer L. Almeida 
1\laria F. Ah arcz 
Stephen D. Assumm.1 
L.mrcn T. A'-lone (SP) 
Srt.'CI I l.1n1mad Ali A. Azizi 
An<I r. Barcelona 
Jame" R. B,1nlein 
Ashley E. B,urnn (SP) 
Christine Bcnc\ iclcs 
I kather \I. llcroicr 
Courtney A. Bouchard 
Nichol,H C. Bn11ios 
Bri,111 A. C.1palbo 
Christopher R. Carncsc 
Tyler P. Carncsc 
Caty R. C.1se 
Tatiana S. Chiu 
John R. Christopher 
,\\adclinc C. Cirullo 
Katherine S. Clark 
D,m1ellc E. Comb, 
i\1ar)· K. ConrO) 
Connor E. Corgard 
Gi.10nJ M. Costello 
Ashlc)· M. Crane 
Kell)' J. Crib.ui 
Ma1thc\, S. DaCosta 
Samanth,1 C. Davenport 
Alicia M. Davies 
Katie R. De Blois 
K,nharinc E. Denault 
Samant\1-1 L. Dl'Sous.1 
Kate L. Digan 
Andrew P. Di Marc 
Caylcy 1 1 .  Dorr 
Mackemic J. Doyle 
1 lannah M. Dupont 
Riley S. Eger 
Matthew P. El i.i<; 
Melissa C. Enos (CCM) 
Brooke A. Fairbrother<; 
Brian L. Firth 
1\\egan C. Fitzpatrick 
William J. Folc) 
Melissa M. Foote 
N,1th.1niel C. Furman 
Nicholas W. Cagnon 
Kathr)ll R. Gentile 
l�enjamin J. Gibson 
T)'ler S. Giroux 
Jami l. ll,111 
Ashlc)' r-.t. 1 lemeon 
Ryan T. 1 lenriki,en 
Kathcrine M. l hr<;h 
Chandler R. I !odder 
Jack M. Hunger 
Victoria L. l<;enstcin 
J. Alex Jacob 
Cara C. James 
Steph,mie Jamieson 
Graham R. Johnson 
Nicole A. Karolides 
Jacqueline B. Katz 
Amanda M. Kaufman 
Caroline 7. Keig 
James E.  Kenned)' 
Kristm N. Kikosicki 
Siobhan L. Kirb) 
EmmaC. Klis 
Patria I L  Komiega 
Eileen C. Korney 
Kunberl)· R. Kost,lllt 
Katherine E. Larson 
Elizabeth F. Lawrence-Price 
Timothy D. LeBel 
Hillary K. Leonard 
Michael P. Lombardi Jr. 
Veronica R. Lopez Gamboa 
Mark S. Lubin 
Joseph A. Lucier 
Lauren E. Macbeth (ADV, 5+) 
William T. M,1cdonald 
Rachel M. Maloney 
Nicole C. Marro 
Kristen L. Mart ma 
Alix H. J\1asuk 
Katherine M. t-.-ta1heson 
Sarah McAniff 
Kelsey E. McDonald 
Emily R. '1cGinn 
Drew T. tvlellick 
Rebecca J. Metivier 
Jessica L. Middleton 
AndrewT. Mirabito 
Megan E. Moran 
Justin J. Morano 
Sandra G. Morel 
Sydney L. Nadeau 
Megan E. O"Bncn 
Bridgit F. O"Hara 
Christine t-.1. O'Loughlin (SP) 
Gerard R. Paccione 
Anamaria Pacheco 
Samantha B. Palaao-T,udiff 
Jonathan D. Panella 
Kaitlyn 0. Pedchenko 
Elisabeth A. Pellegrino 
MaryT. Petrone 
Amber F. Phillips (SP) 
Cassandr.i A. Phillips 
Jonathan J. Pope 
Sara P. Premtaj 
Abigail E. Preston 
Robert G. Rambo 
Julia K. Raso (SP) 
Matthew G. Regan 
Jill S. Resh 
Craig R. Rockwell 
Kathryn C. Rogers 
Valerie M. Rose 
Mikhail Salnikov 
Shanna R. Savignano 
Jacquelyn M. Schreiber 
Christian G. Scungio 
Katcl)'n C. Snell 
Ryan J. Swanson 
Amelia T. Tayeh 
Anna Taylor 
Jaquelyn I. Taylor 
Caden j. Tibcrt 
Connor R. Tompkins 
Ryan F. Topal 
Abby L. Trcwcck 
Mcghan A. Valvano 
Jeffrey M. Violette 
Nicole M. Williams 
Jake R. Wiseman 
Kevin Zhou 
Law School 
Jacob R. Beale 
Brett V. Beaubien 
Richard J. Casey 
Sean P. Gingerich 
Jason D. MacKeen 
Arnie M. Marcou 
Cameron A. Miller 
Keith E. Phillis 
Christopher P. Puig 
Nicholas M. Resendes 
Tro)' Shuman 
CORPORATE DONORS RECOGNIZED 
I n  October, President a n d  M ai a  Farish hosted the fourth a n nual 
Corporate Scholars Appreciation Reception for participating 
business leaders and student scholars. In attendance 
were more than 80 corporate donors, students, faculty 
and U n iversity administrators who gathered to celebrate 
th is  i n itiative, which provides critical financial assistance 
to undergraduate students. I n  the photo are W. B. Mason 
corporate scholar award recipients with their Corporate 
Partner representative, Emi ly  Seel ig '05 (back row, center). 
Parent Donors 
Anonymous (17) 
John P. Abrahamian 
and Jeanne C. Abrahamian 
Edgar G. Adams Jr. and 
Andrea H. Adams (U) 
Franklin R. Agnew 
Charles R. Ahl and Pam A. Ahl 
Joseph K. Alaric and Karen A. Alarie 
John P. Albanese (RW) 
Lynette M. Alcebo P'l4 
Clarke J. Alderman 
and Cheryl F. Alderman 
Brian J. Alexander 
and Elayne M. Alexander (RW) 
Peter R. Alfieri (U) 
Jose A. Alicea 
and Marianela Castillo Alicea (BG) 
Susan D. Alimonti 
Kent N. Allebrand 
and Brier S. Allebrand (RW) 
Bruce D. Allen and !-leather Allen (U) 
Jose Almandoz 
and Gladys Echeverria (U, BG) 
Alan B. Almeida P"l4 
and Shelley A. Almeida P"l4 (U) 
Ellen M. Almeida P'06 (U, 5+) 
Wendy M. Almeida 
Robert M. Alves 75 
and Rosemary Alves (U) 
Douglas Ames and Mary Ames (RW) 
Charles C. Anderson 
and Gillian E. Anderson (U. BG) 
Barry J. Angclcy and Linda A. Angeley 
Kathryn M. Annis 
Frank J. Annunziata 
and Michelle I .  Dclongchamp (U) 
Philip C. Anthes "89 (H lO) 
and Deborah D. Anthes "89 M'08 
(U, H!O) 
Michael G. Antosca 
and Deborah A. Amosca (U) 
Charles J. Archut 
and Veronica A. Archul (U) 
Jaime R. Arias P"13 and Eve Arias P"l3 
Francis L. Ariola and Jody Ariola 
Raymond J. Armater 
and Ann K. Armater (U) 
Roger W. Asselin and Rae A. Asselin (U) 
John D. Assumma 
and Maureen T. Assum ma 
Michael S. Astone 
and Cynthia A. Astone (U) 
Robert R. Atwood P'09 
and Suzanne Atwood P'09 (BG) 
Michael R. Aubrey 
and Suzanne M. Aubrey (U) 
Sally Aub,ey (BG) 
Bruce A. Augus1 P'OS 
and Debra A. August P'OS (RW) 
Jose J. Avila and Maria E. Avila (U, 5+) 
Bart M. Axelrod and Sue N. Axelrod 
William F. Balaschi P"l3 
and Kimberly 1- 1 .  Balaschi P'13 (U) 
Robert A. B,1khno 
and Lauri A. Baldino (RW, BG) 
James T. Balitsos 
and Marie G. Balnsos (RW) 
Steven P. Banninger 
and Donn,1 J. 13anninger 
David . Bardwell and Kath)' F. Bardwell 
Thomas A. Barker P"14 
and Bets)· D. l�arker P'l4 
Stuart K. Barnes P'96 
and Jane L. Barnes P'96 (5+) 
Susan P. 13arrett C-09 (U, BG) 
George Barrette and Diane M. Barrette 
Brian E. Bartkus 
and Lauren J. Bartkus (U, BG) 
Robert 1-1. Bartlcin 
and Judy J. 13artlc1n (RW, BG) 
Jonathan K. Bass P'l4 
and Lynn R. B,1ss P'l4 
Mark J. Bates PL'14 
and Barbara M. Baics PL"14 
Peter G. Bauer and Carol A. Bauer (U) 
Mark A. Baxter and Tracey A. Bax1er 
Timothy E. Baxter "83 P"l3 
(T, AB, HS, CF) 
and Brenda J. Baxter p·13 (R\V, 5+) 
Da"id F. Bean and Sandra M. Bean (U) 
Richard P. Beaulieu 
and Leslie A. Beaulieu (U) 
Douglas F. Beck and Maura M. Beck (U) 
Timoth)' L. Beck and Lynn A. Beck 
William B. Behrends (U) 
John P. Bellacosa P"l3 (U) 
Andrew T. Benken and Dian,1 K. Benken 
George W. Benoit Jr. 
and Judnh A. Benoit (U) 
Christopher T. Benton P'l4 
and Lee A. Benion P"l4 (U) 
Kenneth A. Bergman P"J I 
and Julie K. H)·den P"l l (RW) 
Lars R. Bergquist 
and Diana B. Bergquist (RW) 
Richard B. Bermont P'l2 (RW) 
Donald T. Beusse and Linda G. Beusse 
James P. Bezio and Mary A. Bezio (U) 
John C. Bickford 
and Elizabeth A. Bickford 
Daniel R. Biemesderfcr and 
Gretchen S. Dieck 
Biemesderfcr (RW) 
Paul B. Bilynsk)' 
and Sandra M. Bilynsky (RW) 
Joseph L. Bma and Susan M. Bina 
Kevin R. Bisaccio 
and Sarah G. Bi,;accio 
John H. Blackburn Jr. 
and Susan A. Blackburn (U) 
Paul T. Blair P'09 
and Maureen C. Blair P"09 
John F. Blake and Lisa C. Blake 
Michael G. Blakeslee 
and Marisa A. Blakeslee 
Diana A. Blankman 
Richard E. Block P'07 and 
Helen I. Ostrowski P'07 (T) (RW) 
Maryellen Blond (RW) 
Todd H. Blond (U) 
Stephen A. Bobo 
and Heidi L. Bobo (U, BG) 
Joseph F. Bohan and Maury B. Bohan (U) 
George N. Bolden Sr. 74 
P'98 PM'OS (RW) 
Patricia Bole P'l4 and David Bole P"l-l 
Gary P. Bolk and Chrisline Bolk 
John J. Bonanno 
and Patricia A. Bonanno (BG) 
F,ed 8001h 1 1 1  '94 '97(11 10) 
and Karen Booth 
Gigi M. Booth 
Kevin E. Barbee 
and Sharon P. Barbee (U) 
Gregory Bosco P'09 
and Susan M. Bosco p·09 (U, CCM) 
David tvl. Bott,1i ,111d Pamela M. Bottai 
Glen M. Bouchard 
and Corinne M. Bouchard 
Kenne1h Bouchard 
and Tamm)' Bouchard {5+) 
Rene Bouchard I I I  P'l2 
and Mary Bouchard P"l2 (RW, 5+) 
Steven R. Bourque P"IO and 
Vid.!beth H. Bourque ·97 P"IO (BG) 
Alex J. Boutsioulis 
and Marianne BOlHsioulis 
Barton . Bovee 1'"14 
and Donna Bovee P'l4 (RW. BG) 
Paul C. Bowlin 
and Theresa C. Bowlin {U) 
Linda F. Boylan 
John T. Boyle p·14 
and Nora M. Boyle r·14 
Richard F. Boziwick 
and Janet E. Boziwick (U) 
Edward J. Bradley Ill and 
Renee A. Mikitarian-Bradle)' "81 (U) 
John J. Brady P"l4 and Mary E. Brady P'l4 
James M. Brang1 P"14 and 
Chris1ine B. Schenk-Brangi P'14 
Dorothy Brank (U 
Colm S. Brash (U) 
Michael J. Breault P'l4 
and Kathleen \\'. Breault P'l4 
Stephen Brennan and Christine Brennan 
Dean P. Briggs p·13 
and Sarah A. Rothery p·13 
Oa\iid J. Brink and Suzanne S. Brink 
Joseph M. Brito Jr. p· 1 1  T) 
and Elizabeth Brno P"ll (R\'-. ) 
\\'illiam E. Broadbridge 
and Christine C. Broadbridge U 
Robert J. Brochu and Anne L. Brochu U 
Steven R. Brooks P"14 
and Lynne !\I. Brooks p·14 
Charles T. Brown 
and Mmd, L. Brown BG 
Rene G. Brown ·93 L"Ol HS 
Vernon R. Brown 
and Wend)' J. Stewart · u 
Stephen Brunetll and Mary Brunetti 
Katharine G. Bryda (U) 
Robert A. Br)'den and Janice V. Br)'den 
Robert Bull and Lauren Bull BG) 
Tamm) 1-1. Buonafede P"l4 
Robert W. Burgess Jr. 
John J. Busb\· and Angela A. Busb� 
Daniel D. Bussiere 
and Jeanne C. Bussiere . BG 
George E. Bum and Jennifer W. Butts U) 
Gerard F. Bvrnes and Rose A. Bvrnes 
Ana I .  Cabral P"lO 
and Manuel F. Cabral P'lO 
Carlos A. Cabral and Frances J. Cabral 
Fernando 1\l. Cabral P"OS 
and Laudalina Cabral P'OS 
Richard R. Cacciatore 
and Rosemarie Cacciatore (BG) 
Kevin i\l. Cahill and Pamela J. Cahill 
James D. Cahn 
and Cynthia t-.1. Cahn (U, BG) 
Claudia C. Calvo 
Thomas A. Camara 
and Joanne C. Camara 
David G. Cameron ·31 M'l2 and 
Lee Ann V. Cameron '89 '06 M"l2 
Robert E.  Camosci P'l2 
and Gail D. Camosci P"l2 (U) 
Russell Campanelli 71 PM'12 PM"l3 
P'!O P'IO {H!O. CF) and 
Anna Gail Campanelli PJ\1'12 
PM"l3 P'!O P"IO (RW. 10+) 
Kenneth E. Campbell (U) 
Frank R. Campisano 
and Andrea Campisano 
A1llhOn)' E. Canaletich 
and Jennifer L. Canaletich 
43 
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Anton 10 V. Capicotto 
,rnd Margherita 8. Capicotto 
Paul T. C.:ipo11.1. 
and Terri-Ann Capozza (U) 
Ronald F. Carapczzi 
and Newell 1 1 . Carapezzi (U) 
John R. Carchia Jr. '90 
Peter D. Cardi 
and Diana M. Cardi (RW) 
David A. C.mcchio 
and 1:c11oa T. Caricchio 
Pasquale R. Cariglto 
and M.iriannc E. Cariglio (BG) 
Mark D. Carlin and Elizabeth A. Carlin 
Steven P. Carlson 
and Ann E. Carlson (RW. BG) 
Gregor) P. Carnese 
Michael D. Carpenter 
and I lolly A. Carpenter 
Dorothy Carrt•1ro P'OS 
and Alvaro Carreiro Jr. P'OS 
K.ithlccn C.uroll (U) 
Thom,1, B. Carroll '86 
and Cynthia J. Carroll (U) 
Thomas J. Carroll P'92 (ADV) and 
Mary E. Carroll P'92 (U, 10+. BG) 
Pasquale Caruso P'\4 
and Robin L. Caruso P'l4 
Kirsten J. Cas.1.lc (U) 
Walter J. Case and Sharon L. Case 
Kevin J. Casey 
and K,1.thlccn A. Casey (RW. BG) 
Kenneth J. Castro 78 p·14 
and JoAnn D. Castro '78 P'l4 
Jon T. Cazc,1ult Jr. and Paula J. Cazeault 
John R. Ccccohni 
and Suzanne T. Ceccolini 
Judith Chamberlain 
and Karen A. Marlin (U) 
Frederick Chan p·14 
and Pamela M. Chan P'l4 (U) 
Orlando Y. Chan P'l4 
and Ya M;ng g P'l4 (RIV) 
THANK YOU PARENTS! 
Parents w h o  support R W U  ph i lanthropical ly, beyond t h e  cost of 
attendance, demonstrate how appreciative they are of the high­
qual ity education their  chi ldren are receiving. Last year, 1 ,133 
parents - both of cu rrent students and those who have graduated -
made gifts to the Un iversity. This is an increase in parent donors of 
nearly 50 percent over the last five years. 
Eric P. Chappell P'09 
and Cynthia M. Chappell P'09 
(CCM, RW) 
Frank G. Ches1cr P'\ I 
and Kathleen F. Chester P'\ \ 
Michael G. Cheston P'\4 
and Laura J. Wesely P'l4 (U) 
James P. Chew P'OS 
and Lori A. Chew P'OS (U. BG) 
Alan S. Chuck ran P'\O P'l3 and 
Anne E. Chuckran P'lO P'l3 (U) 
Rmgo K. Chung and Theresa S. Yong 
David G. Ciarlelli P'l4 
and Marybc1h S. Ciarlelli P'l4 (U) 
Craig W. Cioffari 
and C)·nthia J. Cioffari 
Matthew P. Cirullo 
,rnd Anne Marie C. Cirullo 
Janet Clark (BG) 
Arthur L. Cleary and Linda F. Cleary (U) 
Thomas P. Clcphane 
and Conmc Clephane (U) 
Theres.i A. Cleveland (U) 
Fr.incesca M. Clines P'l4 (U) 
David J. Coccio ·91 P'l4 (1 1 10) 
and Mane E. Coccio P'l4 
Myron Cohen P'l3 
L1ur,1 Coker (RW) 
Elizabeth R. Colagiovanni '99 L'\O (U) 
Janet L. Coleman 
Kenneth L. Coleman 
and Susan Morelli (U) 
William B. Collms P'l2 
and Rebecca R. Collins P'l2 (U) 
Dennis J. Collmson '80 
and Patricia A. Collinson (U) 
l�arry S. Comak 
and Melissa J. Comak (U) 
Thomas N. Comella Sr. '66 P'92 (HS) 
Antonio Competiello 
;;rnd Daniela Competiello 
Joseph C. Connerney 
and Barbara E. Connerney (U) 
David Connolly P'l4 
and Tara Connolly P'l4 (U) 
Terence W. Conroy 
and Donna W. Conroy (RW) 
David A. Consentino 
and Judy A. Consentino 
Thomas Conti and Debbie Conti 
James C. Cook 
Jeffrey 1-1. Cook and Francoise E. Cook 
Stephen G. Cook 
and Paulette M. Cook (U) 
John E. Cooke 
and Kathleen C. Cooke (U) 
Judy A. Coram '83 
John A. Corcoran 
and Karen D. Corcoran (U) 
Richard J. Cornacchia 
and Karen A. Cornacchia 
Dominick S. Correale 
and SL•san A. Correale (BG) 
Robert G. Cortina and Jenny Cortina (U) 
James R. Costello and Lynn A. Costello 
Michael Cote and Kathryn S. Cote (U) 
Rohen R. Cote P'08 
and Deborah A. Cote P'08 
David J. Coughlin 
and Mary 8. Coughlin (U) 
Stephen B. Crafts 
and Elizabeth A. Crafts 
Michael W. Crick and Lis..1 G. Crick 
Patrick M. Croke and 
Marianne T. Boyle-Croke (RW. BG) 
Daniel D. Crouse 
and Alison D. Crouse (U) 
Christopher F. Crowell P'l4 
Ismael Cruz P'lO 
and Connie M. Baptista P'IO 
Richard R. Cucvas 
and Marie P. Cuevas (BG) 
Joel L. Cummings (U) 
Michael T. Cupo P'l4 and 
Maria A. D'Ulisse-Cupo P'l4 (U) 
Robert A. Curioso Jr. 
and Cindy L. Curioso (U) 
Dana Currier 
Alan C. Cutting 
and Sandra C. Cutting (U, 10+) 
Laura J. Czerniawski 
Frank M. DaCosta 
and Candice L. DaCosta 
Raymond M. Dagwan 
and Heidi A. Dagwan 
Doreen T. Daley (U) 
Thomas F. Daley 
and Joanne M. Daley (BG) 
David R. D'Amico 
and Cherylann D'Amico (U) 
Kevin Danby and Maribeth Danby (U) 
Harold F. Daniels 
and Susan J. Daniels (U) 
Michael E. Daniska 
and Cynthia T. Daniska 
Carl Dansereau P'02 P'07 
and Paula M. Dansereau P'02 P'07 
Victor D'Anton 
and Joann D'Anton (U, BG) 
Kenneth Daponte P'lO P'l2 and 
Maryclizabcth Daponte 
P'IO P'l2 (5+) 
George R. Daubenspeck '85 
(AB, RW, HS) 
Raymond Davidson P'lO 
and Marybeth Davidson P'lO (U) 
Timothy G. Davis and Susan A. Davis (U) 
Paul S. Debruyn and Beverly A. Debruyn 
John D. Decker p·13 
and Lisa A. Decker P'l3 (RW) 
Mark J. Decker 
and Dina L. Decker (U, BG) 
Mack B. Decof P'06 P'08 (RIV) 
Joseph F. Deegan P'07 and 
Margaret F. Deegan P'07 (U, BG) 
Rose Ann Degennaro 
Anthony DeGregorio P'lO 
and Donna Degregorio P'lO (U) 
Oscar I. DeLemos P'l4 
and Lisa M. DeLemos p·14 
Raymond S. Deleo II '78 P'l3 (HIO, CF) 
and Jane S. Deleo P'13 (RW) 
James P. Dellot and Robin A. Dellot 
Mark Dclpczzo 
and Christina L. Dclpezzo (U, BG) 
Thomas C. Delvcnthal 
and Tracy L. Dclventhal 
George J. Demarais 
and Judith A. Demarais (U) 
Scott L. DcMatteis 
and Maria L. DeMatteis (RW) 
Joseph A. Deneault 
and Beth . Deneauh (U) 
John J. Denio P'l2 and 
Margaret M. Denio P'l2 (U, BG) 
Lorraine B. Dennis (U) 
Robin L. Depino (U, BG) 
Anthony Desantis P'l3 
and Marilyn J. Desantis P'l3 
Robin Deshow1tz (U) 
James G. Deslandes Sr. P'l l 
and Jill V. Deslandes P'Il (U) 
John F. D'Esopo and 
Pamela J. D'Esopo L'OS (U) 
Anthony R. Desousa Sr. 
and Kristin L. Desousa (U) 
David P. Despotopulos 
and Kathleen A. Despotopulos (U) 
Leo C. Desrosiers PL'l4 
and Teresa A. Desrosiers PL'l4 (U) 
Laurie L. Devaney 
Susan M. Deveuve (U) 
Joseph Dias P'09 and Jane Dias (RW) 
Graham C. Dickinson 
and Georgina M. Dickinson (U) 
Raymond G. Digan 
and Theresa A. Digan 
James R. DiGruttila P'l4 
and Linda J. DiGruttila P'l4 
Roger T. Dillingham Jr. 
and Loren J. Dillingham (U) 
Linda L. Dillon 
Paul J. Dimare and Donna M. Dimare 
Christine E. Dion P'll (U) 
Henry Dipietro and Barbara Dipietro 
Brendan P. Doherty '94 P'll (HlO, CF) 
and Michele A. Doheny P'll (U, S+) 
Bradley J. Donnellan 
and Teresa 0. Donnellan 
Linda M. Doro (U) 
Christopher J. Dorr and Alison L.  Dorr 
Richard A. Doucette 
and Jean M. Doucette (U) 
Pat rick M. Dowd 
and Nancy A. Dowd (U, BG) 
Carl F. Dowden P'l3 
and Theresa S. Dowden P'l3 
William F. Downes 
and Shelley A. Downes (U, BG) 
James G. Doyle and Polly E. Doyle 
Peter Drahos and Maria Drahos 
Arthur F. Draper P'98 
Joe Droogan and Angela M. Droogan (U) 
Norman J. Dube and Marylee Dube (U) 
Mark D. Dumond P'l4 and 
Connie F. Dumond P'l4 (U, BG) 
Melissa A. DuPonl 
Thomas J. Durkin and Linda L. Durkin 
Gerald S. D'Urso P'l2 
Andrew W. Dutko 
and Jennifer P. Dutko (U) 
Arthur C. Dutton P'l4 
and K. Wooley Dutton P'l4 (U) 
Thomas i\'l. Dzialo P'l3 
and Thelma L. Ozialo 'I I P'l3 
Kevin T. Eckhardt 
and Carolyn A. Eckhardt 
Scott P. Edwards 
and Susan N. Edwards 
Stephanie Edwards 
Roger P. Eger Jr. 
and Laura A. Eger (RW, BG) 
Mark H. Elliott 
Thomas Emlen and Sara G. Emlen (U) 
Robert G. Emmons 
and Ellen L. Emmons (BG) 
Robert S. Engel Jr. '80 P'l3 (RW, ADV) 
Melissa G. Enos (CCM, U) 
Bruce E. Epke p·13 and 
Eliz..1bcth A. I Ian non p·13 (5+) 
Richard T. Erbacher 
and Kathleen Erbacher (U) 
Ronald E.  Erncrw.ein 
Luis E. Espinola 
and Lily P. Espinola (PC, RW) 
Manuel E. Espinoza Sr. 
and Nancy I. Espinoza 
Robin T. Esposito P'l4 
William J. Evans (V) 
David T. Everding 
and Michelle J. Everding (U, BG) 
Christine S. Fagan P'I I 
John M. Fahey and Caren S. Fahey (U) 
Raef Fahmy and Bethanne Fahmy (BG) 
John D. Faigand Kristin L. Faig 
Timothy R. Fanikos 
Noel A. Farah and Judith A. Farah (U) 
Jeffrey A. Faria P'll 
and Brigette B. Faria P'll (U) 
Scott C. Farland P'l4 
and L1urine G. Farland P'l4 
James Farrar '80 (HlO) 
and Christine M. Farrar (U) 
Mark A. Farrell and Leslie A. Farrell (U) 
Eric P. Fasshauer 
Michael J. Fatse P'14 
and Sheryl A. Fatse P'I4 
Gail L. Fauci 
William S. Faulkner 
and Linda R. Heimerdinger 
Alexander A. Felton P'09 
and Catherine Felton P'09 (U. BG) 
Bruce F. rernandes PM'06 P'02 
and Joanne S. Fernandes PM'06 
P'02 P'04 (RW, 5+) 
Luigi Ferraro Sr. and Ann C. Ferraro 
Christian 11. Fesenmeycr 
and Monique S. Fesenmeyer (BG) 
Robert Ficara and Cheryl Ficara (U, BG) 
Dan F. Fickett and Maura F. Fic:kett 
George A. Ficorilli P'87 (RW, 10+) 
Theodore E. Field Jr. 
and Cheryl E. fald (U, BG) 
James E. Finn P'OB (U. IO+) 
Anthony R. Fiore P'l4 
and Diane L. Fiore 1''14 
William T. Firth and Carolyn L. Firth (U) 
Carol A. Fish 
Ste\cn A. Fisher P'l4 
and Cathy K. Fisher P'l4 (U) 
Brian F. Fisk and Robyn P. Fisk 
David A. Fitol P'l4 
and Judi L. Fitol P'l4 (U, BG) 
Kevin D. Fit.lpatrick 
and Laurie A. Fitzpatrick 
Syh•;a I. Field (U) 
Francis X. Fl.1herty P'98 (L, L20th. RW} 
Theres..1 M. Flammia 
Thomas J .  Flanagan 
and Tina M. Flanagan 
William E. Flannagan 
and Ka)hr)·n A. Flannagan (U) 
James Flattery and Nancy L. Fl.mer} 
Dennis Fleischmann P'lO and 
Patricia Fleischmann P'lO (RW) 
John J. Fleming and Shei l,1 S. Fleming 
Frederick P. Flo)·d P'14 
and Marcia P. Floyd P'l4 (PC, RW) 
Kevin M. Fogg and Anna A. Fogg (BG) 
Joseph N. Folcarelli p·13 and 
Ann t-.farie M. Folcarelli P'l3 (RW) 
Robert J. Foley (U) 
Susan U. Foley 
Sharon M. Fole)·-Field 
Douglas H. Ford P'l4 
and Pamela J. Ford P"l4 
Kevin W. Foster 
and Linda M. Foster (BG) 
Lero)' B. Fox P'l4 
and Douie A. Fox P'l4 
Victor E. Franca and Maria Franca 
Carlos A. Franco and Ada R. Franco 
Michael A. Franzese 
and Kathleen M. Franzese 
Kevin G. Fraser and Janet R. Fraser 
Michael J. Freda P'll 
and Shirley R. Freda P'l l (U) 
Gary P. Fredericks P'l4 and 
Elizabeth \V. Fredericks P'l4 (U) 
Kent A. Fredrickson and Katharina \'on 
Gontard Fredrickson 'U, BG) 
David K. Friedrich 
and Carla M. Friedrich 
Robert M. Friale and Cynthia f- Fnule 
Brian J. Fuoco and Michelle A. Fuoco 
Charles A. Furciniti 
and Mary L. Furcinlll (U) 
Rose mar)· A. Furman ( U) 
Barbara P. Furtado P'07 S+ 
Michael E. Gaddis P'l4 
and Andrea E. Gaddis p·14 
John Gagliardi P'07 
and .\1argaret Ga�liardi P'07 R\\ 
Thomas A. Gagnon 
and Elizabeth W. Ga�non 
Lorenzo S. Calame 
and A111onette A. Galantt: 1R\\') 
Michael L. Galla�her 
and Nancy L. Gallagher 
Charles Galvin p·og 
and Janet Galvin P'08 
Louis J. Garafalo Jr. 
and Colleen B. Garafalo 'U1 
Carl Gargula P'14 
and Jan Gargula P'l4 PC. R\\') 
John A. Carilli P"l4 
and Julie Carilli P'l4 '\.J 
Raffaela A. Garrita (U 
Ke\·in J. Garufi and Susan Garufi 
Andre,... G. Gar\'e} 
and Tara L. Garvey t U, 
Daniel B. Gaskins Ill 
and Lori L. Gaskins 
Robert N. Gay and Lisa A. Ga)· (U) 
Debra A. Gemmell 
Brian J. Genova and Alicia K. Genova 
Giampiero E. Gentilucci 
and Maria F. Gentilucci 
Steven R. Gerleit 
and Patricia K. Gerleit (U) 
Beth M.  Gerson 
Robert J. Gcn·asmi '73 (U) 
Richard Gianatasio P'03 
and Denise Gianatasio P'03 (U 
Kevin H. Giblin P'OO and 
Catherine F. Giblin P'OO (U. S+, BG) 
Donald M. Gibson 
and Joanne E. Gibson (U) 
Gregor,• A. Giglio and Gail t-.1. Giglio (U) 
S1ephen W. Gillen 
and Elizabeth M. Gillen (U) 
Raymond K. Gillis 
and Josephine M. Gillis (U) 
Janet Gilmore P'I3 (5+) 
Louis Gingerella Jr. '75 P'04 
and Geraldine Gingerella P'04 (U) 
Gary J. Gingo and anette L.  Gingo 
Jay E. Giroux P'l4 
and Sandra M. Giroux P'l4 
45 
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Dexter C. G1ttcm, 
and Theodora Gitlcns (U) 
1\ tary J. Giuliano 
John T. Gle.ison P't4 
and Paula A. Gleason P'l4 (U) 
K;ncn D. Gloeggll.'r 
Andre" T. Goetting '08 (RW) 
Arthur F. Colden ,ind Mary E.  Golden 
Br.1clforcl A. Gomes 
and r-.'b.ria V. Gomes (U. BG) 
Danaso E. Gomez 
;md r-.1.u-ia R. Arguelles de Gomez 
Jose Gonc,1hes p·14 
and Clara rv1. Goncalves P'l4 
i\lark I .  Goodman P'l3 
;;and Jennifer R. Goodman P'l3 
Tim W. Goodman (U) 
Brooke Good,, 1 n 
Susan L. Gorman 
John F. Conni) P'\3 
and i\lanc Gormly P'l3 
C.1rolinc Gorton 
Timothy J. Gosselin 
.rnd Susan P. Gosselin 
Ernest i\l. Goss) 
and Cath£'nnc A. l-log,111 
E.1rl J. Co,cn .rnd Lisa J\1\. Coven 
Spencer C. Go,, ric 1 1 1  
,rnd Debor,,h K. Cowrie (U, BG) 
\Villi.-.m Gr;;mdgeorgc P'Sl and 
,l lK\ Grandgcorgc P'S! (RW. 5+) 
Douglas M. Gr.ingcr 
;rnd Chcq I S. Gr.1nger 
Thomas A. CratiJ.nO Jr. 
;i.nd Pamela GratiJ.no (U) 
Bernard T. Cr:t) son, Jr. 
;md Cathryn J. Cr;i.yson 
J\'hch;i.c\ A. Groover 
.rnd Donna J. Groover (U) 
L1ura W. Groseclose P'I3 
Kerr)· A. Gross (U) 
MichJ.el J. Grosso 
and Jo-Ann M. Grosso (BG) 
P,1sc1u,1k• Guarino and Elvira Guarino (U) 
Robert R. Guuino Jr. 
Fr.ink J. Cu;i.s1afcs1e Jr. 
and B,1rbarJ. A. Guastafes1e (U) 
Robert Gumbardo 
.ind LisJ. Golymb1cski (U) 
Scott L. Gunzy am! D.1wn A. Cunzy(U) 
Kenneth I !ale)' P'IO 
and BcrnJ.dctte Haley P'IO (U) 
Bill L. l-lall .1nd Susan E. Hall (U) 
James J. 1 lallisey 
and Barbar.i P. Hallisey (U) 
John E. Halnen Jr. :tnd Leslie S. 1-ialnen 
James J. H,1milton Sr. 
,incl Cle\i;i. E. Hamilton {U) 
Steven P. 1 landy and Monica A. Handy 
Elizabeth J. Hanes (10+) 
Thomas A. Hann 
and Linda L. II.inn (BG) 
L1wrcnce E. H.rnnJ. Jr. 
and Gina J. Hanna 
Kevin A. Hanson 
and Eliz.1beth A. I l;i.nson 
Brian S. l l.1rding J.ncl Lisa M. 1 1:irding 
Clayton T. I IJ.r<lon P'\ I and 
Claire K. l lardon P'l I (RW. S+, BG) 
Nick I lard) ,rnd t-.\arta Cabrera (U) 
James J. Harrison and Ann rv\ . 1 larrison 
John G. 1-l;irt and Jitnet E. I !art (RW) 
Steven 1 1 .  I IJrve)' 
and Kathleen A. I lar\·e)' 
Ste\e L. 1 1.btmgs P'l4 
and L) nn T. l lasungs P'\4 (U) 
C)• nth1a L. I laupt 
Susan M. llarclock P ' 13  
Joseph I le.JI)' P'09 
.Jnd Deborah ! leal) P'09 (RW) 
David M. l lebert 
and Nancy Y. I kben (U) 
Brian D. 1 lcdberg 1''13 and 
! ielen T. I ledberg P'l3 (RW. 5+) 
Farrell �I. I kfner and Kathleen Hefner 
Kathy C. Hclenek 
Charles A. I lcnderson P'99 .md 
Judy i\\. Henderson p·99 (RW, 5+) 
Da, id J. I lcm1<.·ssc) 
and Francine M. l lennesse)' (RW) 
Frank J. Henness) 
and Janice A. I lennessr 
David S. 1 lerbein P'l4 and 
Theresa A. I icrbcm P'\4 (U. BG) 
Charles N. I lcrrick 
and SJrJ.h A. Lesueur (U) 
Patricia A. I lcrrick 
MelissJ I lcuston P'09 
Kathleen M. l leyl P'14 {U) 
Jon P. I liggins and Lorrie A. I liggins (U) 
D.1vid L. I !ill and Lisa P. I !ill (U) 
P.1ul C. I !ill Jr. ,md PJtrici,1 J. llill (U) 
Calvin A. Hills Ill (RW) 
Frederick C. llicchcock P'l4 
Helen W. l lolden-Gl.1dsky (U) 
Marc R. Hollcrb.1eh 
Jnd Karen A. I lollcrbach (RW. BG) 
Chris K. Holmes and Ddia L. Holmes 
MarkC. 1 lolmes Jnd Lori M. Holmes (U) 
Peter J. I lolmes '70 P'0S (U) 
Francis J. Holt and Denise L. Holt (U) 
RichJ.rd T. 1 loponick 
,md Sonia J. 1 loponick (U) 
Howard J. Horsman P'l \ 
and Carole T. Horsman P'll 
Douglas B. Horst P'14 
.md Palma Posillico Horst P'l4 
DouglJ.s R. Howard 
and P;imela M. Howard (U) 
Jonathan I .  I !owe and Maura D. Howe 
Adam I lubeny and Diane M. 1 lubeny 
John C. I lugger and Margaret A. Hugger 
Rev. John I lughcs P"05 
and rv1.trilp1 I lughcs P'05 
Frederick M. I lungcr 
.Jnd Marilyn R. Hunger (RW) 
John T. Hunter and Patricia M. Hunter 
Ch.Jrles A. Hurlburt 
and Mary A. Carangelo 
Debra L. Hurley p·13 
Kaestner A. Hutton p·14 
and Je.Jn Hulton P'l4 (U) 
John M. laquinto P'14 
and Donna A. laqui1110 P'l4 (U) 
Luigi Ilardi P'14 
and Jean F. Borrelli-Ilardi P'14 
Ronald Ing and Trace)' M. Ing 
Michael lmeglia Jr. '70 P'l2 
(P. HS, CF. ADV) and 
Beth lnteglia P'l2 {RW, 5+) 
Frank M. lnzitari 
George Ivanoff p·13 
and Vera Ivanoff P'13 (U. 5+) 
David C. Jackson P'l4 
and Judith E. Jackson P'14 
James L. Jacob 
and Barbara B. Jacob (U. BG) 
Rene A. Jaillet P'l4 
and Brenda t-.\. Jaillet P'14 (U) 
Gar)' C. James and Cina L. James (U) 
William J. Jamieson Jr. 
and M.uie Jamieson (U) 
Joseph P. Janeiro 
and Lisamarie R. Janeiro 
Nancy M. Jannitto (U. 5+) 
Edward C. Januscwski 
and Marjorie S. Janusewski (U) 
Brian L. Jaques J>' J4 
and Lisa A. Jaques P'14 
Carol L. Jaroszewski P'13 (U) 
Katherine E. Jerin-Pokora P'!4 
William Jesmer P'09 
and Mar)· J. Jesmer P'09 (RW, BG) 
Clayton E. Johnson 
and Debra L. Johnson 
Arthur W. Jones Jr. p·12 
and Crnthia A. Jones P'12 (U) 
Gary D. Jones and Jill S. Jones (U) 
Richard G. Kadlick 
and Laurel A.  Kadlick (U) 
Melinda B. Kahl P'\4 (U) 
Kenneth E. Kaiser 
and Deborah R. Kaiser 
Robert H.  Kaiserman 
and Susan R. Kaiserman (BG) 
Judith F. Kalinowski 
Judy Kanick (BG) 
Dean R. Karch and Elisa M. Karch {U) 
Nicole A. Karolides 
Peter J. Kaskons p·13 
and Eileen D. Kaskons P'l3 (U) 
James T. Keating 
and Allison J. Keating (U) 
Gerard C. Keaveney J>'08 
Brian D. Keig and Mary M. Keig 
Roger B. Keilig and Carolyn I !  Keilig 
Duane E. Keisand G'l4 
and Dian Keisand (BG) 
Timoth)' F. Kelleher I l l  
and Kelly B. Kelleher 
Keith F. Kelly 
and Maryanne Taylor (U, BG) 
Michael S. Kell)' and Karen A. Kelly (U) 
David (\.·1 .  Kemmy {10+, BG) 
and Tim A. Kem my '02 
(RW, H 10, BG, CF) 
Robert Kennedy (U) 
Paul Kenney 
Robert J. Kepchar P'13 
and Jennifer A. Kepchar p·13 
Hasan-Uddin Khan P'04 (RW, 10+) 
Joseph R. Kikosicki 
and Lauri A. Kikosicki 
Andrew C. Kilguss 
.Jnd Sharon E. Kilguss 
Timothy A. Kindle P'05 (RW. IO+) 
Siobhan L. Kirb)' 
Kenneth F. Kirk P'l4 
and Carole V. Kirk P'14 (RW) 
Judith M. Kissane P'0S P'l3 (U) 
Dwight G. Kitchen 1 1 1  
and Patricia M. Kitchen 
Jeffrey A. Klein and Elizabeth Klein 
Timothy Klein and Voach C. Klein 
Louis L. Kline '82 
and Deborah K. Kline (U) 
Joseph 1-1. Klis and Deborah A. Klis 
Timothy W. Knight 
and Maureen A. Knight '82 
Daniel J. Koehler (U) 
Denice M. Koljonen (U) 
Steven T. Konstantino 
and Valerie H. Konstantino (U) 
Lon Kop;, '69 (H 10) 
William T. Katos p·14 
and Mariannina Kotas P'14 (U) 
James J. Kottage 
and Michele R. Kottage 
Leo F. Kowalik Jr. '81 
and Margret M. Kowalik 
Robcn D. Krause PL'l3 LHD'l4 (HD) 
and Marjorie Krause PL'13 (RW) 
Theodore Kuhn IV 
and Margaret D. Kuhn 
James G. Kutsaftis P'13 
and Laura L. Kutsaftis P'l3 (5+) 
Arlene J. L1boissonniere (U) 
Andy Lambert and Nancy Lambert {U) 
Matthew A. Landolt P'l4 (U) 
Andrew S. Linc P'l3 
and orma Y. L1ne p·13 (RW) 
D.1vid C. Lrnc and Nancy A. Lane (U) 
P.1mela M. Lane and David It Lane 
Stepht:n J. Langone 
and Stephanie K. Langone 
Steven P. Lannon 
and Susanne E. Lannon 
David J. Larkin and Sandra L. Larkin (U) 
John H. Larsen P'J4 
and Denise J .  Larsen P'14 
Will i,1m E. Larson '87 
and Rose G. Larson '87 (RW) 
Gerald L. Latt,11 .Jncl Kelly E.  Latta\ (U) 
John E.  LeJr)' .Jnd Teresa A. Leary {U) 
Thomas L. LeBel and Diane E. LeBel (U) 
Roland Lebrcux I I  P'09 P'\0 and 
Karen M. Lebreux P'09 P'IO (5+) 
Timothy G. Leeber P'05 (5+) 
William G. Leese and Maureen E. Leese 
Bruce �I. Lehman P'14 
and Ruth A. Lehm,111 P'14 (U, BG) 
Warren S. Leibowitz P'12 
and I lelen F. Leibowitz P'12 
Edward Lcocadio P'96 
and Mary L. LeocJdio '99 '01 P'96 
Edw.ud P. Leonard P'03 
and Nancy (\.\. Leonard r·o3 (U) 
Anthon)' Leone PL'97 {IO+) 
and Ella Leone (RW) 
James A. Lespasio 
and Lorraine A. Pulaski (U. BG) 
Robin L. Lc\esque (5+) 
Mark S. Levine P'13 
and Deborah 11. Levine p·13 (U) 
Mark T. Lieberman PM'12 P'12 and 
Deborah S. Lieberman 
PM'12 P'12 (RW, 5+) 
RJymond W. Limoges and 
Pamela C. Moffatt-Limoges p·13 (U) 
Donald C. Lincoln and Cheryl M. Lincoln 
Pamela M. Lindberg 
David G. Lloyd 
and Janine M. Llo)d (RW) 
Richard M. LOC\\enstcin 
and Regina M. LOC\\Cllstcin (U) 
Michael A. Loffredo 
and Kathleen M. Loffredo 
Andre,.... P. Mahone)· Sr 
and Carolyne A. Mahone, U} 
Carr)· J. i\1aliga and Gina i\1. MaligalBG, 
Paul M. i\lallor)· and Tracey E. i\lallory 
Robert J. Mallo\ 
and Lynne A. Mallo)' (10+} 
Da,·id J . .  \\artcl 
and Sus.an L. \iam·I Li, BG 
Jo*ph C .\lanin Jr. and Lisa .\1. \1,irtm 
RichJrd D . .  \1artma 
and Jennifer L. .\\artina L 
Joseph J . .  \1anmo JI 
John P. Logan and Jorchnc Log,rn (U, BG) 
Richard G. Logue '86 ,rncl 
Brian E. Maloney and Elva 8. Maloney 
Richard A. Maloney· 1''14 
and Lisa ;\1. .\1artmo U 
John A ,\,\arzocca Sr. 
Chris-Anne E. Logu'-' '87 (U. BG) 
Michael P. LombJrd1 
and Elizabeth Y. Lombardi 
Lance L. Loomis 
and Priscillit P. Loomis 
and Susan J. �lalonC) P'l4 
Philip 1• Maltese 
and Allison M. Maltese 
Ronald S. r-.tal\'Ln P'l2 
and Patricia A. Mah in P'l2 U. 5 .,. 
and Rna C .\larz<xca 
Susan .\I. .\1a<.u:na 
and Santo P . .\1as;cena 
Kathleen A . .\las-.a '82 02 p·o5 L H.:;; 
,\lichad .\1ass;a 
Thomas D. Lopes and Crist ma 1\\. Lopes 
Osvaldo J. Lopez and 
Surendra K. 1\landal and Sudha l<umari 
MarkS. Manddl PL'll T, L. L201h)ancl 
Y\ette M. Boisclair PL'll R\\ , 5+ 
Robert V. i\lanfred1 
and .\klonil' E . .\la-.sa L 
Samuel G. ;\la.,uk 
Adela R. Gamboa de Lope, (U) 
Patricia Lopez {U) 
Michael A. Lovaglio 
and Susan E. Lo,·aglio 
and Patricia 1\l. ,\lanfrecli 
Paul Manikas P'l4 
and Barbara H .\la,uk 
Bury .\tat hes and Su..,an :\1athl·s l 
John .\1atht-�on 
Daniel C. Lowney,1nd Arleen (\\. Lowney 
(\tare E. Lo;,eau ,ind DeborJh tvl. Lozeau 
Alan J. Lubin ,incl Lisa D. Lubm 
and Joanne S. �lanikas P'14 
Jill A. /1.\ann p·14 
William �lanuck Jr. P'04 
and Chan·I H. \1athl·so11 L 
Thomas F. ;\latteo 
and Julie A. .\\attt'O U 
Sandra J. :\lattson (U, 
Robert J. i\lazaib p·12 RonJ.ld A. Lucia and Louise F. Lucia (U) 
Gregor)' A. Lutz ,rncl 
and Anit,1 /1.1,rnuck P'04 (RW, 5 ... ) 
Michael H. t-.larchand 
Carol)'n R. Grazi,1110-Lutz (RW, BG) 
Jeffre)' R. Lptch P'04 ,rnd 
and Shern J. i\larchand 
John C. t-.!Jrchese P'08 
and Sandra L. ,\ta.zaika P'l2 R\\ 
Ed,\ard ,\lazukma 
and "-aren .\I. .\tazukma Li 
.\lichael S . .\kAd,lln Mar) G. Lp1ch P'04 (U. BG) 
Liesse L. Lynch 
Michael J. LpKh 
.incl Dt'borah D. Lptch (U) 
Lisa A. L)Ons '13 �1'13 P'l2 
Peter R. i\\acdonald 
and Deon L. Macdonald (RW. BG) 
Wendy A. r-.tacDonough 
and Charles S. MacDonough (U) 
John S. MJckinnon P'14 
and L1urel L. Mackinnon P'J4 
James G. MacVane 
.rnd Paula J. MacVJ.ne (U. BG) 
Michael E. Maggiore P'l4 
and Carolyn M.1ggiorc P'l4(BG) 
Richard T. Maguire P'l3 
and Carol i\l. i\lcC.1rth)' p·13 
and Elizabeth ,\lMchese p·o3 (U 
i\lichael A. r-.tarchctt1 
and Susan K. Marchct11 
Thomas L. 1\larcoulier and 
Lorrie A. Clou�h-i\tarcoulier (U) 
Andrea G. Marinbach P'l3 
Clinton 0. M.irqu.udt 
and Shelbr i\1. t-.tarquardt 
Acacia J. � \,1 rques 
and Vera M. 1\l.uques 
Raymond J. J\\arro Jr. 
and Kelly A. r-.larro (U) 
Craig T. i\!.lrsh 
and Virgini,1 i\brsh (RW. S+) 
Paul J. t\larshall 
and Susan D. 1\\arshall (U) 
A HELPING HAND 
and Louise D . .\lcAdam 
Rtehard F . .\\cAnem 
and Jennifer S . .\kAnem 
Edward J. \\cAniff 
and J,.;.athleen .\I .\\c,\niff(L 
Jame� I I .  McCallum 
,rnd Lucia F . .  \tcCallum 
Suzanne i\\cCanb\" ·09 P'04 (U, H5J 
\\'illiam 1-1. McCarthy P'07 
and Alice i\l. i\kCartln P"07 
Michael J. i\\cCaulC'\" 
and Lena i\l. i\\cCu1le, , l.J, BG 
Keith J\. 1\lcDa,·id P'J3 
and J,.;.risuna :\tcDa"id P'l3 
Robert A. t-.\cDonald PL'09 and 
Pamela A. McDonald PL'09 (l,') 
Project-based learn ing in collaboration with community 
partners has become an integral part of the RWU 
experience in recent years. Thanks to continued support 
from the Bergquist fami ly and the Ernest E. Stempel 
Foundation, students continue to offer expertise and 
assistance to local organ izations through the Community 
Partnerships Center. In  providing enough funds to 
purchase two 12-passenger vans, th is  gift enables 
students to travel to local organizations, meet community 
leaders and conduct CPC projects in  the field. 
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Thomas F. McOon.1ld r·14 
,md Ann M. McOon,1!d p·14 
Thomas F. McDonough 
.rnd Theresa A. McDonough 
M,irc McCcchan 
,rnd Elise It McCcchan 
Clifford McGovern P'04 and 
Kath ken M. McGovern P'04 
(U. 10>) 
Q;-ivid W. McGraw P'IO and 
Mcliss;;i M. McGraw P'IO {RW) 
Robert J. McGuire P'l4 (BG) 
Katrina M. Mcivor 
Robert L. McKcown 
;md S.u;i C. McKeown 
Keith A. McKinley 
.1nd Susan C. McKinley 
O;rnicl C. McManus 
and Dcbor,1h A. McManus 
Thomas E. Mc:M;rnu� Jr. (U) 
Gloria 13. McMurrough P'79 (U) 
Scott McNultyand Lori McNulty (U) 
Andrew J. McShcrry 
,1 11d Cheryl L. McShcrry 
John F. McSolcy P'\2 
and Donna M. McSolcy P'12 (RW) 
P.1ul F. J\1caghcr P'l2 and 
Add1nc E. tvlcagher P'12 (U, S+, BG) 
Al,rn B. fl.\cdt'1ros PL'OS 
and Patricia A. Medeiros (U) 
William B. M1xlciros P'07 
and Lis,1 F. tvlcdciros P'07 (U) 
Don Mceg,111 
and Cher)·\ A. tvleegan '08 P'l3 
Robert M. t-. \ceha n 
,rnd Donna M. Meehan 
David E. Mc\ch,1r '76 P'94 (I !JO) 
and Robl'rta 1. Melchar '98 P'94 
(RW, 1 1 10) 
Richard B.  Mellen and Kelly J. Mellen 
1 lcrman Mello P'l3 
and Domrnce M. Mello P'l3 (RW) 
Wendy M. Mello 
Ken M. Mcnnonna 
and M.uie C. Mennonna 
Scott Mercer 
James A. Mercurio 
and Paula L. Mercurio (BC) 
Jean L. Meri.tier 
and Sylvia Mcrizier (U) 
Robert S. Messier (U, BC) 
Louis Meyer P'0S 
and Diane Meyer P'08 
Martm D. Meyerhardt 
and Marci Me)•erhardt (U) 
Anthony F. M1cela P'l4 
and Maria Miccla P'l4 
Michael D. Mikkelson 
and Diane J. Mikkelson 
MatthewT. Miklave 
and Sandra J. M1klave 
H,ury A. Milano 
and Suz.11rnc Milano (BC) 
James R. Mili and Lynda J. Mili 
Will i,1n1 T. Mili,1 
and Christine M. Milia 
James C. Miller Jr. P'12 
and Debora M. Miller P'l2 (U) 
Peter 13. Milley and Leila R. Milley 
Mehss,1 A. Mmgolla 
Kevin R. Mischke 
and Di;rne K. Mischke 
James E. Mitchell Jr. 
and Am} S. M1tchel1 ·g4 
Yoshiyuki Miura 
and Mnsuko Miura (RW) 
Robert M. Mollins Sr. 
and Tlwrcsa F. Mollins (U) 
Michael A. Mone 
and Frances E. tv\onc (U, BC) 
Joseph S. Moni.t and Anita A. Moniz 
Jeff Montemarano 
and Jennifer Montemarano 
Paul A. Monti P'0S 
and Diane M. t-.font1 P'08 
David Mooney 
and Christine A. Mooney (BC) 
Michael J. Moran and Fiona E. Moran 
Dona Id J. Moretti 
and Kristin L. Moretti 
Stephen A. Morin 
and Cheryl D. Morin (U) 
Paul Moroukian '83 (HS) 
and Sonya Moroukian (U) 
Christopher C. Morrill 
and Susanne D. Morrill 
Kenne1h R. Morrissette 
and Cristine A. Morrissette 
Cary R. Moseman 
and Sarah Tibbetts (U) 
Barry R. Moss P'I I 
and Barbara C. Moss P'll (BC) 
Bryce A. Muir P'13 
and Lesley R. Muir P'13 
Robert F. Muldoon Jr. 
and Mary F. Muldoon '90 
Francis Mulvanerton 
and Aida Mulvancrton (U) 
Brian E.  Murphy 
and Brenda W. Murphy (U) 
Douglas J. Murphy 
and Elizabeth M. Murphy (U) 
Pamela J. Murph)' '90 
Sean T. Murphy 
and Kelly K. Murphy (U. BC) 
Thomas C. Murphy 
and Theresa L. Murphy 
Michael F. Murray 
and Tammy E. Murray (U) 
Joseph E.  Muscara 
and Jo,111 M. Muscara 
Michael W. Muttitt P'14 
and Linda A. Mutt ill P'l4 (U) 
Thomas Nabb P'\4 
and Susan Nabb P'l4 
Sami S. Nacaroglu P'07 (T) 
and Zumrut Nacaroglu (RW) 
David Nahmias PL'07 (U, 5+) 
John A. Naimoli and Marcia A. Naimoli 
Edward Napierkowski Jr. 
and Audrey A. Napierkowski 
John P. Nappi and Karin Nappi 
Thomas V. Nastasia 
and Kathleen J. Nastasia 
Robert A. Nathans 
and Sandra Nathans (U) 
Daniel R. Neagle P'14 
and Mary-Michele Neagle P'J4 
Peter J. Needham P'14 and 
Kathi A. Needham P'l4 (RW, BC) 
David Nelson 
and Jacqueline clson (U, BC) 
Robert A. Nelson and Laurie J. Nelson 
Francis J. Nemia 
and Patricia M. Nemia (RW) 
Roland Neumann (RW) 
Patrick M. Neville '83 
and Marcianne Neville (U) 
Robert A. Nigro Jr. P'14 
and Joan R. Nigro P'14 (U) 
Raymond M. Ni man 
and Tammy M.  Ni man (U, BC) 
Paul F. Nolan 
Eleanor D. Normandin P'IO 
Donna L. Norris (U) 
James B. orthridge 
and Kerry A. Northridge (U) 
Anna M. OVO '85 (U) 
Cary J. owak 
and Renee L. Pineault-Nowak 
Richard K. Noyes and Ruth S. Noyes (U) 
Joseph A. Nunes and Fa1ima Nunes 
Robert J. Obsu1h 
and Donna M. Obsuth (U) 
Joseph B. Occhi '78 (H 10) 
and Dawn E. Occhi (U, IO+) 
Mitch J. O'Hara Jr. 
and Lori C. O'Hara (U) 
Jose L. Oliveira 
and Etelvina T. Oliveira (U) 
Mollie O'Melveny C'l4 
HONORING DEAN LOGAN 
Last M ay, more than 1 5 0  R W U  Law a lumni ,  co l leagues a n d  friends 
gathered to honor Dean David Logan at the official  r ibbon cutting for 
the David A. Logan Conference Room in the law school .  This fitting 
tr ibute was made possible by the generous leadership support of 
Un iversity Trustees Mark Mandel l  'nPL and Mario J .  Gabel I i  '92H, 
who insp ired a fundraising campaign that raised $81,631 from 
141 donors to name this signature space in honor of Dean Logan's 
remarkable leadership for the past n years. From left to right: 
RWU President Donald J .  Farish; J ason Van Volkenburgh '07L; the 
H onorable Bruce Selya '02H ;  former RWU Law Dean David A. Logan; 
Trustee Linn F. Freedman; and RWU Law Dean Michael J .  Yelnosky. 
Daria M.  O'Neill 
John O'Neill and Yolanda O'Neill (U) 
Ann M. O'Neil-Souza (U) 
John J. O'Reilly 
and Melissa J. O'Reilly (U) 
David B. Ouimet (U) 
Frederick L. Overton P'13 
and Lynn M. Overton P'13 
Thomas A. Owens 1''09 and 
Denise E. Owens P'09 P'll (RW) 
Paul A. Pabis '83 '97 
and Patrice Wood (PC, RW, BG) 
Thomas F. Paccione 
and Christina M. Paccione (U) 
Thomas W. Paige P'I3 
and Darcy A. Paige P'13 
Samantha 8. Palazzo-Tardiff 
Connie Palermo P'14 (U) 
Michael C. Paloua 
and Theresa A. Palotta 
Jeffrey L. Pancer and Debra L. Pancer (U) 
Karen Paolella P'0S (U) 
Theofilos Papadopoulos 
and Karen B. Papadopoulos 
Brian J. Paras and Mary E. Paras 
Keith E. Parker and Susan H. Parker 
Mark E.  Parker P'14 
and Elaine M. Parker P'14 
Vincent D. Parziale P'14 
and Bonnie L. Parziale P'14 
Alice J. Pasqual P'I3 
Susan L. Pasquarelli PM'0S P'0S (U, 10+) 
David 8. Patnaude 
and Maria Patnaude (U) 
Christopher J. Peahl P'l3 
and Kathleen C. Peahl P'l3 
Mark E. Pearson P'l3 and 
Tracy V. Pearson P'13 (RW, 5+) 
Douglas M. Peckham 
and Dorothy R. Peckham (U) 
Timothy R. Pedchenko '91 
and Dawn M. Pedchenko '92 
Gerald W. Peden 
and Margaret M. Peden (U) 
Audrey Pcgno (U. BC) 
Steven A. Pegno 
and Judith A. Pegno (RW, BG) 
Alan B. Peoples 
and Elizabeth L. Peoples (BC) 
Barbara Perniciaro 
James M. Perniciaro 
Annette Peron 
Patricia M. Perrotta P'l4 (U) 
Clifford A. Perry Jr. and Jane C. Perry 
Frank C. Perry 
and Paula J. Perry (RW, BG) 
Jon T. Petrone 
and Rosemary M. Petrone (BG) 
Carolyn A. Phillips 
Peter 8. Pleskunas P'll and 
Suzanne E. Pleskunas P'I I (RW) 
Michael C. Pomerleau P'04 P'13 and 
Harriet J. Pomerleau P'04 P'I3 (U) 
Lawrence Pompom 
and Denise L. Pomponi (U) 
Richard J. Ponte and Amy F. Ponte (U) 
Jonathan E. Pope 
and Michelle N. Pope (U, BC) 
Gregory A. Popovich P'l2 
and Carol A. Popovich P'l2 (U, S+) 
Robert A. Potter Jr. P'0S P'12 and 
Patricia A. Potter P'08 P'12 
(RW, 10+) 
Linda C. Pol!S and Tim C. Potts 
James E. Powell '79 (H 10, CF) 
Michael E. Powers P'I3 P'l4 
and Noreen L. Powers P'I3 P'l4 
Sean P. Powers 
and Christine M. Powers (U) 
Mark W. Preston 
and Melaine A. Preston (U) 
Denise M. Price 
James L. Prigge and Jacquline Prigge 
Wayne A. Prindle 
and Diane M. Prindle 
David T. Puleo and Janet Puleo 
Lewis R. Pulliam and Alice J. Pulliam (U) 
Lawrence A. Quaglieri (U) 
James M. Quinn and Barbara A. Quinn 
Kevin P. Quinn and Deborah S. Quinn 
John V. Raevis and Francine Raevis 
Donald W. Rahm P'l4 
and Linda C. Femia-Rahm P'14 
Nancy L. Ramos '92 ·94 P'J0 
(U, HIO,CF) 
StacyT. Randell 
Edward R. Raposa 
and Kathleen A. Raposa 
Charles A. Rappa and Heidi A. Rappa (U) 
Robert N. Raso and Mary S. Raso 
Leonard C. Rathbun '75 (U. HJO) 
Charles E. Reade P'l4 and 
Patricia A. Nelson-Reade P'l4 
(U, BG) 
Thomas B. Reading 
and Tracey C. Reading (U) 
James F. Reardon P'13 and 
Susan T. Reardon P'l3 (RW. S+) 
John F. Reardon 
and Denise M. Reardon 
John J. Reardon and Holly L. Reardon 
Daniel E. Regester 
and Margaret M. Regester (U) 
Linda L. Regulbuto (U, BC) 
George A. Reichenbach 
and Vivian S. Reichenbach (U) 
Andrew J. Reida and Linda J. Reida 
John W. Reilly and Cindy A. Reilly 
Thomas Reilly and Mary Reilly (U) 
Franklin E. Resh and Catharine M. Resh 
Ronald L. Reuss 
and Nanette W. Reuss (RW, BC) 
George J. Rezendes '00 P'09 
and Kathy J. Rezendes P'09 (U) 
Hol!y S. Rhodes-Teague P'13 (BC) 
John Riccio P'JO (ADV) 
and Lyn lee Riccio P'J0 (U) 
Gregory R. Richard 
and Maria A. Richard (U) 
Gregg H. Richard P'I0 
and Pamela J. Richard P'IO (U) 
Thomas M. Rickart P'll (U, 5+) 
Diego E. Rico and Patricia K. Rico (RW) 
Henry S. Risman 
and Amy D. Risman (U, BC) 
Colin G. Ritchie 1''12 
and Barbara J. Ritchie P'I2 
Thomas J. Ritchie 
and Elizabeth 11. Rnchie (U) 
Brad E.  Roach 
and Victoria E. Roach (RW) 
Joseph W. Roberts 
and Laura D. Roberts (5+) 
Heidi M. Robinson (U) 
Neil R. Robinson (U) 
Stephen D. Robinson P'14 
and Susan K. Robinson P'l4 
Paul J. Rochford and Jodi 8. Rochford (U) 
Craig R. Rockwell Jr. 
and Margaret M. Rockwell (U) 
Jaime L. Rodrigues 
and Cynthia L. Rodrigues 
James I. Rogers and Denise M. Rogers 
Peter M. Rolla and Mary P. Rolla (U) 
Jill R. Romanelli '74 
Terry J .  Romano Jr. 
and Lisa M. Romano 
Benito Romero Jr. 
and Norma Romero (U) 
Christopher E. Root and 
Judy E. Eldredge-Root (U, BG) 
Anthon}' D. Rose P'l3 
and Doreen A. Rose '99 P'l3 
Michael C. Rosenfield p·14 
and Beth M. Rosenfield p·14 
Russell L. Rosenthal 
and Debra J. Rosenthal (RW) 
Michael G. Rosiak P'l3 
and Jacquline T. Rosiak P'l3 
Douglas M. Ross and Alison C. Ross 
John A. Ross Jr. and Cheri E. Ross (U) 
Kevin A. Ruby and Kimberly C. Ruby 
William L. Rudkin Jr. P'l4 (RW. BG) 
Anthony S. Ruocco 
and Mary-Patrice Ruocco (U) 
Jeffrey W. Russ and fleidi A. Russ 
Lawrence A. Russo 
and Cheryl A. Russo (BC) 
Michael Russo 
and Evelyn C. Russo (U, BG) 
John H. Ryther 
and Charlotte M. Cogswell ( U) 
Christopher L Sage 
and Patrice A. Sage 
George R. Samoluk 
and Patricia C. Samoluk 
Paul C. Sanborn ·33 P'll U 
Carol M. Sander (U) 
George B. Saunders p·12 
and Alice G. Saunders P'l2 
John C. Savickas and Ellen M. Savickas 
James M. Scacco 
and Diane L Scacco U 
Carol A. Scanlon '93 p·99 
and Dean C. Scanlon P'99 
Cynthia C. Scannell P'l4 
John Schaffhauser 
and Deborah Schaffhauser 
Martin E.  Schall p·13 
and Barbara A. Schall p·13 (U) 
Kurt D. Scheffler and Judy L. ScheHler 
Robert K. Scherer and Marcia A. Reni 
DonaJd P. Schilder and Maria E. Schilder 
Lame J. Schiltz 
Hugo V. Schmidt P'14 and 
Mary S. Schmidt P'l4 (R\\, BC, 
Jeff re)· W. Schmidt 
and Lisa M. Schmidt (BG. 
Mark H. Schmidt and Linda E. Schmidt 
Lawrence E. Schmutz. 
and Joan M. Oustifine (U) 
John Schofield and Martha Schofield 
Paul S. Schonewolf 
and Paula P. Schonewolf (U) 
Marc C. Schrank P'l4 
and Valaree S. Schrank P'14 
Jeffrey D. Schreiber 
and Teresa M. Schreiber 
Ferd Schroth p·o7 (U. JO+) 
Jeffrey J. Schwartz (BC) 
Terry J. Schwartz (BC) 
Ronald \V. Scofield and Joanne Scofield 
Mark P. Scott (P, RW) 
Andre U. Segatti '81 (HS, CF) 
and Janet E. Segatti (PC. RW 5+) 
Richard M. Segel '81 and Rita L. Segel '05 
Joseph W. Sekera P'12 
and Marie E.  Sekera P'12 
Russell S. Serpa P'09 
and L)•dia Serpa P'09 
Mara E. Sfara (U) 
Jess E. Shapiro P'0S 
and Linda J. Shapiro p·os 
Scott R. Sharby and Tina M. Sharby (U) 
Jerry D. Shaw and Claudia H. Couch (U) 
Marilyn B. Shaw P'12 (5+) 
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Justin T. Shay P'IO 
and Ellen Shay P'l0 (RW) 
Kenneth R. Sheldon 
and Elena M. Sheldon (U. BG) 
John F. Shields Jr. 
and Maureen T. Shields (U. BC) 
David A. Showalter 
and Carole M. Showalter (U) 
Ghad.i 0. Siddik 
John Sicgcnthalcr P'IO 
and Betty Sicgenthalcr P'IO (U) 
Marco A. Sierra and Gina E. Sierra (U) 
Joseph P. Sicrzputowsk1 P'14 
.rnd Rita A. Sicrzputowski P'l4 
John A. Siino 
and Kathleen A. Caggiano- Siino 
David Silva Jr. and Tammy Silva 
Jeffrey M. Silva '73 P'14 
and Dianne R. Silva P'l4 
Curtis T. Simmons and Lee-Ann Gomes 
Dennis E. Sisto (U) 
Jon.1th.in A. Small P'09 (U. 5+) 
Clinton Smith P'03 
and Karen 11. Smith P'03 (BG) 
Ernest P. Smith P'\ I and 
Susun M. Kennedy-Smith P'll 
(RW, BG) 
Patricia Smith 
P.1ul G. Smith (V) 
Peter D. Smith P'J4 
.ind Rarcn L. lie.1th P'l4 (U) 
Scott C. S,rnth and Joan M. Smith (BG) 
Katelyn C. Snell 
Joseph E. So1ka Jr. and Carol A. Sojka 
lvl1ch,1el Sokolski P'I0 
and Meryl Sokolski P'lO 
l);micl J. Somtrom 
and Teresa M. Sonstrom (BG) 
Antonio E. Sousa Sr. P'l4 (RW) 
Isabel Sousa 
Edward B. Soun P'\3 
and Kathleen D. Souza '08 P'I3 
Robert Spa rda ( BG) 
Stephanie V. Sparda (BG) 
June S. SpNkman {CCf>.•\ ,  U) 
Kristin T. Squier (U) 
Rodman D. St. Amand 
and Elizabeth H. St. Amand (U) 
Jeffrer L. S1,1ats P'07 P'10 (RW. 10+) 
Arthur C. Stafficre Jr. 
and Maria A. Stafficre 
John E. Stanley P'\4 
and Sally M. Stanley P'l4 (BG) 
Stephen A. Stanley P'13 
and Verna B. Stanley P'l3 (U, S+) 
Michael J. Stanton 
and Marianne Stanton {U) 
Matthew R. Stein and Achina P. Stein 
John Stewart P'14 and Jean Stewart P'l4 
John A. Stewart and Shirley A. Stewart 
Marilyn Strom (U) 
Gary Stromberg P'0S and 
Katherine Stromberg P'0S (RW) 
Marie C. Struck 
Thomas M. Studer P'\4 
and Judy Studer P'l4 
Richard J. Sull ivan 
and Lisa M. Sullivan (RW. BG) 
Steven K. Sulliv,1 11 P'l4 
and Sandra J. Sullivan P'l4 
Vincent Sullivan and Sandra Sullivan (U) 
Dormhy E. Susko (U) 
Lynn M. Sussina P'14 (U) 
David M. Swanson 
and Catherine C. Swanson (U, BG) 
Don,1ld P. Swanson 
and Laurie A. Swanson (U) 
William J. Swanson 
and Cathy J. Swanson 
Shawn M. Sweeney '90 P'\ I (U) 
Charles E. Swenson Jr. '87 (HS) 
Louis Swiczewicz PM '08 P'0l P'04 
P'0S (ADV) and 
Rosalie M. Swic1.cwicz PM'0S 
P"0l P'04 P'0S (RW, 10+) 
Ronald N. Sylvia P'0I P'04 (10+) 
and Deborah L. Sylvia '89 '96 
P'0l P"04 (RW, 1110) 
John J. T,1meo Jr. '92 P'04 (U. 1110) 
Catherine M. Tancredi P'l2 (U. S+. BG) 
Richard J. Tansey and Melina J. Tansey 
Dawna A. Tatclbaum-Sh,1eklcy 
Scan R. Taylor and Kathryn L. Taylor 
Paul J. Taylor and Kimberly A. Taylor (U) 
Br)'an S. Terzian Sr. 
and Anna Terzian (U) 
Margaret Thombs PM't3 P'09 P'\l 
(RW, 10+) 
Claire D. Thompson P'l4 
George M. Thompson 
,111d Kat hr) n Thompson (U) 
Mark S. rhrashcr 
and Saskia P. Thrasher (U) 
C.usten K. Thuesen 
and Diane J. Thuesen (U) 
John F. Tierney .1nd Pa1ricia P. Tierney 
Kevin M. Tierney and Diane L. Tierney 
Rolx>rt P. Tierney P' 13 
and Shelley A. Tierney P'13 (BG) 
Susan J. Timm ms (BG) 
Jonathan Z. Tischler P'\2 
and Monica L. Tischler P'l2 
Carol Tittcrton (U) 
Robert Tobin 
and Catherine A. Tobin '09 P'07 
(CCM, RW) 
Frank S. Tobitsch and Emily Tobitsch 
Joseph Tomasino P'07 
and Debra Tomasino P'07 (U) 
Lawrence Topal 
and Patricia Topal (RW, BG) 
Richard S. Topshe P'13 
and Joyce D. Topshc ·s1 P'13 (U) 
Anthon)' M. Tortorici P'l4 
and Elena A. Tortorici P'J4 (U) 
Mark A. Totten and Amy 8. Toucn 
William 1. Towner 
and Susan M. Towner (U) 
John A. Trahan and Adriana Trahan (U) 
Steven R. Tredennick 
and Stefni I. Tredennick (RW) 
Christian C. Trefr 
and Patricia A. Pulitano (U) 
Scott A. Trenholm 
and Cynthia 8. Trenholm (U, BG) 
Charles M. Trimbach P'09 P'l I (10+) 
and Elizabeth D. Trimbach '95 
P'09 P 'l l  (U, 1-110) 
Vincent J. Truncellito P'06 and 
Frances 8. Truncellito P'06 (BG) 
Michael J. Tuohy P'l4 
and Mary K. Tuohy P'14 (U) 
Tracy L. Turke 
Lionel A. Turnier 
and Linda M. Turnier (U) 
Philip F. Tustin and Evelyn Tustin {U) 
John Tylawsk)· p·os PL'08 and 
Elizabeth Tylawsky P'0S PL'08 (U) 
John A. Tzitzouris Jr. 
and Lynn Tzitzouris (U) 
Richard Y. Uchida 
and Nancy E.  Hale (RW) 
Jerome P. Vaga nay 
and Catherine Vaganay (U. BG) 
Anthony J. Valvano Jr. 
and Jeannie C. Valvano (U) 
Diane Vasile (BG) 
Robin L. Vasilcvsky 
Thomas J. Vecchio 
and Sandra T. Vecchio (U) 
William Vella P'09 
and Donna Vella P'09 
Frank A. Ventola 
and Barbara J. Ventola (U) 
Robert G. Ventura 
and Angela R. Ventura (U) 
William D. Verry and Karen G. Verry (U) 
John T. Verzi P'l4 
and Michelle M. Gilman-Verzi P'l4 
Linda J. Vieira '89 '96 (U) 
Thomas M. Vieira P'14 
and Stephanie A. Vieira P'l4 (U) 
David G. Villeneuve 
and Christine K. Villeneuve 
Michael R. Violette 
and Barbara Y. Violette 
Paul J. Viveiros '72 P'99 P'00 
and Carol C. Viveiros P'99 P'00 
Alice Vogel (RW, BG) 
Benjamin S. Vogel PL'98 
and Renee G. Vogel L"97 PL'98 
Scott L. Vogel 
and Dorena S. Vogel (RW, BG) 
Steve J. Voros II and Tammy L. Voros (U) 
Gary R. Vorwald P'12 and 
Regina V. Vorwald P"l2 {U, BG) 
Adam L. Vose (U) 
David S. Walden P'I4 
and Kerry A. Walden P'14 
Robert H .  Wall Jr. and Tara E. Wall 
Richard F. Wallace 
and Michelle A. Wallace (BG) 
Maureen A. Walley 
Barbara Walsh (RW) 
Brian Walsh P'l4 and Lisa A. Walsh P'14 
L1nce M. Walsh and Elizabe1h A. Walsh 
Michael A. Walsh P'13 
and Julia P. Walsh P'I3 (U, S+) 
James Wandzilak and Susan Wandzilak 
Craig A. Warnick and 
Pamela Abrams-Warnick (RW, S+) 
Robert G. Wasp (U) 
Eric J. Waters and Clair E. Waters (U) 
Marian P. Watterlond (U) 
Hans-Peter Weber and Cheryl Weber (U) 
Nicholas K. Weber 
and Janet M. Weber (U. BG) 
Mary Ellen Welch (U) 
Shaun M. Welch 
and Donna L. Welch (RW) 
Scott W. Wentworth 
and Lisa Wentworth 
David J. Wesolowski P'02 and 
Deborah J. Wesolowski '93 P'02 
Jo)'Ce Whetslone P'02 {U, 10+) 
Stephen J. Whipp 
and Sonya P. Whipp (5+) 
Brian C. White and Susan 0. White (U) 
Stephen E. White P'l4 and 
Marion K. White P"14 (RW, 10+) 
Donald R. Whitworth '75 P'0l (U, H lO) 
Steven N. Wickstrom 
and Lucretia C. Wickstrom (U) 
David P. Williams 
and Jacqueline S. Williams (BG) 
Michael T. Williams 
and Lorcdana C. Williams (U) 
Facu lty & Staff 
George J. Willis Jr .  and Lisa Willis Andrea H .  Adams (U) 
James D. Wilmes P'09 Edgar G. Adams Jr. (U) 
and Deborah Wilmes P'09 {U, 10+) Roberta E. Adams (U) 
Michael A. Wilson and Joann Wilson Susan B. Ahern 
Michael F. Wilson P'l4 
and Sherri A. Wilson P'l4 
William Y. Winsted 
and Kathryn F. Winsted 
Stiles 8. Winterhalder 
and Sandra N. Winterhalder 
Richard P. Winters 
and Deborah A. Winters 
Stuart R. Winthrop 
and Elizabeth N. Winthrop (U) 
Russell Wir1h P'lO 
and Lisa Wirth p·10 (U) 
Howard 8. Wisc and Doreen Wise 
Paul J. Wiseman 
and Tracy E. Wiseman (U) 
John A. Wishe P'0S 
and Linda S. Wishe p·os (BG) 
David F. Woodford 
and Jennifer S. Woodford (U) 
Stephen J. Woodland 
and Jo-Ann P. Woodland (U) 
Susan A. Woods (U) 
William Woodward P'02 (U) 
Daniel A. Wright 
and Paula A. Wright (BG) 
Chris1ophcr A. Wyskiel P'l3 
and Cynthia 8. Wyskiel P'l3 
Adam Yablonsky P'13 
and Ann F. Yablonsky p·13  
Todd L. Yaeger and Nancy M.  Yaeger 
John L. Yashinowsky 
and Kathy Yashinowsky 
Thomas Yip and Patricia A. Mann 
Scott J. Yonan '77 P'03 P'09 (CCM) 
and Susan A. Yonan P'03 P"09 (U) 
Patricia M. Young 
Henry T. Zafra and Bernice C. Zafra 
Joseph F. Zanca and Lisa A. Zanca 
Kclsa L. Zereski 
Ernest Zmyslinski 
and Rose Marie Zmyslinski 
Joseph Zoccali 
and Maryellen Zoccal i  (U) 
John Zompa Jr. (U) 
Jokin Zubizarreta and Carolina L Otero 
Thomas Zubrycki P'l4 and 
Felice M. Zubrycki P'14 
Marc E. Zukovich (U) 
E J. Zuspan Jr. 
and Diane M. Zuspan (RW) 
Susan E. Akin (U) 
Daniel J. Alexander (RW) 
Peter R. Alfieri (U) 
Ellen M. Almeida P'06 (U, S+) 
Jennifer L. Almeida 
Wendy M. Almeida 
Anne M. Andrade (U) 
Mark J. Andreozzi (U) 
Steven J. Andrews (U) 
Jason N. Ataya '01 
Robert H. Avery (RW) 
Jose J. Avila (U, 5+) 
Brenda 8. Azar (U, 10+) 
James A. Azar (U, S+) 
Paula F. Bailey 
Manuel S. Bairos 
Kim M. Baker 
Janet L. Baldwin (U, 10+) 
Nanette K. Balliot (RW, 10+) 
Cecily V. Banks (RW, S+) 
Suzanne P. Barnes (RW) 
Laurie A. Barron (PBC, ADV, U, 10+) 
Lorene A. Barry {U, 10+) 
Robbin L. Beauchamp (U. 10+) 
Linda L. Beith 
Christine Benevides 
Susan T. Benc"ides (U) 
Emilie A. Benoit (U, 10+) 
Maurice Berg 
Richard A. Bernardi (RW, 10+) 
Heather M. Bernier (U. S+) 
Vincic M. Bertolino 
Karen H. Bilotti (U. S+) 
Robert J. Blackburn (U) 
Carl T. Bogus (U) 
Katharine L.  Booth 
John G. Borden (U, S+) 
Susan M. Bosco P'09 (CCM, U) 
Kenneth Bouchard (S+) 
Tammy Bouchard 
Mark J. Brickley (U) 
Eric R. Bronner 
Colleen A. Brown (U) 
Warren A. Brown (U, S+) 
Gilbert C. Brunnhoeffcr III (RW, S+) 
Michael 11. Burger (ADV, U) 
Debbie A. Burgo(U, 10+) 
Sara A. Butler (U, 10+) 
Ana I .  Cabral P'lO 
Fernando M. Cabral P'0S 
Susan M. Caizz1 '96 
Amanda D. Callahan (RW) 
Thomas A. Camara 
Lee Ann V. Cameron '89 '06 M'l2 
Jennifer L .  Campbell (U) 
Alan S. Canestrari 
Anna M. Cano-Morales (U) 
Theresa A. Capelo '09 (CCM. U, HS) 
Catherine C. Capolupo (RW) 
Margie M. Caranci (U. S+) 
Dorothy Carreiro P'08 
Cynthia J. Carroll (U) 
Elaine T. Carter 
Erica N. Castro '12 (BG) 
JoAnn D. Castro 78 P'14 (HS) 
Sonya J. Cates. Ph.D. (U) 
Aimee S. Celentano '08 
Gokhan Celik (U) 
Cynthia M. Chappell P'09 
(CCM, RW, JO+) 
Patrick P. Charles (RW) 
Allison J. Chase Padula (RW, 5+) 
Edward A. Chase 
L1ura 8. Choiniere '81 (U, HS, CF) 
NanC)' K. Cifunc '93 
Brian E. Clark (U) 
Lori E .  Cochrane (U, S+) 
Timothy M. Cohane L'0S (U) 
Andrew C. Cohen (RW. 10+) 
Jacqueline T. Cohen ·12 
Rocco G. ColagiO\·anni p·99 PL' lO (U) 
Robert A. Cole (U. S+) 
Elizabeth Colt (U. 10+) 
Brian J. Com bra '10 
Judith L. Connery (RW, S+) 
John E. Cooke (U) 
David L. Corbin (U) 
Mario A. Corina '13 
Anne M.  Corrigan 
Katherine A. Costa 
Andrew J. Costanzo {U, 10+) 
Deborah A. Cote P'08 
Michelle . Crist 
Robert S. Cruz '89 
Ana P. Cunha (S+) 
Alan C. Cutting (U, 10+) 
Candice L. DaCosta 
Jaci A. Dacosta (U, 5+) 
Matthew S. DaCosta 
Tracy M. DaCosta '92 (U, H 10, CF) 
Heidi A. Dagwan 
Madeline A. Dalessio (U) 
Linda J. Dallaire 
William A. Dallaire (5..,..) 
Paula M. Dansereau P'02 P'07 
Kenneth Daponte P'lO P"l2 (S+J 
Donna L. Darmody ·97 (HIO) 
Janie W. Dauterive (R\\. 
Jerry W. Dauterive R\I,·, S+ 
Adriana I. Dawson (ADV 
Candice C. De Los Reves 
Claudia V. DeAlmeida 
Peter V. Deekle R\\', lQ ... 
Loraine M. Della Pana L'OI L 
K) le J. Desmarais 5-) 
Andrea Diaz (U 
Daniel G. DiCamillo 
Martha H. D1Marco 
Brendan P. Doherty ·94 p·1 1  
(U, 1110.CF) 
J\l1chele A. Dohertv P'l I (U, 5 ... ) 
Michael W. Donnelly-Boylen (R\\' 
Kevin D. Duarte '87 
Melissa A. DuPont 
Thelma L. Dzialo '11 p·13 (H 10) 
Ryan M. Edmonds 
S1ephanie Edwards 
Jon M. Egan ·os (U. BG) 
Robert M. Eisinger (R\\', BG 
Matthew A. Emmert (U, BG) 
J\lelissa G. Enos (CC\1, U� 
Roseann Evans (RW. IO+) 
Frank E. E)·etsemnan 
Christine S. Fagan P'IJ 
Donald J .  Farish (T. P, L. RW) 
Gail Fenske (U) 
Joanne S. Fernandes PM"06 P'02 P'04 
(RW, JO+) 
John Ferreira Jr. "86 (U, HIO) 
Charlotte J\1. Ferris (S+. U) 
George A. Ficorilli P'87 P'87 (RW. 10+) 
James E. Finn P"08 (U, IO+) 
Colin C. Fisher (BG) 
Craig ]. Fitzpatrick ·14 
Francis X. Flaherty p·9g (L. R\\') 
Barbara A. Flanders 
Donna J\1. Flanner) 
Carline L. Fleig 
Bridget A. Flynn 
Kevin J. Flynn 
John Fobert 
Joseph N. Folcarelli P'I3 (RW) 
5 1  
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Debra A. Forrest 
Stephen J. Fortunato (U) 
Victor E.  Franca 
Cheryl A. Francis 'OS M'0S 
Rosalie 1-1. Franks (U) 
Barbara P. Furtado P'07 (5+) 
Christina Gagliardi 
Christine L. Ga lib (U. 10+) 
James M. Galib (U. 10+) 
�-' \ichael J. Gallagher 
Karyn M. Gallivan {BG) 
Kathleen M. Gaskell '09 
Angelica L. Gaynor 
Frances A. Gaynor 
Nicole A. Gildea (5+) 
Mary C. Gillette 
David A. Gilmore (RW) 
Earl C. Gladue 
Jared A. Goldstein (U) 
Deborah S. Gor1✓alcz '04 L'07 {U) 
Adina A. Goodman '13 
Irving J. Goss (ADV, U) 
Frederick E. Could (U. 10+-) 
Eileen P. Graham (U) 
Gary L. Graham (U) 
William Grandgcorgc P'S! (RW, 5+) 
John R. Gras<.o '02 L'06 
Katherine A. Greene 
Barbara L. Grota (ADV, S+) 
Lindsey K. Gumb '09 
CathyLce 8. I !ague 
Richard N. I !ale ( RW) 
Michael L. llall 
Elizabeth J . l lanes(IO+) 
Elizabeth A. I Ian non P'\3 (5+) 
Meghan L. I lani.en (U) 
William M. ! !.irpcr (U) 
Suzanne A. I \arrington-Stcppcn 
(ADV, S+) 
Lucinda D. 1 larrison-Cox (U, S+) 
Heidi A. Hartzell (U, S+) 
Diana J. Hassel (U. 5+) 
Catherine A. ! lawkes (5+) 
Melissa A. I l.1ye� 
Adrianne M. I lcnderson 
Susan B. Heyman 
Bonnie Hockhousen 
Chelsie L. Jlorne (RW, 10+) 
Carole T. I lorsman P'I I 
Andrew Horwitz (PIK, ADV, U, 10+) 
Kristin E. Howley (CCM, U) 
France M. Hunter 
Polly Hutcheson (RW, S+) 
Nancy M. Jannitto (U, S+) 
Deborah L. Johnson 
Karen E. Johnson 
Cynthia A. Jones p·12 (U) 
Karen C. Jones M'03 
Brian C. Kacmarsky '96 
Thomas A. Kane ( RW) 
Jacqueline 8. Katz 
Gerard C. Keaveney P'0S 
Bruce R. Keeler 
Martin T. Kelly (U, BG) 
David M. Kem my (RW. 10+. BG) 
Barbara J. Kenney (RW) 
1 lasan-Uddin Khan P'04 (RW, 10+) 
Timothy A. Kindle P'05 (RW, 10+) 
John J. King (RW, 10+) 
Magee S. Kmec '14 (BG) 
Ruth A. Koelle (RW. 10+) 
Bruce I. Kogan (RW, 10+) 
Patria 1 1 .  Komiega 
Gowri J. Krishna (ADV) 
Niki Kuckes 
Maria C. Kula 
Laura L. Kutsaftis P'13 (5+) 
Lorraine N. Lalli L'0J (RW, S+, B) 
Ava R. Lambert (U, S+) 
Kat hleen A. La moray '02 (U, 1 1 10) 
Amy B. Lanoie 
Gregory J .  Laramie (U) 
Elizabeth P. Learned (U, 10+) 
Karen M. Lebreux P'09 P'J0 (10+) 
Kevin J. LeClair ·oo 
Timothy G. Leeber P'0S (5+) 
Mary L. Leocaclio '99 '01 P'96 (1 15) 
Anthony R. Leone II L'97 (RW. 10+) 
Arthur 1 1 .  LePage 
Robin L. Levesque (5+) 
Gladys Loa ·os 
David A. Logan (L, PBC. RW. 10+) 
J. Scott Lopes ·03 
Karen J. Lucas (U, 10+) 
Olivia C. Milonas (U) 
Lisa A. L)'Ons '13 M'13 P'l2 
Lauren E. Macbeth (ADV. U) 
Wend) A. MacDonough (U) 
Edward A. Magro lvt'09 
Veronica T. Maher (U. 10+) 
William J. Maisano II 
Mirlen A. Mal (U. S+) 
Tracey E. Mallory 
Robert J. Malloy (IO+) 
Mark S. Mandell PL' l 1 (T, L, RW, 5+) 
Stephanie P. Manzi (RW, 10+) 
Peter S. Margulies (U, S+) 
Bruce A. Marlowe 
Amanda J. Marsili (U. 5+) 
Marcia F. Marston (U) 
Nicoli no Martins (5+) 
Susan M. Mascena 
Kathleen A. Massa '82 '02 P'0S (U, HS) 
Michael Massa (U) 
Laura A. Masterson (U, 10+) 
)O)'CC A. Maudie (BG) 
Joyce A. Maynard (CCM. U) 
James H. McCallum 
Suzanne McCarthy '09 P'04 (U, HS) 
William 1- 1. McCarthy P'07 
Spencer C. McCombe '97 (U, BG) 
Rachel L. McCormack (U, S+) 
Clifford McGovern P'04 (U, 10+) 
Sheila R. McGraw (U) 
Robert P. McKcnna L'98 {U) 
Robert W. McKenna (RW, 10+) 
W. Brett McKenzie (RW) 
William B. McManus '82 
J. Murray McMillan 
Megan M. McMillan 
Susan McMullen (U. 10+) 
William L. McQueen (RW, 10+) 
Lisa F. Medeiros P'07 (U) 
Lori A. Medeiros '09 
Patricia A. Medeiros (U) 
Cheryl A. Meegan '08 P'13 
Steven M. Mclaragno '90 (RW, HS) 
David E. Melchar '76 P'94 (RW, H 10) 
Humberto M. Mello(S+) 
Chris Menton (U, 10+) 
Colin Merrick 
Mary Jo Michaud (U, S+) 
Steven A. Minicucci 
Pamela C. Moffatt-Limoges P'l3 (U. S+) 
Tanya Monest ier 
Cathleen L. Moniz '00 M'0J (ADV, U) 
Karen C. Moniz (5+) 
Anthony Montefusco (RW. S+) 
Paul A. Monri P'0S 
Debra A. Mulligan (U, 10+) 
Colleen P. Murphy (U) 
Chris1opher M. Neron ha (RW, 5+) 
Nancy L. Nester (RW. 10+) 
Kay E.  Neves (U) 
Lisa L. Newcity(U, 10+) 
Adam D. Nichols 
Eleanor D. Normandin P'lO 
Gerald J. Normandin Jr. '08 
Katrina H. Norvell 
Katherine R. O'Brien (U) 
Dawn E. Occhi (U. 10+) 
Roxanne M. O'Connell (CCM, RW, S+) 
Erica L. Oduaran 
David J. Oliveira 
Phyllis A. O'Ne;II '92 (HS) 
Raquel M.  Ortiz (U) 
Denise E. Owens P'09 P'l 1 (RW) 
John A. Pacheco (U. BG) 
Tammy A. Pacheco (U) 
Marco C. Pais (U) 
Kathleen A. Paiva 
Connie Palermo P'14 (U) 
William J. Palm (U) 
Christian A. Palombo (U) 
Priniti Panday (U) 
Patricia L. Pardini 
Veronica D. Paricio (ADV, U) 
Christine C. Parker (U, S+) 
Justin L. Parker 
John J. Parrillo 
Edward A. Pascarella (RW) 
Alice J. Pasqual p·13 
Susan L. Pasquarelli PM'0S P'0S (U, IO+) 
Melissa A. Patricio (U) 
Kathleen M. Perl muller (U, 5+) 
Thom M. Perlmutter 
Karen A. Perry 
Rena S. Piller-Thurston '97 (HlO) 
Antonio A. Pinheiro 
Mary A. Pittari 
Judith Platania (RW, S+) 
M. Shawn Platt '86 (CCM, H IO) 
Michael C. Pomerleau P'04 P'13 (U) 
Harold F. Pomeroy (RW, 10+) 
Thomas E. Poole (U) 
Robert A. Potter Jr. P'0S P'12 (RW. IO+) 
Linda G. Potts 
Paola Prado (U) 
Flora A. Prestipino (5+) 
Susan J. Principe (U) 
Diane E. Quesnelle 
Lisa F. Quinn (RW) 
Lisa J. Raiola (RW, BG) 
John Ralston 
Robert C. Rambo 
Nancy L. Ramos '92 '94 P'IO (U, HS. CF) 
Edward R. Raposa 
Grace Raposo (5+) 
Jill B. Ratteree 
Kathy J. Rezendes P'09 (U) 
Andrew L. Rhyne (U) 
Michael J. Riccio (5+) 
Michael B. Rich (RW, JO+) 
Linda A. Riley (RW, S+) 
Jane E. Rindsberg (CCM, RW, S+) 
Larry J. Ritchie (U) 
Edward F. Rizy (U) 
Joseph W. Roberts (5+) 
Arnold N. Robinson (U) 
Deborah Robinson '79 (U) 
Mary F. Robinson (U) 
Jill Rodrigues 'OS 
Candice Roque (U, S+) 
Lauren L. Rossi 
Anthony S. Ruocco (U) 
Daniel E. Ruth '08 
Carol L. Sacchetti 
Emily /. Sack 
Sarah A. Santiago 
Anthony J. Santoro (RW, 10+) 
Anthony J. Santos (S+) 
Mala P. Santos 
Rachel J. Sardinha 
Tracy L. Sartrys '90 
Joseph P. Sassi (U) 
Sandra J. Schaefer (U, 5+) 
John T. Schlinke (U. IO+) 
Eric C. Schmigle '00 M'0l (U. CF) 
Kristen A. Schofield 
Ferd Schroth P'07 (U, JO+) 
Jane E. Scou (U) 
Timothy M. Sco11 (U) 
Richard M. Segel '81 
Bruce M. Scl)'a LHD'02 (L. HD, U) 
Lydia Serpa P'09 
Thomas C. Shaffer L'98 (U) 
Marilyn B. Shaw P'l2 (5+} 
Florinda M. Sicard (10+) 
Neuci C. Silva '13 
8. Mitchell Simpson I l l  
Jonathan A.  Small P'09 (U, 5+) 
William E. Smith (L. U) 
C. Diana Soares (U, S+) 
Renee Soto (U) 
Nancy ! -1 .  Soukup 
Isabel Sousa 
Kathleen D. Souza '08 p·13 
Sandra J. Souza (U, 5+) 
June S. Speakman (CCM, U) 
Jeffrey L.  Staats P'07 P'I0 (RW, 10+) 
Sean Stacy (U) 
Jennifer M. Stanley (10+) 
Andrew M. Staroscik 
Shirle)' A. Staskiewicz (CCM) 
Matthew R. Stein 
Penney G. Stein (U) 
Melanie Stone (U) 
Robin D. Stone (U) 
Dawn A. Sullo ' 11  (U, HS) 
BROADENING HORIZONS 
In  November, President and Maia Farish hosted a luncheon t o  recognize 
the Will iam T. Morris Foundation and several of the Foundation's 
scholarship recipients. Since the inception of the William T. Morris 
Foundation Scholarship in 2001, more than 650 students have 
benefited from the Foundation's generosity in awarding more than S1.6 
mil l ion in financial aid . Foundation President and CEO Bruce August and 
his wife, Debbie - both seated in front row, center -J01ned students for 
the second annual luncheon to hear about the effect the Foundation's 
phi lanthropy has had on students facing financial needs, as well as the 
impact on students in the Study Abroad program. 
Barbra C. Supsky 
Louis Swiae\, icz PM'08 P'0l P'04 
P'OS (ADV, RW, IO+) 
Deborah L. Sylvia '89 '96 P'0l P'04 
(RW. 1 1 10) 
James Tackach (RW) 
Anne E. Tait 
John J. Tamco Jr. '92 P'04 (U, H lO) 
Louise E. Te1t1 (U, 10+) 
Stephen P. Terrien (U, 10+) 
Charles R. Thomas (U) 
Margaret Thombs PM'13 P'09 P'll 
(RW, IO+) 
Ann M. Thompson (U) 
Enles Thompson 
Kathryn Thompson (U) 
Kelly M. Thompson (CCt--1) 
Peter S. Thompson (5+) 
Carolyn D. Tidwell (5+) 
A. Ryan Tiebout ·02 
Lauren J. Tierney '13 (BG) 
Catherine A. Tobin '09 P'07(CCM. RW) 
Matthew R. Tomkinson 'OS (HS) 
Mel Topf t:05 (RW, IO+) 
Charles M. Trimb.,ch P'09 P'll (U, 10+) 
Mkhael S. Tully (RW, 5+, BG) 
Nicole R. Turner 
Elizabeth T. Tyler 
Adria C. Updike 
Diane Usher '98 
Jolee E. Vacchi L'12 
Sean Varano (U) 
Linda J. Vieira '89 '96 (U) 
Michael D. Vieira 
Paul J. Viveiros '72 p·99 P'00 
Eliza Vorenberg 1ADV. S+ 
Cudan \-Vang RW, S� 
Kerri S. Warren 
Janine L. Weisman 
Mary 1-1. Weiss (U) 
Jeremy C. Wells (U) 
Eric S. Went 
Joseph D. Whelan T, L, RW\ 
Jorce Whetstone r·o2 U. IO+ 
Stephen J. Whipp 15+) 
Stephen E. White P'14 (RW. 10+ 
Donald R. Whitworth '75 P'0l (U. HS) 
Peter 8. Wilbur M'06 (P. ADV. RW, HS, 
Julie F. Wilcox 
Robert D. Wilcox 
Elena Williams 
Jerome F. Williams (R\V, S+ 
Nicholas R. Williams 
Jamcs G. Woodruff(U. 10+) 
Rornelyn D. Woodruff(U. JO+) 
Andrew Workman (RW) 
Erin M. Wright (U) 
Michael B. Wright 
PeterG. Wright (RW. 10+) 
Thomas Wright (RW, 10+) 
Macy J. Wu (JO+) 
Julia B. Wyman 
Lorraine D. Xavier (U) 
Li-Ling Yang 
Michael J. Yelnosky (U, 10+) 
Scott J. Yonan '77 P'03 P'09 (CCM. U) 
Kathleen C. Yorks (S+) 
Brandon A. Young 
Miao Zhao (U) 
53 
I n  Honor of . . .  
Nico S .  Ari.1s 'l3 
rhomas P. Benton '14 
Richard A. Bernardi 
Joseph Call.1han 
Otto P. Ch,m · 14 
Llltrcn E. Clines ' 14 
Di.111ne F. Crowdl '82 
r-.\ary Ellen Dacey 
krr)' W. Dauterive 
Mindy C. Ccr,tcn-lsaacs '75 
Robcn I l;unmond 
Poll) I lu1cheson 
Joseph A. 11,udi '14 
Whitney A. Jaillet '14 
Thoma, P. Kdl) 
lrcvor J. Kutsaft1s ' 13 
Nicole P. Lcspasio 
David A. Logan 
Mark S. Mandell 
Michael R. J\tclton 
Cameron A. Muir ' 13 
Stcpl1.1nic M. N i  man 
Jane A. Plcskun;is ' J I 
/1.\ichad J. Smith '82 
Jennifer M. St,rnlC)' 
Joyce WhctstonL' P'02 
Stephen E. WhH(' P'l4 
Marcia Whitney '89 
Cordon F. Wood 
J\tichael J. Yelnosk) 
Scot! J. Yonan '77 
I n  Memory of. . .  
Mark Alokones 
Paul Arris 
Gary L Bahr 
Bretl J. Bergman '1 l 
Kathy Birt 
C rcgory W. Bolden '98 M 'OS 
Esther Clark 
James A. Cole '91 
Diane Drake 
Steven Ficorilli 
Thomas E. Fitzgerald '77 
Jeff A. Goldstein '74 
Mark Gould 
Charles A. Henderson Ill ·99 
Paul Hoffshire 
Harold I lorton Jr. '55 
Charlie and Mary Hough 
lv\tchael J. Jannitto 
Stephen M. Kellen '77 
John E. Kelly Jr. '98 
Rebecca Anne Kelton 
Roger Williams University 
ANNUAL FUND 
Steven T. Kilgore 
Bob Lieberman 
Darlene Lycke '85 
Jeffrey William rvlanuck '04 
Andrew C. Marsh 
Robert W. McBride 
Christopher J. McCormack '07 
Alister C. McGregor '89 
Mrs. Ada Mogayzcl 
Adam D. ahmias L'07 
David A. Rice 
Raj Saksena 
Zachar}' P. Shapiro 
John and Theresa Sparks 
Kenneth Sparks 
Mar}' Staab p·gg P'88 p·gg 
Joshua B. Stein 
Shcila·Marie Tassone 
Jeremy D. Warnick 
Michele Cron Yeaton ·so 
We are grateful to each and every donor whose gifts to the RWU Annual Fund play an 
important role in advancing the University's mission. Your support is critical to meeting 
the immediate needs of our students and faculty and to supporting the University's highest 
priorities, including Affordable Excellence. The RWU Annual Fund supports: 
e 
Expanded opportunities 
for students to participate 
in project-based learning 
The development of new 
academic minors and in itiatives 




Scholarship assistance to increase 
access to an RWU education for a 
diverse range of students 
Enhanced educational 
technology including 
collaborative and cost-saving 
cloud-based computing 
Board ofTrustees 
Richard L. Bready 'o8H 
Chairman of the Board 
/11ves1or 
Timothy E .  Baxter '83 
President, Snmsung Electronics America 
Joseph M, Brito, Jr. 
President, C.B. Uriliry Co. 
Rodney A. Butler 
Chairman, Maslurntucket 
Pequot Tribal Nation 
Gary R. Chapman '05H 
Former Chainncrn, President & CEO, 
LIN TV Corpora f ion 
Donald J. Farish, Ph.D., J .D. 
Presiden t .  Roger Williams University 
Richard M. Field, Jr. '75 
Co11sulrn,11 
Linn F. Freedman, Esq. 
PC1r1ner, Robinson & Cole 
Mario J. Gabelli '92H 
Chaimwn & CEO, 
Gabe/Ii Asse1 Manllgemem 
Denise M. Jenkins ' 1 1  H 
Direc1or, Unired Providence 
Jerrold L. Lavine '09H 
CJwimwn & CEO, The Freeman Group 
Mark S. Mandell, Esq. 
Senior PC1r111er, 
Mandell. Schwartz & Boisclair 
Marcia Morris, Esq. 
Artonwy 
Sarni Nacaroglu 
Clwrrman & CEO, Okar Otomotiv A.S. 
Patricia oonan 
Former Newspaper Edi1or 
and Nonprofi , Board Executive 
Helen Ostrowski 
Relired Clwirman & CEO, 
Parter Novel li ln1enw1ional 
Scott W. Pray 
Preside,11. D.F. Pray General Conrracwrs 
Frank E. Rainieri, Jr. '99 
Presiclent, Puma Cana Group Offices 
Todd Rech I er '93 
Co-Chief Opera1i11g Officer. RXR R,-a/ry, 
Pre.\idenr, RXR Consrrucrwn & Dei·r,fopmrnt 
The Honorable William E. Smith 
Chief /uclge, U.S. DiSlriCI Courl 
for 1/Je Dis1riu of Rhode Island 
Robert F. Sloico ' 10H 
Chairman. President & CEO, 
The Rober, F. Sw,co/FJRSTFED 
Charitable Founda1ion 
Arlene Violet, Esq. 
Fonner Rhodl' Island Attorney General 
Joseph D. Whelan, Esq. 
Partner, \\'he/an, Kinder & Siket 
Timothy B. Yeaton 'So 
Senior Vice President, 
lnfras1rucrnre Bu .\iness L'nir 
& Group Execwi\•e, Red Hai Inc. 
G ive on l i ne at: 
http://giving.rwu.edu/give 
Or mail your gift to: 
Roger Wi l l iams Un iversity 
Gift Processing Center 
One Old Ferry Road 
Bristol, RI 02809-9988 
For more information: 
Please call the Office of 
Institutional Advancement 
at (401 )  254-3071 or 






: �: HONOR ROLL , JI 
'· . l' 
OF DONORS :i1 •jl )1i 
'� 
Reflects gifts received during the 2014 -J:-� Fiscal Year beginning July 1, 2013, and 
,_..:j 
ending June 30, 2014 
./ 
KEY 
T RWU Board of Trustees Member 
p 
AB Roger Williams Alumni Association 
Board Member 
RWU School of law Board Member 
LAA Law Alumni Assoc1at1on Board Member 
PBC Pro Bono Collaborative Board Member 
PC Parents Council Member 
CCM Member of the 2014 Campus 
Campaign Committee 
HD Honorary Degree Recipient 
LHD Honorary Degree Recipient -
RWU School of Law 
ADV Advisory Board Member 
L2oth 
Anniversary Committee 
RW Roger Williams Society 
u University Society 
HS Hawk 
I: 
H10 Ten•year Hawk 
··�·: .. '_. !I B Barrister ' ,-.. 
� 
s• Donors giving five or more consecutiv;:i�frs 
10+ Donors giving 10 or more consecutive years 
!
1: 
BG Blue&: Gold Donors supporting athletics 
i) N New Alumni Donor 
!I 
L' Roger Williams University 
School of Law Alumnus/a 
lj 
CP Parent of a Current 
Roger Williams University Student 
CGP Grandparent of a Current 
H Roger Williams University Student 
ll 
p• Parent of a Roger Williams University 
Alumnus/a 
� 
PL' Parent of a Roger Williams University School 
.� 
of Law Alumnus/a 
PM' Parent of a Roger Williams University 
,:i Master's Degree Alumnus/a 
\� 
GP' Grandparent of a Roger Williams University 
Alumnus/a 
GPL' Grandparent of a Roger Williams University 1
1. School of Law Alumnus/a !:i GPM' Grandparent of a Roger Williams University 
ij Master's Degree Alumnus/a 
11 
CSP Members of the Corporate Scholars Program 
cc Community Connections 
! 1 CF Cupola Society Founding Member 
' I SP Member (or former member) of the :J Student Philanthropy Executive Council 
'I 
I i Gift made through corporation, foundation or 
;) 
trust (listed separately) 
Roger w· 11 · U . 1 iams 
n1versity 
Onl' Old l· ('rr . R 
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